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ABSTRÀCT

Advance health care directives are a legal mechanism allowing patients to be in
control of rnedical treatment decision-making in the event of future decisional
incompetency. Three hundred health care professionals were surveyed to determine their
knowledge and understanding of advance health care directives. The study cohort was
comprised of a variety of healtli care team members including physicians, nurses,
technologists, and pharmacists. The study consisted of both qualitative and quantitative
components. The quantitative colnponent consisted of 57 questions requiring a sirrple
yes-llo resporlse. These questions were categorized to determine respondents' awareness
and knowledge level of advance directives, actual experience with implementation of such
directives, and comfort levels in implementing such directives in a variety of hypothetical
clinical scenarios involving adult patients in medical, surgical and psychiatric clfuical
settings. The qualitative component consisted of respondents' definitions of relevalt
terrlinology and examples of their actual or proposed advance directives.

The study results suggest that an overwhehning number of health care professionals
support patient autonorny and decisionrmaking by way of advance health care directives.
They demonstrate a good understanding of some aspects of the legal status of advance
directives but limited ulderstauding of others. They may have difficulty with the actual
implementation of advance directives, especially those involving so-called "irrational"
treatment choices and those involving the refusal of tredical treatment with a high
probability of success as well as those requestilrg withholding of rnedical treatment. Due
to lack of consensus with respect to terni ology relevant to the area of advance directives
and lack of understanding of the concept of proportionality and the benefits-burdens test,
HCPs lray experience difficulty interpreting patients' directives. Health care professionals
and energency medical services personnel were found to value patient autonomy and
lawyers express were found to express concerns regarding clients' best interests to a
greâter extent than anticipated. All professional groups expressed a high degree of
concern and meticuÌousness in ensuriug that patients' or clients' treatment choices reflect
their true wishes.
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Karen Lee

Introduction

The purpose of this thesis is to examine issues raised by the implernentation of

advance health care directives by health care professionals.

Part A introduces advance healch care directives. Chapter 1 provides an

introduction to rnedical decision-rnaking and underlying biomedical ethical principles.

Chapter 2 defines and details the origin, meaning and purpose of advance health care

directives in a historico-legal context.

Part B descrìbes the current status of the law relating to advance directives.

Chapter 3 focuses on Canadian law while Chapter 4 concentrates on four other cor-tìlÌìon

law jurisdictions: the United States, Great Britain, Australia and New Zealand-

Part C explores the relevance of advance directives law to health care and legal

professionals. Chapter 5 presents ar-r empirical analysis of perceptions, attitudes, and

opinions of health care professionals, emergency medical services personnel, aud lawyers.

Chapter 5 discusses study format, methodology and results and Chapter 6 presents

recommendations and proposals for refining Manitoba's advance directives legislatiou.
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PART A

ADVANCE HEALTH CARE DIRECTTVES: INTRODUCTION

Chapter 1

Introduction to Medical Decision-Making

1) Introductionr

Western civilization enjoys unparalleled technological innovation, especially in

medicine. Today we are able to treat conditions that would have once meant certain death.

we can keep hearts beating and lungs breathing mechanically when the brain cells

controlling these bodily functions have ceased to functioll. We can replace diseased body

parts with healthy organs. We can induce hearts to beat anew by inserting internal

pacemakers and autornated defibrillators into cardiac tissue. We can even offer a new

heart when all else fails. These advances provide unquestionable benefits, but they also

present quandaries. conulldrutns and cjiielnlnas:

Until recently there was no doubt what was life and what was

death. A rtan was dead if he stopped breathing and his heart

stopped beating... . Apart frotn cases of unlawful hornicide,
death occurred autonìatically in the course of nature whetl the

natural fuuctions ofthe body failed to sustain the lungs and the

heart....Recent developments in medical science have

fur-rdamentally affected these previous certaiì1ties. In medicine,

the cessation of breathing or of heartbeat is no longer death' By

the use of a ventilator, lungs which in the unaided course of
nature would have stopped breathing can be made to breathe,

thereby sustaining the heartbeat. Those..'who would previously

1A Glossary of Relevant Medical Terrninology is provided in Appendix A.
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have djed through inability to swallow food can be kept alive by

artificial feeding. This has led the medical profession to

redefine death.2

Prior to the advent of mechanical ventilation, people with neurological conditions

such as Guillain-Barre syndrome and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) would have died

a natural death as a result of the disease process. Guillain-Barre syndrotne paralyzes

respiratory rnuscles. ALS destroys spinal cord and brain stem cells, ultimately resulting

in total paralysìs. People affected by these conditions experieuce no alteration in

cognition; they are aware of their surroutdings but unable to lnove or to breathe unaided.l

With the use of mechanícal ventilators, it is possible to keep them artificially alive for

lnany yeârs. Is the use of mechanical ventilation in these cases truly a medical advance or

is it a means of prolonging the inevitable, ofteu engendering suffering and indignity in the

process?

Locked-in syndrome arises as a result of focal brain stem lesions' Affected

individuals are totally paralyzed in limbs and speech but fully conscious and totally aware

of their surroundings, able to breathe unaided by tlechanical ventilation but unable to

swallow and, therefore, dependent on artificial hydration and uutrition.a Is a seemingly

2Airedale N.H.S. v. Bland, [1993]2 W.L.R. 316 (H.L.), at 380.

3Arninoff, M.J. "Nervous System" in Tierney, L.M. Jr., S.J. McPhee and M.A.
Papadakis (Eds.) Current Medical Diagnosis and Treatment 1995 Norwalk, Conn':
Appleton, at 872.

..lbi_d.
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innocuous piece of technology such as a feeding tube really beneficial in these cases or

merely a means of prolonging an inevitable process, inflicting indignity and suffering?

The court, in Bland, poignantly describes a person in a persistent vegetative state

(PVS):

...the PVS patient continues to breathe unaided and his
digestion continues to function. But although his eyes are open,
he cannot see. He cannot hear. Although capable of reflex
movement, particularly in response to painful stimuli, the
patieut is incapable of voluntary movement and can feel no
pain. He cannot taste or smell. He cannot speak or
communicate in any way. He has no cognitive function and can
thus feel no ernotion, whether pleasure or distress.5

This condition arises when a person experiences cerebral oxygen deprivation which

induces irreversible cellular damage to the cerebral cortex, which governs sensorimotor

and higher functions such as reasoning and intellect. However, it leaves the brain stem --

governing the physiological functions of respiration, circulation and digestion -- intact.

PVS patients do not require meclianical ventilators to breathe but are unable to swallow

and require artificial hydration and nutrition for survival.6

These examples are illustrative of complex clinical dilemmas which have arisen as

a result of medico-technological advances.

5Bland, supra note 2, at 363-364.

6Multi-Society Task Force on PVS. Medical Aspects of the Persistent Vegetative
State (Part I) 1994330 N.E.J.M. 7499, at 1499-1501.
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We are awed by medical technology and the power it can exert over our lives. Yet

we nust not allow technology to be our master. While we marvel at these breathtaking

advances, as a society, we "need to control medical technology to assure that it will serve

human needs and values and not follow a momentum of its own. "7 We need to recognize

that medicine is not merely an aggregate of technical skills exercised by efficient

clinicians. Medicine has to do with ethics and moral commiûnent. "Much of this

commitment stems from recognition of the need to view the patietìt as an autonomous

human being, with rights and interests which are identifiable independently of r¡edicine. "*

New and rapidly changing medical technology is but one aspect of the climate of

change occurring in biomedical law and ethics. Since 1980, we have come face to face

with a twentieth century plague in the form of AIDS (acquired immunodeficiency

syndrome). This perplexing, universally fatal disease gives rise to new issues and

dilemmas, prornpting us to re-examine our ideas about dying, about control over our

bodies and over medical technology.

MedicoJegal issues currently receive unprecedented media attention which began

in the late 1970's and has steadily accelerated. The Ouinlan casee set the stage for current

developments in medical decisíon-rnaking for ir.rcompetent patients. Since then many such

TBnglehardt, H. "Advance Directives and the Right to be L€ft Alone" in Hackler
et al., infra note 50, at 42.

*Mclean, S. Patient's Right to Know: Infomation. Disclosure. the Doctor and the
Law 1989 Aldershot, Hants.: Gower, at 3.

n]¡-Rs-Qlinlan 355 A.2d 647 (N.J.S.C. 1976)
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cases have come before the courts, predorninantly, but not exclusively, in the United

States. The Ouinlan case was also the catalyst for living wills legislation in the U.S.

In Canada, the Rodriguez casero invoked a flurry of media attention. In the Uliired

States, Dr. Jack Kevorkian's quest for legalization of physician-assisted suicide is the

focus of controversial debate. All of this is part of one issue: the quest for individual

patient autonomy in rnedical treatment decision-making. This trend is in keeping with a

more pervasive societal trend toward individual rights and autonomy, a trend which has

been accelerating since the human rights movements of the 1960's and, in Canada,

implerrentatiolr of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedomslt in 1982.

"Over hirnself, over his own body and r¡ind, the individual is sovereign. "12 ln this

succinct statement, John Stuart Mill articulated the principle of individual autonomy.

Immanual Kant described autonony as "the foundation of human dignity and the source

ofall morality. "13 These philosophical underpinnings gave rise to today's western societal

focus on personal autonomy, respect for privacy and individual rights. It is in tliis cultural

colìtext that the law with respect to medical treatment developed and evolved.

'uBe.dlig!.ez v. B.C. (4.G.) [1993] 3 S.C.R. 519 (S.C.C.); (1993) 76 B.C.L.R.
(2d) 14s (B.C.C.A.); [1993] B.C.w.L.D. 347 (B.C.S.C.)

llCanadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms. Part I of the Constitution Act. 1982,
being Schedule B of the Canada Act. 1982 (U.K.)

''?Mill, J.S. "On Liberty" (1859) in Hurchins, R.M. (Ed.) Great Books of the
Western World. Vol. 43 1988 Chicago: Encyclopaedia Britannica, at 271.

13Hill, T.E. Autonomy and Self-Respect 1991 Cambridge: Carnbridge Univ.
Press. at 43.
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Uprooting a long history of medical authoritarianism, patient autonomy has

transformed relatioriships between health care providers and patients into a focus upon

mutuality, reciprocity and shared decision-rnaking.lt Health care providers are legally and

rrorally bound to respect, honour aud facilitate patieltts' medical treatment choices,

ensuring individual sovereignty over body and mind.15 This rneans that a competent

patient has the right to decide which treatments he or she will accept or refuse. The

ultimate decision-making authority resides with the patient.r6

Informed consent goes hand in hand with patient autonomy, ensuring that patients,

not health care providers, exert control over medical treatment decisions. Inforrned

consent doctrine demands that consent to medical treaûnent be voluntary and infonned and

given by a mentally competent adult or mature minor.lt This means that the patient must

have an understanding of the nature of the treatment and any associated risks and benefits.

He or she must have the legal capacity to give consent and such consent must be free of

any element of coercion, deceit, duress, force or fraud.l8 This does not preclude

IaRoy, D.J., J.R. Williams and B.M. Dickens. Bioethics in Canada 1994

Scarborough: Prentice-Hall, at 1 1 i.

lsKennedy, L Treat Me Right: Essa)'s in Medical Ethics and Law 1988 Oxford:
Clarendon, at 177.

tuKatz, J. Dut)' and Caring in the Age of Informed Consent and Medical Science

1992 8 Humane Medicine 187, at 193.

rTBrock, D.W. "Children's Conpetence for Health Care Decision-Making" in

Kopeln-ran, L.M. and J.C. Moskop (Eds.) Children and Health Care: Moral and Social

Issues 1989 Dordrecl.tt: Kluwer, at 189.

tsBeauchamp, T.L. and J.F. Childress. Princìples of Biomedical Ethics 1994 New

York: Oxford Univ. Press, at 163.
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idiosyncratic or seerningly irrational choices. The right of choice exists whether a

patient'S reasons for a particular decision are "rational, irrational, unknown or evell non-

existent. "re Health care providers who provide medical treatment without informed

consent may be found legally liable for assault or battery.2O The right of inforned rredical

treatment refusal is a corollary to informed consent.?1

Patient autonony, and the correlative doctrine of informed consent, are well-

established common law princíples for competent or autonomous individuals, but what

about rights of ilcompetent or non-autonoÍlous individuals unable to provide treatment

consent or refusal?22

In Re Ouinlan embodies the genesis of self-determinâtion for non-autonomous

patíents. Since Ouinlan, colr]lnon law jurisdictions have honoured the principle of patient

autollomy ald the practice of proxy decision-making based on either substituted judgment

or best interests standards for non-autonomous persons. This right is enshrined both

statutorily and in case law. lt is out of this regard for the rights of non-autonomous

tnsj-d¿wêy v. Bethlem Hosnítal Governors t19851 1 All E.R. 643, at 666'

?olinden, A.M. Canadian Tort Law 1988 Toronto: Butterworths, at 43'

2'In Re Conrov 486 A.2ð' 1209 (N.J.S.C. 1985), àt1222-

221. preferable alternative to the terms competency/incompetency is

autonotnous/non-autonomous. An autonomous person is able to make treaünent decisions

while a non-autonomous person is unable to do so. (weir, R.F. Abating Treatment with

Criticall)' Ill Patients 1989 New York: Oxford Press, at 69.)
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patients that the concepts of proxy decision-rraking and advance health care directives

have arisen.

Ouinlan set the stage for many medical treatment decision-making issues specific

to non-autonomous índividuals which have since appeared before the courts and continue

to be of relevance today:

1) Should the prior expressed wishes of previously competent persons

with respect to medical treatment be followed?

2) What evidential burden should be satisfied in order to establish and

verify prior expressed wishes of previously autonomous persons?

3) What approach should be taken in those cases where a previously

autonomous person did not give expression to preferred treatmeüt

choices, and in cases of those persons who have never been

autonomous?

4) Wlro has the autlÌority to act as surrogate decision-maker in sucl.r

cases, and what decision¡naking criteria should be followed?

5) Is there a legal distinction between withdrawing and withholding

medical treatrnent?
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6) Is there a legal distinction between "ordinary" and "extraordinary"

medical treatment?

Other concepts germane to medical decision-making are beneficence, non-

malehcence, ardjustice. Benehcence refers to the moral duty to help others and includes

rnercy, kindness and charìty.2r h a medical context, it involves doing that which prornotes

the patient's best interests. Non¡naleficence refers to the non-infliction, prevention and

removal of harm to others.2a It is expressed in a maxin that is the foundation of medical

ethics - priEu¡q-non naç9r9 -- "above all, or first, do no harm. "25 The principle ofjustice

requires distribution of societal resources in a manner that is fair andjust to individuals

and maximizes tl.ìe benefit to societv as a whole.26

These principles rnay come into conflict. A r¡edical treatment that is deemed to be

in a patient's best interests may colrflict with what the patient wants, causing a clasl.r

between autonomy and beneficence. Beneficence and non-maleficence may conre into

conflict when beneficial treatments cause harm at the sarrre that they provide benefits. For

instance, chemotherapy destroys cancerous cells but is also cytotoxic to normal cells,

causing devastâting effects.2T Distributive justice involves choices that rnay conflict with

23Beauchamp and Childress, supra note 18, at 260.

?4lbkl.. ar 190.

"Iblrl.. at 189.

26þt4., at327.

27Rugo, H.S. "Cancer" in Tierney et al., supra note 3, aI65-70.
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beneficence ald nou-maleficence. For insta¡ce, the limited availability of certain rnedical

resources means that health care providers must deny treatment to some patients while

providing it to others. The unavailabilìty of treâtment to the latter may violate beneficence

and non¡naleficence principles in that these patients will not receive treatment that is in

the.ir best irìterests and, as a result, may suffer harm. Justice may clash with autonomy.

For exanple, if a patient's condition involves a poor prognosis, following his or request

for life-prolonging treatment may result in the denial of scarce resources! such as limited

intensive care equipment, to another patient who could have been helped, thus resulting

il injustice.']s

Such issues forrn the backdrop to the current ernphasis on advance health care

directives. Although the concept of advance di¡ectives is not new and, to date, only a

small percentage of people have executed such docurnents:e, as public awareless increases,

we are certain to see an increase in expressiou of rnedical treatment decisions through

advance directives, creatillg novel issues for those who seek to implement tl.rese

documents.

'?EGaul, A.L. Ethics of Clinical Judgment in Critìcal Care 1990 10(1) Crit. Care
Nurse 24, at 26-2'7 .

tn"One survey found that although 56% of adults discussed treatment preferences
with family members, only 15% had filled out living wills. Others estimate that this
number is as low as 9%." (Lerner, M.J. State Natural Death Acts: lllusor)' Protection of
Individuals' Life-Sustaining Treatrnent Decisions 1992 29 Harvard J. Legis. I75, at 176.)
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Chapter 2

Advance Health Care Directives: Origin, Meaning and Purpose

1) What Are Advance Health Care Directives?

"Just as I choose a ship to sail in or a house to live in, so I
choose a death for my passage frorn life. "

Seneca (4 B.C.-65 A.D.)

In keeping with inforrned consent, autonomy and self-determination precepts, a

mechânism allowing competent individuals to give prior instructions regarding future

medical treatments when they become tìon-autonomous, exists in the forrn of advance

health care directives: instructional directives or living wills and durable powers of

attorney for health care. This concept was first posited by Louis Kutner in 196930 but lay

dormant until 1976 when two events transformed the fabric of North Arrerican biornedical

law and ethics: 1) California enacted the first living wills statute, the "Natural Death

Act, " and 2) the New Jersey Supreme Court decided In Re Ouinlan.3r

Instructional directives allow individuals to specify medical treatment preferences.

An instructional directive may consist of a pre-printed fonn, or it rnay be a simple

handwritten docurnent. It may be complex, anticipating a myriad of clinical states and

30Kutner, L. Due Process of Euthanasia: the Living Will. a Proposal 1969 44 lnd,.
L.J. s39.

3lCondie, C. Cornparison of the Living V/ill Statutes of the Fiftl¡ States 1988 14
J. Conternp. Law I05. ar 105.
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treatmeDt choices, or it rnay simply refer to a single treatment choice. Instructional

directives are further sub-divided into: 1) Non-specific statements and 2) Scenario-and-

treatment-specific statements. ¡2

Conceptually, instructional directives or Iiving wills are rooted in trust law:

The living will is analogous to a revocable or conditional trust
with the patient's body as the res, the patient as the belÌeficiary
and grantor, and the doctor and hospital as the trustees. The
doctor is given authority to acr as the trustee of the patient's
body by virtue of the patient's consent to treatment. He is
obligated to exercise due care and is subject to liability for
negligence. The patient is free at aly time to revoke the trust.33

Living wills differ from testaÍìentary wills. Testarnentary wills direct property

disposition upon the will-maker's death. Living wills direct medical trea nent decisions

if and when the will-maker becomes decisionally incompetent.3a Conrad advocates use

of expressions such as "patient's choice" and "expression of nedical treatÍìent

preferences, " which connote choice and decision-making autonomy, rather than "living

will, " which suggests death and, therefbre, may be confused with testamentary wills.35

s2Emanuel, L. Advance Directives: Wrat Have We Learned So Far? 1993 4 I .

Cliu. Ethics 8, at 8.

33Kutner, supra note 30, at552.

3aFrancis, L.P. Evanescence of Liviug Wills 1988 14 J. Conternp. Law 2'7 , at 27.

35Conrad, A.F. Elder Choice 1993 19 Am. J. Law Med. 233, ar217.
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Agency law forms the legal foundation of durable powers of attorney for health

care. Durable powers of attorney for health care allow colnpetent individuals to appoint

agents or surrogates to act on their behalf with respect to medical treatment decisions in

the event of future decisional incompetelcy. They differ frorn traditional powers of

attorney which invest surrogates with decision¡naking authority regarding financial

Íìatters. Rather, durable powers of attorney for health care instruct and empower

surrogates with rredical decision-rraking authority.36 Sorne jurisdictions have separate

statutes governing instructional advance directives and durable powers of attorney for

health care; whereas other jurisdictions include both types of directives under one statutory

framework.3T

Durable powers of attorney for health care have been called "preventive r¡edicine

for difficult decisions. "is These directives demonstrate greater flexibility than instructional

directives. They can be used for all medical treatment decisions thus circumventing

limitations intrinsic to early living wills statutes, such as "terminal condition"

requirements.tn Instructional and proxy directives complement each other. Ideally, the

t6zinberg, J.M. Decisions t'or the D)¡ing: an Ernnirical Studl¡ of Ph]¡sicians'
Responses to Advance Directives 1989 13 Vermont L. Rev. 445, at 451.

3ïuengst, E.T. and C.J. Weil. "Interpreting Proxy Directives: Clinical Decision-
Making and the Durable Power of Attorney for Health Care" in Hackler et al., infra note
50, at22.

3ESteinbrook, R. and B. Lo. Decision Makinq for Incompetent Patients by
Designated Proxy: California's New Law 1984 310 N.E.J.M. 1598, at 1601.

tnzinberg, supra note 36, at 460.
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rnaker of an advance directive would execute both types -- a proxy directive designating

a surrogate decision-rnaker and ân instruction directive to guide tl.re proxy.a0

Advance directives are about personal control, diguity and autonotry. People

consider many tàctors when making decìsions to forgo or accept treatment. In addition

to the most prevalent factor, fear of intractable pain, a person rnay fear dependency,

helplessness, loss of control and indigriity,at or a certain nanner of dying, such as a

"sensation of choking"+? or a "gruesome deatl.r. "a3 lt is a highly subjective, individualized

judgement and one person may be prepared to tolerate a level of discomfort that another

would not accept.

lnherent subjectivity and individuality precludes a standardized blueprint for a

universal advance dírective format. Standardized forms serve as mere guidelines to

express core values and treatment goals specific to each individual and considerable

variability in forn and structure exists (Appendix B). Advance directives may consist of

instructional directíves, durable powers of attorney for health care or combinations of the

o0Singer, P.A. Advance Directives in Palliative Care 1994 10(3) J. Palliative Care
l1l, aT 714.

'tPearlnan, R.4., K.C. Cain, D.L. Patrick, D.L. et al. Insights Pertaining to
Patients' Assessments of States Worse than Death 1993 4I. Clin. Ethics. 33, at35.

a2Rodriguez v. B.C. (4.G.): Excerpt from Proceedings at Charnbers 1993 9lss.
Law & Med. 303, ar307.

43Ib<!.,at 306.
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t'øo ard are lashioned ìn accordance with a specific jurisdiction's statute.s Directives may

be cli[ically oriented -- focusing on condition specific treatrnent choices or therapeutic

goals, or values oriented - focusing on a person's beliefs, values system and world view.as

Many health care facilities have fonnulated their own documentsaó and faith cornmunities

have developed their own formats in accordance with their religious tenets.l7 Two

examples are advance directives developed by Catholic{s and Jewisl.rae religious bodies.

2) Advantages and Disadvantages of Advance Directives

Advance directives offer many benefits, to patients, their families and loved ones,

and to healtli care providers. Advance directives serve as expressions of individual

autonomy and freedorn to choose medical treatment preferences.

o'Olick. R.S. Approxir¡atinq Inlonned Consenr and Fosrering Cornrnunication:
Anatom)¡ of an Advance Directive 1991,2 L Clin. Ethics 181, at 182.

atSinger, 
supra note 40, at 114.

a6Hays, H. Development of a Prior Directive Forrn for Use in a Communit)¡
General Hospital 1993 9 Humane Medicine 48 , af 49 .

aTOlick, supra note 44, at i83.

{Catholic Health Association of Manitoba. Statement on Advance Directives 1993.

4eDorff, E.N. "A Time to be Born and a Tine to Die:" a Jewish Medical Directive
for Health Care 1992 44(3) United Synagogue Review 20.
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By providing assurance to families and significant others that their loved one,s

wishes are being carried out, instructional advance directives can alleviate stress, anxiety

and guilt associated with trying to determine what the person would have wanted.so

Advance directives are beneficial to lìealth care providers, offering clarity with

respect to individual treatment preferences, enhanced communication between patients and

caregivers, confidence that treaûnent is in harÍrony with patient values and preferences,

and relieving the pressure to provide unwarranted maxirnum medical interventions. The

willingness on the part of healtli care providers to assist individuals in creating a directive

and following the directive may serve to enhance the relationship between the parties.

By granting civil and crir¡inal irnmunity to health care providers relying in good faith on

a patients' directives, advance directive legislation alleviates caregiver concerns about

potential civil legal liability and defensive medicine.5l

Advance directives benefit society as a whole by allowing the enhancement of

individual autonorrry, in keeping with dernocratic precepts. The recognition and

implementatior.r of advance directives fulfils societal goals of respect for autonomy,

amelio¡ation of suffering and promotion of dignity.5'? Advance directives, if they are

5oHackler, C., R. Moseley and D.E. Vawter (Eds.) Advance Directives in
Medicine (1989) New York: Praeger, at 4-5.

"Lbid.

s2Downie, J. "\{here There is a Will. There Ma}' be a Better 
'Way: " Legislating

Advance Directives I99I-92 i2 Health Law in Canada 73, at77.
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followed, rray rninimize use of inappropriate, undesired medical technologies, thus

helping to reduce escalating health care costs.53

While advance directives confer undeniable benefits, there are also problerls

associated with their use. Advance directives rnay be especially problematic for sanctity

of life proponents who hold the value of life to be intrinsic and absolute, and they regard

the withholding and withdrawing of aggressive medical treaturent in situations where the

treatment is not tutile as contrary to divine will in deterrrining life's end.5a

Potential problems may arise where an individual desires inappropriate, expensive

medical treatme t and demands it in his or her advance directive.ss If health care

providers follow such a directive, they violate the principles of beneficence, non-

maleficerce and justice as such treatment may not be in the patient's best interests, may

cause hann to the patient, and may result il the denial of scarce medical resources to

another patient who could benefit from thetr.

An adva¡ce directive attempts to project into the future which rnedical technologies

will be acceptable or unacceptable to tlte maker of the document.5ó Instructioual advance

53Hackler et â1., supra note 50, at 5.

unlþir!.

55Kapp, M.B. Response to the Living Will Furor: Directives for Maxirnum Care
198212 At¡. J. Med. 855, at 856.

uul-eflar, R.B. "Framework for the Legal Analysis of Advance Directives in Health
Care" in Hackler et al., supra note 50, at 64.
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directives written remotely in time may not address a patient's situation. New treatment

options and prognoses unanticipâted by patients at the time of advance directive executioD

may result in directives that rr-ray not accurately reflect an individual's true wishes.57 The

person may have changed his or her mind between execution of the directives and the

occurrelìce of events triggering implementation.5s Nonetheless, one sfirdy suggests a high

degree of stability in patients' treatment preferences over time.5e

Vague, irnprecise language may subject people to undesired rnedical interventions.

Expressions such as "extraordinary measures, " "heroic measures, " "life-sustaining, "

"meaningful quality of life" are subject to multiple interpretations.60 On the other hand,

too precise language may result in denial of desired interventions.6l With autonomous

patients, informed consent to one type of intervention is never irnplied to apply to a

different but similar ìntervention. This principle applies equally to Don-autonomous

sTDownie, supra note 52, at 77 .

5€Advance Directives Seminar Group, Centre for Bioiethics, Univ. of Toronto.
Advance Directives: Are The]¡ an Advance'l 1992 L46(2) C.M.A.J. 127, at 128.

seEverhart, M.A. and R.A. Pearlnan. Stability of Patient Preferences Regarding
Life-Sustaining Treatments 1990 97 Chest 159, at 159.

60Silverman, H.J., J.K. Vinicky and M.R. Gasner. Advance Directives:
Imolications for Critical Care 1992 20 Crit. Care Med. 1021 , at 1029.

6iBrett, A.S. Lirritations of Listing Specific Medical Interventions in Advance
Directives 1991 266 J.A.M.A. 825, at826.
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patients. Health care providers cannot presume that treatment requests or refusals for

specific interventions are applicable to different but sirrilar interventions.62

Health care providers face further dìfficulties in clinical interpretation. Medical

decisions are based on probabilities and uncertainties with respect to prognosis.63

Therefore, decisions as to when to declare an illness "incurable" varv fron one clinician

to another.6a

Clinically oriented advance directives, delheating specific clinical conditions and

rnedical interventions, may be quite restrictive, locking patients into specific clinical

scenarios.6i Scenario-ald-treatment-specific statements risk being too narrow and limiting

as it is impossible to anticipate every possible clinical situation and every possible

treatment choice.

Patients' choices may be framed in irnplicit assutrptions about expected medical

conditions or outcomes. For example, successful cardio-puhnonary resuscitation outcome

depends on many variables. A person who is unaware of this rnay execute an advance

c'?Emanuel, L.L., M.J. Barry, E.J. Emanuel et al. Advance Directives: Cau
Patients' Stated Treatrrent Choices Be Used to lnfer Unstated Choices? 1994 32 Med.
Care 95, at 101-102.

63Dubler, N.N. Commentar)¡: Balancing Life and Death -- Proceed with Caution
1993 83 Arn. J. Public Health23, at24.

6aSilverman et al. supra note 60, at 1029.

65Olick, supra nofe 44, at 182.
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directive stating "no cardio-pulmonary resuscitation (cPR) under any circunstances"

when, in fact, she might experience a clinical condition with a high probability of

successful resuscitation.66 similarly, a person who executes an advance directive directilg

"no rnechanical ventilation" out of fear of long{erm ventilator dependence rnay forgo

short-term mechanical ventilation with high a probability of successful outcome. Thus

someone who fails to envision the actual clinical scenario triggering his or her directive

may be subjected to unwanted medical treatment.

Values history directives arose out of concerns regarding the limitations of

clinically-oriented treatnent specific directives. They are less restrictive than treatmert-

specihc directives, clarifying and removing afrbiguity with respect to treatnent goals and

values.67 This type of directive allows individuals to cornplete a series of questions related

to personal values and goals -- for example, attitudes with respect to health and illness,

relationships with family, friends and health care providers, religious beliefs and

spirituality, independence, control, and autonomy.68 A portrait of the individual emerges,

enabling surrogate decision-makers to determine treatnent goals and preferences.

uuSilverman et al., supra note 60, at 1029.

67Doukas, D.J. and L.B. McCullough. Values Histor]¡: Evaluation of the Patient's
I99I 32 I. Fam. Prac. 145, at 146.

66Higgins, G.L. Discovering a Patient's Values for Advance Directives 1993 9
Humane Medicine 52, at 54.
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Values oriented directives can be used alone or in conjunction with instructional

directives.6e Since documents with both broad value statements and specihc treatûìent

choices may conflict, health care providers may consequently face dilemmas trying to

determine precisely what patients' true wishes are.70

Patieuts' choices may be skewed or biased by the larÌguage of standardized advance

directive documents or influenced by health care providers' biases, values and beliefs.Tl

These factors may result in execution of advance directives that are not reflective of

patients' true desires.

Health care providers may either disregard advance directives or adhere too rigidly

to them, disregarding competent patients' contemporaneously expressed choices. In one

study of hypothetical treatnent scenarios, 40% of respondent physicians indicated that

they would provide a level of care different from what patients and fan-rilies had actually

requested (in person or by advance directive).7'?

6el¿mbert, P., J.M. Gibson and P. Nathanson. Values Histor]¿: an Innovation in
Surrogate Medicâl Decision-Making 1990 18 Law, Medicine & Health Care 202, at 210-
2tt.

ToBmanuel, L. Health Care Directive: Learning How to Draft Advance Care
Documents 1991 32 J.A.G.S. 1221, at 1222.

'lMalloy, T.R., R.S. Wigton, J. Meeske et al. Influence of Treatrnent Descriptions
on Advance Medical Directive Decisions 1992 40 J.A.G.S. 1255, aT 1258-1259.

"Alemayehu, E., D. V/. Molloy, G.H. Guyatt et al. Variability in Ph)¡sicians'
Decisions on Caring for Chronicalll¡ Ill ElderlJ¡ Patients: " an International Studv 1991 144
C.M.A.J. 1133, at 1138.
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Health care providers may view patient conpliance with statutory requirements as

the only legally valid expressiolr of an advance directive. They may be unaware of and,

therefore, disregard common law recognition of patient treatment choices.Ts Legislation

may thus undermine rather than enhance patient autonomy, particularly stâtutes with

"terminal condition" restrictions?a and constraints on medical treatment choices such as

disqualification of artificial hydration and nutrition as refusable treatments.T5

Reluctance to execute advance directives stems from a number of reasons.

Preparation of advance directives requires serious deliberation about life, death and

mortality -- issues many people prefer not to think about. Alternatively, many consider

advance directives unnecessary, preferring to rely on family members to make medical

treâtment decisions in the event of future incompetency.T6 Others fear advance directives

will be used to deprive them of medical care,7? or will promp! undertreaünent or

abandonment by health care professionals. Ts

t3Hackler et al., supra note 50, at 6.

TaHeintz, L.L. Legislative Hazard: Keeping Patients Living. Against Their Wills
1988 14 J. Med. Ethics 82, at 83.

Tsl-emer, supra note 29, at 198.

'6Menikoff, J,A., G.A. Saclis and M. Siegler. Be)'ond Advance Directives --
Healtlr Care Surrogate Laws 1992 327 N.E.J.M. 1165, ar 1165.

"Dubler, supla note 63, at24.

TsMenikoff et al. supra note 76, at 1165.
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Some people fear that the use of advance directives will lead to more adversarial

relationships between patients and health care providers, eroding their traditional fiduciary

relationship. They fear that health care providers may pressure people to execute advance

directives for health care cost containment reasons rather than to enhance their rnedical

decision-naking autonomy. For these reasons, health care providers may hesitate to

initiate dialogue and develop advance directives with their patients.Te

3) Advantages and Disadvantages Specific to Prox.v Directives

Durable powers of attorney for health care avoid certafu difficulties encountered

with instructional directives. Designation of surrogate decision-rnakers ensures access to

contemporaneous medical information with respect to clinical condition and medical

treatment alternatives, thus more closely approxirnating informed consent.s0 Durable

powers of attorney for health care allow individuals freedom to clloose someone who

shares their values, beliefs and interests to make treatment choices on their behalf or

someone who will respect the values, beliefs and interests of the individual making the

directive.

'eHackler et al., supra note 50, at 5-7

'oLeflar. supra nole 56. at 64.
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Without such a document, it is next of kin, in concert with the health care

providers, who typically act as surrogate decision-makers for incompetent patients.sl

According to this rnedical custom, family members are in the best position to determine

treatnent for non-autononous patients. This is not always true and there are situations

where this practice creates dilemmas. Farnily members may feel uncomfortable with their

decision-naking role.82 There may be dysfunctional family dynamics,s3 or conflict among

family rnembers.8o There may be no close family members available.ss people uray

develop close relationships with non-family members, preferring to rely on them rather

than family members for surrogate decision-making. People who choose non-traditional

farrily structures and lifestyles fall into this category.s6 AIDS patients may prefer

sorreone other than biological family members to make treatment decision choices for

them.8? In the New York case of Evans v. Bellevue Hospital, an AIDS patient executed

I'Haï)ann, A.A. Familv Surroqate Laws: Necessary Supplernent to Living Wills
and Durable Powers of Attorne]' 1993 38 Villanova L. Rev. 103, at 103.

g2llsid., at 772.

u3Ibid., at 168.

8albid., at 170.

'slbid., at 171.

'6Torielli, G.M. Protecting the Non-Traditional Coupte in Times of Medical Crisis
1989 12 Harv. Women's L.J.220, aT235-236.

I'Schlyter, C. AIDS and Aid-in-D),ing: Impact of AIDS on the Debate Over
Euthanasia. Assisted Suicide and Cessation of Treatment 1990 Thesis Master of Laws,
Univ. of Toronto , af 175.
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a durable power of attorney for health care appointing a non-farnily member as his

surrogate decisiou-maker. 88

In Re Guardianship of Kowalski underscores these issues. Physically disabled and

decisionally incompetent following a notor vehicle accident, Sharon Kowalski was the

subject of an eight-year legal battle over medical decision-making authority between her

parents and her ir.rtinate companion, Karen Thornpson.8e Execution of an advance

directive by Ms. Kowalski prior to her incompetency might have averted this discord.e0

One way to solve such dilerrrras is to re-define "family":

...to include those persons who are available and competent,
have been involved with and concerned about the patient, are
knowledgeable about the patient's values and preferences, and
are willing to apply the patient's values to making the
decision... [and] rright well include persons not related to the
patient and rnight exclude relatives.er

"EyaN v. Bellevue Hospital N.Y.L.J. , July 28, 1987 (N.y. County Ct. July 27,
1981).

8'Lr Re Guardianshìp of Kowalski 382 N.W.2d 861 (Minn. Ct. App. 1986), cert.
denied 106 S. Ct. 1467 (1986), petition lor rev. denied, (Minn. App. 18, 1986) IKsuabk¡
No. 1l; 392 N.W.2d 310
(Minn. Ct. App. 1986) [Kowalski No. 2l; 478 N.W.2d790 1Minn. App. 1991.), petitìon
for rev. denied (Minn. App. Feb. 10, 1992 [KowalskrNs- i]

e0Camelli, M.N. Extendìng Farnil)¡ Benehts to Gav Men and Lesbian Wornen I992
68 Chicago-Kent L. Rev., at 463.

elStanley, J.M. (Ed.) Appleton hternational Conference: Developin=e Guidelines
for Decisions to Forgo Life-Prolonging Medical Treatment 1992 (September, Supplernent)
18 J. Med. Ethics 6-21, at 10.
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Many living wills statutes contain "terminal illness" restrictiols,e2 limiting the

scope and effectiveness of advance directives. Durable powers of attorney for health care

are free of such constraints and are applicable in any situation which incapacitates the

principal.e3

There are also disadvantages associated with proxy directives. proxies may exert

pressure or duress on the principâl in execution of the document.e4 A surrogate may fail

to implement the principal's wishes in a faithful Íìanner or tnay act in a tnanner contrary

to his best interests.et Surrogates may be unavailable when needed. This problem can be

averted by appointment of rnore than one surrogate or, alternatively, a statutory list of

proxy decision-makers.e6

4) Conclusion

Advance directives are in keeping with a societal trend toward increased personal

autonomy and responsibility. Use of advance directives in clinical and legal practice is

in an embryonic state and there is still r¡uch to learn and discover. While advance

directives confer many belefits, there are also potential problems with their use.

e'Lerner, supra note 29, at 189.

erLeflar. supra nole 56. ar 65.

'albid., at 66.

'g5lbid., at 65.

,6lbid.
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Nevertheless, legal recognition of these documents is a positive step toward honouring

personal autolìomy and individual choice in medical treatment decisions. Advance

directives empower people to determine medical treatment decisions at a time when they

are unable to voice those choices. They enable us to "search for that person's 'voice' and

allow it to 'speak' to the greatest extent possible. "eT

PART B

ADVANCE DIRECTIVES LAW: A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

Chapter 3

Legal Status of Advance Directives in Canada

In Canada, the right of non-autonomous individuals to self-deterr¡ination with

respect to n-redical decision-making and treatment choices is enshrined in the commou law,

constitutional law and legislation. Until very recently, Canada had no advance directives

legislation and no constitutional guarantee of the individual's right to make medical

treaurìent choices. This status clmnged with constitutional recognition of the latter and the

etractment of Canada's first health care directives statute-

eTlambert et al., supra note 69, at209.
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Constitutional recognition of uredical decision-rraking autonomy first occurred in

Morgentaler I, in which the Ontario Court of Appeal described the right of self-

determination with respect to medical treatment choices as a deeply rooted, fundamental

part of "life, liberry and security of the person. "es The Suprerre Court of Canada further

elaborated these rights in Morgentaler IIee and, most recently, in Rodriguez.l00 ln Malette

v. Sl.rulman,l0l and Fleming v. Rgj-d,tot the Ontario Court of Appeal confirmed the right

of non-autonomous individuals to nake medical lreatnent cÌroices by rneans of advance

directives.

In Malette, Dr. Shuhnan, the defendant physician, transfused the unconscious Mrs.

Malette despite his knowledge of her prior written refusal, consisting of a card stating "No

blood or blood products under any circumstances. "103 The court recognized Mrs.

Malette's card as a valid medical treatment refusal directive and found Dr. Shuhnan liable

in battery. The court held that ir is up to the parient, not the physician, to decide which

treatments shall be administered and which shall not and that a directive such as Mrs.

eBMorgentaler v. R. 22 D.L.R. (4tlÐ 641 (Ont. C.A.), at 665 (Morgentaler I).

eeMorgentaler v. R. (1988) 44 D.L.R. (4th) 385 (S. C. C.)(Morgentaler II)

looRodriguez, supra note i0.

'o'Malette v. Shulman (1981), 63 O.R. (2d) 243, 43 C.C.L.T. 62 (H.C.); (1990)
67 D.L.R. (4rh) 321 (Ont. C.A.)

l02FIeming v. Reid (1991) 82 D.L.R. (4rh) 298 (Ont. C.A.)

103Malette, supra note 70I, ar.323.
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Malette's is legally binding even if the physician regards the patient's decision

unreasonable, medically unsound and contrary to the patient's best interests:

A competent adult is generally entitled to reject a specific
treatment or all treatment, or to select an alternate form of
treatment, even ìf the decision llray entail risks as serious as
death and may appear mistaken in the eyes of the medical
profession or of the community. Regardless of the doctor's
opinion, it is the patient ryho has the final say on whether to
undergo the treatrnent.rG (Eurphasis added.)

Fleming v. Reid involved two psychiatric patients who were given anti-psychotic

drugs despite their prior competently expressed refusal.l05 The court asserted that a

constitutional right to make medical treatment choices by means of advance directives

exists and that a failure to honour such directives violates both the liberty and security

interests protected by s.7 of the Charter:

The common law right to bodily integrity and personal
autonomy... forms an essential part of an individual's security
of the person and must be included in the liberty interest
protected by s.7.ltr

'oolbid., at 328.

'o'Fleming, supra note 102, at 299.

1o6lbid., at 312.
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The court concluded that cotrrmon law and constitutional rights were co-extensive, botll

being founded on societal recognition of dignity and autonomy of the person.r0T The court

also endorsed advance directives legislatior.t.108

Canadian advance directives legislation is in its infancy. Manitoba was the first

province to enact legislation pertaining to both instructional and proxy directives.rOe

Outariollo has subsequently enacted sirnilar legislation and Albe¡ta has draft legislation that

would enable people to execute both instructional and proxy directives.lll British

Colurnbia,lr2 QuebeCtt aud Nova Scotiäa have legislation governing proxy decision-

n-raking.

'o'.Iþid.

loelbid., at 318.

loeHealth Care Directives and Consequential Amendments Act S.M. 1992 c.33,
C.C.S.M. c.H27

"oÂdvocaçy4çI S.O. 1992, c.32; Consent and Capacit]¡ Statute Law Amendrnent
Act S.O. 1992, c.26; Consent to Treaflnent Act S.O. 1992, c.31; Substitute Decisions Act
S.O. 1992, c.30

"'Adya.uç9-Dllgç!ygg:\çI (Bil l 58) Second Session, 23 rd. Legi slatu re, Legi slative
Assembly of Alberta (1994)

11'?Health Care (Consent) and Care Facilit), (Admission) Act S.B.C. 1993, c.48

ll3Public Curator Act S.Q. 1989, c.54

llaMedical Consent Act C. S. N. S. 7989. c.279
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Newfoundlandrr5 has legislation for proxy decision-making as well as a st¿tutory

proposal for instructional advance directives legislation.116 The Law Reform Commission

of Saskatchewan recomrneuds the implernentation of advance directives legislation.llT

However, the actual resulting legislation may differ from such proposals as governments

do r.rot have to follow the recommendations of law reform cornrnissions.

The Manitoba Act recognizes the right of every competent persoll to consent,

refuse to consent or withdraw consent to his or her health care.t18 Directives can be

specific or general and are not limited to tenninal patients. A directive can be permanent

or temporary, taking into account periods of lucidity in otherwise incompetent patients.lle

The Manitoba Act stipulates that instructional advance directives must be iu

writing, sigred, witnessed and dated.120 Although the Act provides examples of advance

directives, no standardized forrn is mandated. All that is required is written

llsEndurinq Power of Attorne)' Act S.N. 1990, c.15

tt6Newfoundland l¿w Reform Commissiorl. Discussion Paper on Advance Health
Care Directives and Attorne)'s for Health Care 1992 NLRC-WP6

tttl-aw Reform Commission of Saskatchewan. Proposals for an Advance Health
Care Directives Act 1991

tttHealth Care Directi , supra note 109, ss.

1,2.

:'1'lbid., s.6(2).

"olþid., s'8.
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documentation of one's medical treatment choices. The Act allows anyone aged sixteen

and over to execute instructional advance directives.l?r However, proxy decision-rrakers

must be eighteen years of age or over.ttt

Revocation must bô executed in the same manner as a testamentary document in

accordance with the Wills Act1r3 -- by a later will, a later writing declaring an intention

to revoke, or by burning, tearing or otherwise destroying the will with the intention of

revoking it.124

The Manitoba statute does not impose an onus of inquiry on health care providers

but rather imposes an onus on those who execute advance directives to inform health care

providers of tl.reir existence or revocation.l25 Manitoba grants immunity from prosecution

or civil suit to health care providers who fail to follow an advance directive because they

were unaware of its existence.ttu There is no penalty clause with respect to non-

conpliance where health care providers have knowledge of the existence of an advance

directive. The remedy for non-conpliance lies in the common law tort of battery.

t"lþl¡l., s.4.

"'lþkl., s.12.

"'Wills Act, R.S.M. 1988, c. W.t50, s. 16.

l'?aHealth Care Directives and Consequential Amendments Act, supra note 109,

'2'Ibkl., s.21.

"uþJ!J., s.22.

s.9
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Ontario's statutory framework is complex, consisting of four pieces of

legislation.l2T The Consent to Treaûnent Act states that no treatnent is to be adrninistered

to a non-autonomous person where there is evidence of a prior expressed treatment

refusal.i:8 Unlike Manitoba, in Ontario, a 16-year-old can act as a proxy.'2e The statute

does not differentiate between written and oral advaDce directives and does not delineate

the requirements tbr written instructional advance directives. Proxy directives are

addressed in both the Consent to Treatment Act and the Substitute Decisions Act.r30

In conclusion, while the issue was being examined by a number of provinces,

Malette and Fleming provided a further impetus to Canadian advance directives

legislation. While Quebec and Nova Scotia had enacted legislation on proxy directives

prior to these decisious, no province had legislation regarding instructional directives until

Manitoba's Health Care Directives and Consequential Arnendrrents Act was enacted in

1993. Ontario has since followed Manitoba's lead and this trend is likelv ro conrinue in

other provinces.

i'ziAclvocac)' Act, Consent and Capacìt)¡ Statute Law Amendrnent Act, Consent to
Treanrent Act. Subslirute Decisions Acr. supra note I 10.

zsConsenr ro Treannenr Acr, supra note I 10, s.24.

1'elþkl., s.17.

l3oConsent to Treatr¡ent Act and Substitute Decisions Act, suora note 110.
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Chapter 4

Legal Status of Advance Directives in Four Other Cornmon Law Jurisdictions

1) United States

california enacted the hrst American living wills starute in 1976. Today all states

and the District of colur¡bìa legally recognize advance directives -- instructional, proxy,

or both -- as evidence of patients' treatnent choices.l3r

Living wills statutes enable people to create valid and legally enforceable living

wills in accordance with specified procedural requirements. The Natural Death Act,

Medical Treatrnent Decisions Act, Life-Prolongins Procedures Act and Life-sustainine

Procedures Act are atnong various titles asc¡ibed to tlÌese statutes.13? Characteristics

shared by all An-rerican living wills statutes include:

- execution formalities

- revocation requiremeDts

- penalties for forgery or intentional destruction

- statements indicating that compliance with advance directives does not
equate to suicide or assisted suicide

- civil ald crirninal immunity to health care providers who adhere to people's
advance directives

1315inger, supra note 40, at 1 11.

'r2Condie, sup_tê note 3I, at 101
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- "conscience clauses" and transfer provisions for health care providers who
do not wish to follow directives.r33

Most jurisdictions require living wills to be executed in writing, signed, dated and

witnessed by two adults.rl Only four states (Florida, Louisiana, Texas and Virginia) have

specific provisions for oral advance directives.l35 Louisiana's sÞnrte, based on Roman

civil law, states that "a declaration may be made in writing, orally, or by other means of

lronverbal communicatior.r. " l36

All states and the District of Columbia have durable power of attorney

legislation.l3T Mauy have dual legislation, with one statute governing instructional

directives and a separate st¿tute regulating proxy decision-making. More recent legislation

contains instructional and proxy directives within the same statute. In some states, general

power of attorney statutes can be interpreted to include health care decision-makirg.138

133Marzen, T.J. Medical Decisionmaking for the Incompetenr Person: a
Comprehensive Approach 1986 4Issues in Law & Medicine 293, at291.

t3nCondie, supra note 31, at 113.

"'Iþ¡d.

"uIþid.

"'Doukas and McCullough, supra note 67 , at 146.

138Obade, C.C. Advance Healthcare Planning Under the New Federal Patient Self-
Determination Act 1992 38 Prac. Law. 83, at 98.
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Three st¿tes (Arkansas, l¡uisiana, and New Mexico) permit adults to rnake living

wills for their minor childreu.l3e All other jurisdictions limit advance di¡ectives to adults.

Adolescents' advance directives are not legally binding in any jurisdiction but offer

persuasive evidence of patient wishes.taO

Many statutes suffer from "tenninological vagueness" with respect to the language

descriptive of medical conditions or medical technologies. Phrases such as "terminally

ill," "heroic measures," and "life-prolonging procedures" are subject to rnultiple

interpretations. ral Subjectivity in interpretation leads to uncertainty and poses difficulties

for health care providers in implementing advance directives. Faced with uncertainty,

health care providers may refuse to follow such directives, negating individual autononìy

and control over health care decision-making. ra2

Most statutes have a "terminal condition" requirement. ra3 Terminal illness

restrictions are problernatic for a number of reasons. Fi¡st, terminal illness restrictions

"eca.hill, J. (Ed.) Nurse's Handbook of Law and Ethics 1992 Springhouse, pa.:
Springhouse, at 176.

'n0Rushton, C.H. and M.E. Lynch. Dealins With Advance Directives for
Criticall)¡ lll Adolescents 1992 12(6) Crit. Care Nurse 31, at 36.

lalKeyserlingk, E.W. Second-Generation Advance Directives: Will Reforrning the
Law Improve the Practice2 1993 9 Hurnane Medicine 57 , at 58-59.

1a'Nanovic, S.J. Living Will: Preservation of the Right-to-Die Demands Clarity
and Consistenc)' 1990 95 Dickjnson L. Rev. 209.

'a3Condie, supra note 31, aI lll-I12.
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focus on the "timing of death rather than on the futility and the burden of treatment to the

patient. "r4 Secondly, terminal illness restrictions exclude individuals with non-terminal.

chronic or irreversible medical conditions, severely limiting the protection offered by

advance directives.l45 Thirdly, while an illness may be terminal, death may not occur for

a number of years after onset and initial diagnosis.la6 For example, AIDS is known to be

universally fatal but there is an incubation period of 8-11 years between diagnosis of HIV

infection and development of full-blown AIDS resulting in death.la7 Sorre states define

a "terminal illness" as one in which death is "irnurinent. "la8 In these jurisdictions, an

AIDS patient would have to wait until a few months before death is anticipated in order

to execute an advânce directive.rae By that time, he tray be precluded from executing an

advance directive due to AlDS-related dementia which affects lp to 75% of AIDS

patients,t50 causing coglritive dysfunction and decisional incompetency.l5r

tnnl-erner, supra note 29, at 796.

tntFrancis, supra note 34, at 37-38.

'nuCondie, supra note 31, at 1,ll-112.

laTGrohmann, S.M. and K-8. MacDonell. Predicting the Course of HIV Infection
1992 26(l) Medical Aspects of Human Sexuality 22, at22.

tn8l-erner, supla note 29, at l9I.

'n'Iþ¡d., at 186-195.

1soAdans, T. HlV-Related Dementia 1988 94(2)(Jan. 20) Nursing Times 45, at 45.

15'McArthur, J.C. Neurologic Manìfestations of AIDS 1987 66 Medicine 407, af
410-411.
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Many statutes specifically exclude refusal of artificial hydration and nutrition.t52

This exclusion has its roots in the historical debate as to whether hydration and nutritiorl

therapies constitute basic, routine cor¡fort care Íteasures or rnedical treatment.l53

Only a handful ofjurisdictions recognize another stâte's legislation.r5a A problem

thus arises when a person executes an advance directive in one jurisdiction and the

triggering event occurs in another. The enactment of advance directives legislatio¡ in

other common law jurisdictions, such as Canada and Australia, makes this an opportune

tine to introduce reciprocity statutes, ensuring that a patient's wishes are respected in the

event that the individual requires medical care outside the jurisdiction where the directive

was signed. This type of arratgement is in effect in other areas of the law, such as fan-rily

law where jurisdictions honour one another's child support statutes to ensure that rights

are not lost sifirply because one party leaves the jurisdiction.l55 Si[rilar arrangements in

the area of patients' treatment rights, both oD an inter-state and international level, would

enhance medical decision-making autonomy.

Overly rigorous stâtutory süardards produce lormidable obstacles to the realization

of patient treatment choices and the exercise of patient autonomy. These statutory

initiatives have been heavily criticized by health care professionals, Iawyers and

ls2Francis, supra note 34, at 33-34.

lttl-erner, supra note 29, at 203.

"nCondie, supra note 31, at 114.

lssReciprocal Enforcernent of Maintenance Orders Act R.S.M. i987, c. M20
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bioethicists. The recent passage of family surrogate statutes has been one response to

deficiencies in At¡erican advance directives legislation. These statutes have codified the

ntedical practice of allowing family members to make rnedical treatnent decisions for non-

autonomous persons in the absence of advance directives docurnents_ ttu

Statutory amendnents precipitated by the U.S. Supreme Court Cruzan decision

have broadened the criteria to include individuals such as PVS patients and to permit the

refusal of artificial nutrition and hydration.r5T Cruzàn involved a parental petition for

removal of a feeding from a PVS patient in accordance with her prior expressed wishes.

The U.S.S.C. held that a non-autonomous person has a constitutionally protected liberty

interest in refusing medical care and gave the states the authority to determine the validity

of the person's previously expressed wishes.t'8

Another facet of patient autonomy is reflected by the federal Patient Self-

Determination Act (PSDA),15e enacted in 1990 with the objective of enhancing awareness

of patients' rights and lostering planned health care decision-rnaking by enhancing

l56Hamann, supra note 81, at 137-132.

15'Meisel, A. Retrospective on Cruzan 1992 20 Law, Medicine & Health Care
340, at344-345.

reCruzan r. Director. Missouri Denartr¡enr of HealLh ll0 S.Cr. 2841 t I9901
(U.S.S. C.), at 2851-2852.

ls'gOmnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990 Public Law No. i01-508 Para.
4206, 4151 (codified in scattered sections of42 U.S.C., especially Para. 1395cc, 1396A
(West Supp. 1991)
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opportr:nities to execute advance directives.160 The Act rnaldates that all federally funded

health care facilities (including hospitals, health maintenance organizations, hospices,

personal care homes, and home health care agencies):

1) provide written information regarding state laws on medical decision-

making, including treatment refusal rights and the right to execute

advance directives;

2) docurnent in patients' medical records the presence of advance

directives;

3) provide educational programs to staff and cornmunity members

regarding state laws governing advance directives;

4) r¡aintain written institutional policies and procedures on advance

directives.l6r

'6oOlick, supra note 44, at I8I-I82.

l6lAmerican Bar Association Commission on Legal Problems of the Elderly.
Patient Self-Determination Act: State Law Guide 1991 (August), at 1.
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While the PSDA recognizes the legal validity of oral directives, the Act expressly

defines an advance directive as a written instruction and strongly urges the use of this

format. tut

One of the PSDA's underlying premises is that patients will execute advance

directives if they are given appropriate information, knowledge and encouragement. 163 In

fact, few people report lack of inforr¡ration as the reason for not completing an advance

directive.l6a Rather, they report difficulties with the mechanics of execution, problems

such as finding witnesses and notaries, and lifrited experience with legal documents as

disincentives to preparing advance directives. Most legislation imposes complex

requirements, requiring the drafter to be articulate and have experience with legal

documents,l65 and it is not surprising that most people who have completed advance

directives are well-educated. One study indicates mmpletion rates of 2I% for people with

less than high school education, conpared with 34% for those with high school education

and 50% for those with college education.166 As a result, the complexity of most

American advance directives legislation presents considerable barriers to less advantaged

Ame¡icans.

16'?lbid., at 19.

t"la Puma, J., D. Orentlicher aud R.J. Moss. Advance Directives on Admission:
Clinical Implications and Anal],sis of the Patient Self-Determination Act of 1990 1991 266
J.A.M.A. 402, at 403.

'unHigh, D.M. Advance Directives and the Elderlv: a Stud)¡ of Intervention
Strategies to Increase Use 1993 33 Gerontologist 342, at347.

16slbid., at 348.

'66lbid., at 346.
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Another barrier is lack of physician initiative in discussing advance directives with

patients.r6T Physicians are reluctant to approach the subject because of their own

discomfort with the topic and the belief that patients will raise the issue if it is important

to then.168 But rnost patients expect physicians to initiate advance directive cliscu ssions, 16e

and perceive lack of physician initiative as a barrier to communication.rTo patient

reluctance to initíate such discussion may be ascribed to overcoming traditionally passive

roles engendered by a legacy of medical authoritarianism.r?r

In conclusion, Americau advance directive laws coutain numerous deficiencies.

Vague, ambiguous terminology nay make interpretation difficult. Restrictions imposed.

both with respect to medical conditiolìs and treatments, serve to preclude rnany individuals

who may wish to, from executing a living will. Lirnited inter-jurisdictional reciprocity

means that an advance directive made in one state will not necessarily be honoured in

another, thus restricting rather than e[hancing patient autonomy.

'o'Haas, J.S., J.S. Weissman, P.D. Cleary et al. Discussion of Preferences for
Life-Sustaining Care b]¡ Persous with AIDS: Predictors of Failure in Patient-Ph)¡sician
Communication 1993 153 Arch. Intern. Med. 1241, ar 1247.

'uel-a Puma et al., supra note i63, at 402-403.

'utStelter, K.L., B.A. Elliott and C.A. Bruno. Living Will Completion in Older
Adults 1992 i52 Arch. Intern. Med. 954, at951 .

l7oEmanuel, L.L., M.J. Barry, J.D. Stoeckle, J.D. et al. Advance Directives for
Medical Care: the Case for Greater Use l99l 324 N.E.J.M. 889, at 889.

"tl-oewy, E.H. Furthering the Dialogue on Advance Directives and the Patient
Self-Deterrnination Act 1994 3 Cambridge Q. of Healrhcare Erhics 405, at 405-406.
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2) Great Britain

Great Britain has no advance directives legislation and no constitutional guarantees

regarding rledical decision-makitig such as provided by s. 7 of Canada's Charter of Rìghts

ard Freedorns.rT2 Recent English case law with respect to rrredical decision-making rights

of non-autonorlous individuals endorses advance directives.

Lord Butle¡-Sloss, speaking for the Court of Appeal, approved Canada's Malette case in

Re: T. ,r73 and, il Bland, stated:

...tlìe right to reject treatment extends to deciding not to accept
treaÍnent in the future by way ofan advance directive or "living
wiÌI.,,174

The English l¿w Cornmission recommends implernentation of advance directives

legislation to provide clarity and guidance for patients and health care providers.175 In its

proposed statutory framework, the Cornmission endorses MalettelT6 as well as Canadian

statutes and statutory proposals.ttt

t"Stern, K. Livins Wills in Enelish Law 1993 7 Palliative Med. 283. at 283.

"-Re T. 119921 4 All E.R. 649, at 668.

"'Bland, supra note 2, at 342, per Butler-Sloss, L.J., at C.A. level.

1'sEnglish Law Commission. Mentally Incapacitated Aduhs and Decision-Makìng:
Medical Trearmenr and Research I993 (ConsuìLarion Paper No. 129). ar 27.

"ulþid.

"'Iþjd., at3I-46.
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scotla¡rd's l¿w commission is not eager to embrace adva¡ce directives legislation.

The commission commends the American model but states that this rype of legislation is

unnecessaÐ/ in scotland due to differences in both the two countries, health care systems

and socio-political climates.rTs The Scottish legal system also diffe¡s in that it is based on

Roman civil law rather than English common law.

3) Australia

Australia was quick to respond to Ame¡ica¡ legislation with the enactment of

advance directives legislation in southern Australia,ITe the Northern TerritorylE.

victoria,rsl and tle capital rerritory.r82 western Australia and rasma¡ia are considering

enacting legislation based on the Victorian model.r83

The capital rerritory statute has provisions for proxy decision-making only. The

two Australia¡r Natural Death Act stafutes are patterned after california's Natural Death

lTeScoftish l¿w Commission. Ment¿lly Disabled Adults: Leeal Arrangements for
Managing Their Welfare and Finances 1991 (Discussion Paper No. 94), at 312.

lTeNatural Death Act i983 (S.4.)

"oNa.U!ùDcêIhlç.t 1988 (N.T. )

"'Mg.dj!al__lü.QaE[gü_Ac! 1988 (Vic.), as amended by Medical Treatment
lEnduring Power of Anomey) act i990 (Vic.) a¡d Medical Treatment lA_qents) Act 1992
(Vic.)

182Powers of Attorney (Amendment) Acr 1989 (Capinl Terr.)

t"Law Reform Commission of Western Australia. Discussion Paper on Medical
Treatment for the Dving 1988 (Project No. 84), at 32-36.
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Act, a¡rd they contain most of the feahrres typical of early American living wills st¿lutes. r8a

They are also subject to the same lirnitations and narrow scope. Victoria,s Medical

Treatment Act (MTA) is broader and more flexible, allowing any medical treatment to be

withheld from a person who has clearly expressed a treatnlenr refusal decision, either

generally or of a particular kind by means of a treaûnent refusal certificate.ls5

These statutes are regulatory and protective in nature with two objectives: 1) to

regulate procedures enabling terminally ill patients to direct the discontinuation of

"extraordinary" life-sustaining medical treatment; and 2) to provide irnrnunity from civil

and criminal liability for doctors who comply with valid directives.t*u Neither statute

permits a general refusal of treaínent and both contain "termilal illness', and

"extraordinary measures" restrictions. 187 These restrictions reflect the diagnosis,

prognosis and treatment configuration predominant in early American living wills

legislation and are subject to the same problems.

'8'Lanham, D. and B. Fehlberg. Living Wills and rhe Righr ro Die with Dignir)'
1991 18 M.U.L .R. 329, at 337 .

le5Medical Treatment Act, supra note 181 , s.5.

186Mendelson, D. Medico-Legal Aspects of the "Right to Die" Lesislation in
Australia 1993 19 M.U.L.R. 112, at 115-116.

ieTl-anham and Fehlberg, supra note 184, at337.
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Both statutes require written directives, have a minimum age limit of 18 years and

require the presence of two witnesses.188 South Australia's statute imposes no

requirements as to who may act as a witness, whereas the Northern Territory statute

requires two witnesses who must be 18 or over and neither rnust be a medical practitioner

involved in the person's treatment.rse Southern Australia requires compliance with a

prescribed forrn. teo

Both statutes provide immunity frorn criminal and civil liability for health care

providers who follow advance directives rnade in accordance with the statutory provisions,

but neither has sanctions against medical practitioners for deliberate non-compliance. ter

Victoria's Medical Treatrnent Act addresses some of the problerns found ìn the

South Australian and Northern Territory statutes. The MTA has two primary objectives:

1) to establish procedures for rredical treatment refusal, and 2) to penalize medical

practitioners t'or non-compliance with a valid treatment refusal certificate.le2 It sets out

188]bid., at 330.

seNatural Dearh Acr (N.T.). supra nore 180. s.4(2t.

le0Natural Death Act (S..A.), supra note 179, s.4(i).

'ell-anhanr and Fehlberg, supra note I84, at349.

le2Mendelson, supra note 186, at 123.
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formal requirements and procedures for execution of a treat¡nent refusal certificate and

creates a stâtutory offence of medical trespass.te.

As is the case with the two Natural Death Act statutes, the MTA requires a person

to be at least 18 years of age and of sound rnind in order to execute a certificate of

treaünent refusal.rq For purposes of the MTA and the Natural Death Acts, the definition

of "sound mind" is identical to that required for the execution of testâmentary wills (that

the person must be capable of understanding the nature and consequences of his actions).

This does not necessarily exclude a person with mental illness.le5

Treatment refusals must be voluntary and clearly expressed ,'in writing, orally, or

in any other way in which the person can communicate. "l% The certificate must be signed

by two witnesses, one of whom must be a medical practitioner. Witnesses must be

satisfied that the individual understands the nature of his medical condition and that his

refusal is voluntary.1e7

Both Natural Death Acts have provisions that allow medical practitioners to

override a patient's directive on the grounds that the patient may not have understood the

lesMedical Treatment Act, supra note 181, s.6.

tnnlþid., s.5.

lesMendelson, supra note 186, at 116-117.

1'6Medical Treatrnent Act, supra note 181, s.5(3).

1'g?Ibid., s.5(1).
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nature and consequences of his actions when he made the directive.les The MTA has no

such override provision. once presented with a treâtment refusal certificate in compliance

with the Act, a rnedical practitiouer is statutorily bound to honour it.lee

Unlike the other two sarutes, tl.re MTA has no "terminal illness,' or ',extraordinary

rneasures" restrictions. under the MTA, a person is free to refuse medical treatrrent

"generally or specifically" - including treatment for treatable and/or curable conditions

but the Act does have a "current condition" requirement, clearly stipulâting that treatment

refusal certificates are not applicable if a patient's medical condition changes to such an

extent that tl.ìe condition in relation to which the certificate was rnade is no longer

current.20o Tl.ris requirement impedes n-redical decision-making autonomy because it

excludes the possibility of utilizing treatment ¡efusal certificates for decision-rnaking

related to future nedical conditions.

Victoria's statute provides for the appointment of surrogate decision-rnakers.201

Agents are prohibited from refusing treaûrent wlìich is appropriate and proportionate, and

surrogate decision-rnaking powers are restricted to situations in which medical treatme¡t

would cause "unreasonable distress" or where there are reasonable grounds for believing

1eELar rarn and Fehlberg, supra note I84, at346.

leeMendelson, supra note 186, at 130.

200Medical Treat¡nellr Acr. supra nole I8l . s.7{3).

'zolMedical Treatrnent (Enduring Power of Attorne)¡) Act 1990 (Vic.)
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that the patient, iÎ competent, would consider the treatment unwarranted.202

"unre¿sonable distress" is construed in a subjective sense to rnean a treatment that would

cause distress to a particular individual.:03 Surrogate decision-makers are not constrained

by "terminal illness" restrictions and l.rave the power to refuse treatment for permanently

unconscious or persistent vegetatìve state (PVS) patients as well as for temporarily

incompetent patients witli treatable and/or curable illnesses.2s

Physician non-compliance with treatment refusal certificates executed in

accordance with the MTA constitutes a criminal offence.205 Because this is a summary

offence, the Medical Board is not required to deny registration to a rnedical practitioner

convicted under the MTA or to institute disciplinary proceedings for professional

misconduct.206

Western Australia's Law Reform Comrnission ¡ecommends the MTA as a model

statute but suggests: 1) irununity from criminal prosecution or civil liability to physicians

who administer analgesic rnedication even where these drugs may have the effect of

'o'Ib!d., s.5B(2).

2o3l-anham, D. and S. Woodford. Refusal b]¡ Agents of Life-Sustaining Medical
Treatnent 1992 18 M.U.L.R. 659, ar 670.

'o'Mendelson, supra note 186, at 137.

'o5lbid., at 146.

'oulbid.
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shortening the patient's lifespan; and 2) rernoval of the distinction between palliative care

and other forms of medical treatrnent, so that patients could refuse both.207

4) New Zealand

While New Zealand has no specific advance direclives legislation, the Bill of

Rights Act provides that "everyone has the right to refuse to undergo any medical

treatment. "208 This is a very broad right, with no restrictioDs as to diagnosis, prognosis

or type of treatmenr. The statute does not specifically address whether or not that right

can be expressed in an advance directive. Based on the persuasive nature of the

jurisprudence in other common law jurisdictions, specihcally the constitutional recognition

of the right to exercise medical treatment choices by means of advance directives in the

united states and canada, a corrpelling argument can be put forth that such a right exists

in New Zealand.

In conclusion, England is in the process of developing advance directives

legislation, based on Canadian, American, and Australian rnodels. Australia's advance

directives movement is due to enter another phase. Wrile New ZealaDd's Bill of Rights

Act contains medical trearment refusal rights, legal scholar Rosemary Tobin submits that

tliis is not enough:

20'Law Reform Commission of Western Australia, supra note 183, at 32-36.

'¿o€New Zealand Bill of Rights Act 1990, s. 11.
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...legislative recognition [of advalce directives] in New Zealand
would alleviate some of the undoubted concerns of doctors
faced with the prospect of discontinuing treatment...to an
incornpetent patient...[and] would also alleviate concerns of
those who do not wish to be kept alive indefinitely in a non-
sentieltt vegetative state, and who wish to have some say in the
matter.2oe

Thus, all col¡mon law jurisdictions embrace advance directives as an irnportant

element in prornoting, enhancing and ensuring patient autonorny. Scotland and two North

Arnerican jurisdictions, Quebec and Louisiana, adhere to the civil legal system. With the

exception of Scotland, these jurisdictions endorse and have, in fact, enacted advance

directives legislation. Other non comlnon law jurisdictions, such as Denmark and the

Netherlands, are also considering legal recognition of advance directives.2l0

'onTobin, R. Incorrpetent Patient's Right to Die: Tirne for Legislation Allowins
Advance Directives? 1993 N.Z. Recent L. Rev. 103, at 119-

2toSinger, supra note 40, at 1II.
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PART C

RELEVANCE AND IMPLICATIONS OF ADVANCE HEALTI.I CARE

DIRECTIVES

chapter 5 - Perceptions, Attitudes and opinions of Medical and Legal professionals

l) Introduction

The introduction and implernentation of advance directives in clinical settings will

present unique issues and challenges to health care professionals. Their perceptions,

attitudes and opinions are explored and compared to those of emergency rnedical services

personnel and lawyers for the purpose of determining their knowledge base and

understanding of the legal status of advance directives and potential problerns ancl issues

in their clinical application.

2) Hvpothesis

Through empirical analysis, I will explore and analyze:

1. The dif-ferences, iÎ any, between health care

professionals, emergency medical services persounel

and lawyers in perceptions, attitudes and opinions

regarding the legal status of advance di¡ectives and

their implernentation.
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2. Issues and potential problerns that may arise fo¡

health care professionals, emergency rredical

services personnel and lawyers as a result of advance

health care directives legislation.

3) Comnarison to Other Studies

Other studies have explored attitudes, opinions and perceptions of the general

public, patient groups, and health care providers. The health care provider studies focus

predominaltly on physician attitudes. There are two studies dealing with nurses' opinions.

This study is not confined to physicians and nurses but includes other health care

professionals, in keeping with the multi-disciplinary nature of the health care team and

expanding ¡oles for health care providers.

4) Methodoloev

I conducted a survey of Manitoba health care professionals (hereinafter referred

to as HCPs), emergency nedical services personnel (hereinafter referred to as EMSP) and

lawyers to determine their knowledge and understanding of advance directives; their

perceptions, attitudes and opinions on the implementation of advance directives;

experiences they have had in this area and the irnpact of these experiences on their

practice.
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5) Format

Questionnaires were distributed to a cross*section of the above¡nentioned

groups.2tt All groups received quantitative questionnaires. A total of 300 surveys were

distributed to HCPs. Of these, 243 responded, for a response rate of 84%. Of these, 30

were also given an additional questionnaire, asking theÛr to provide definitions of terms

relevarìt to advance directives. Twenty-seven or 90% cornpleted this survey component.

A total of 40 surveys were distributed to EMSP. Of these, 31 responded, for a response

rateol78%. A total of 30 lawyers were surveyed. Of these 21 responded, for a response

rate of '70% .

The HCP group was cornprised of 152 nurses, 39 physicians, 25 hospital

pharmacists and 27 "other" health care providers. The "other" category consisted of 11

registered technologists (7 respiratory therapists, 3 laboratory technologists and 1

biomedical technologist), 5 health care aides, 4 social workers, 3 occupational therapists,

1 physiotherapist, 1 dietician and 2 respondents who did not identify their specialty.

The quantitative questionnaires were designed to address various health care

decision-rraking situations, factors that lead to decisional incompetency, and a variety of

medical technologies. The quantitative approach asked for "Yes-No" responses. However,

respondents were invited to add additional comments if they wished. During the

'11The questionnaires are reproduced in Appendix C.
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interviews, I actively sought reasons and explanations for a particular choice, as well as

allowed for open-ended discussion and dialogue.

The survey questions were broken down into two basic categories, consisting of:

1) questions regarding respondents' general knowledge base and

understanding o1:

a) medical technology

b) the legal status of advance health care directives

c) relevant bioethical concepts:

i) patient âutonomy

ii) decisionalcompetency

iii) resourceallocation

2) questiolls with specific hypothetical health care treatment decision-

rnaking scenarios, dealing wirh the following areas:

a. vague v. specific wording

b. withholding v. withdrawing treatment

c. high technology v.low technology d. acute v. chronic illness

e. "irrational"treatmentclìoices

f. psychiatric lreatrnenr issues

g. euthanasia
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The questions were grouped and analyzed according to these categories or themes.

Questions pertaining to the same theme do not necessarily occur in sequence in the

questionnaires. This structuring is deliberate to avoid clustering of similar themes.2r?

The qualitative analysis consists of three components:

1) Respondents' reasons for stâting that a particular treatment, tube

feeding, could be either a medical treaünent or a comfort care measure.

2) Respondents' defiuitions of seven terms relevant to advance

directives.2r3

3) The contents of respondents' actual or proposed advance directives.

6) Limitations

There are limitations to the study's methodology which may affect results and

generalizations tìon the results. Specific lirritations are:

tt?Appendix D presents a list of the quautitative survey questiou numbers according
to subject.

':l3Respondents were iustructed to give spontaneous responses! in their own words,
without the use of dictionaries or other reference sources.
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Respondents lnay try to please the interviewer or to give the ',correct',

answer. For this reason, respondents' answers may not reflect their

rrue klrowledge. anitudes. or opinions.

Because survey questions touch upon sensitive issues, they are subject

to social desirability bias. Respondents may give answers that conform

to social norms rather than expressing their true opinions.

Demographic data occur only in the HCP survey, consisting solely of

questions regarding respondents' practice (i.e., physicìan, nurse,

teclmologist, etc.) and specialty area. Variables such as respondents,

age, sex, number of years in practice, educational level, or religious

affìliation may influence respondents' choices.

Sample sizes between the different study groups appear to be

disproportionate. However, the pool of individuals available for

sampling varies cor.rsiderably from group to group. There is a

considerably larger number of health care professionals than emergency

medical services personnel and rnedical lawyers. When this factor is

taken into consideration, the sample sizes are not disproportionate.

There is no attempt to compare intra-group differences within the health

care professional sample. Two international studies, one dealing with

2)

3)

4)

5)
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physicians2la and the other with nurses,2l5 noted significant differences

according to practice area and degree, duration and intensity of patient

contact and health care provider-patient interaction. Such analysis is

beyond the scope of rhis study.

6) Discrepancies in percentages occur lor the following reasons:

1) respoüdents' failure to auswer all survey questions;

2) n-rultiple responses to the same question;

3) rounding error.

7) Results

A) Comparative Or¡antitative Anal.vsis

I ) Understandine of Medical Treatment Choices

In a legal context, medical treatments are deemed to be neither ordinary nor

extraordinary but are viewed in terrns of whether the treatment is a benefit or a burden to

the patient:

. ..proportionate treatÍnent is that which, in the view of the
patient, has at least a reasonable chance of providing benefits to

'laAlemayehu, supra note 72.

2l'Lever, J.,A.., D.W. Molloy, M. Eisenmann et al. Variabilit]¡ in Nurses'
Decisions About the Care of Chronicall), Ill Elderl), Patients: an International Study 1992
I Humane Medicine 138.
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the patient, which benehts outweigh the burdens attendant to the
treâÍnent. Thus, even if a proposed course of treatment might
be extremely painful or intrusive, it would still be proportionate
treatment if the prognosis was for complete cure or significant
improvement in the patient's condition. On the other hand, a
treatment course which is only minirnally painful or intrusive
ray nonetheless be considered disproportionate to tlìe potential

benefits if the prognosis is virtually hopeless for any significant
improvement in condition.216

In a rnedical context, different technologies are governed by different decision-

making strategies. A continuum exists with non-invasive treatments at one end of the

scale and highly invasive treatments at the other end, with formal written consent being

required for the latter and forgone for the former. This is illustrated by comparing two

different modes of supplying artificial hydration and nutrition.zrT Gastrostony tube

placement requires surgical intervention and prior written consent while nasogastric

intubation merely involves insertion of a tube into a bodily orifice and does not require

written consent.2rs

I anticipated that, when asked whether a specific medical technology constituted

extraordinary or ordinary treatnent, a small percentage of respondents would state that

it depends on the patient's condition and purpose of the treatment; and that the rnajority

"uBarþer_atdÀqj_dl v. Suoerior Ct. of California (1983) 147 Cal. App. 3d 1006,
195 Cal. Rptr. 484 (1983), at 491.

"'See Appendix A for definitions of artificial hydration and nutrition, invasive and
non-invasive procedures.

2"Steinhart, 4.H., J.P. Baker and A.S. Detsky "Nutritional Therapies" in
Ramsey, P.G. and E.B. Larson (Eds.) Medical Theraoeutics 1993 Philadelphia:
Saunders, at 476.
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of respondents would categorize specific rnedical treatnents as either ordinary or

extraordinary, depending on the degree of procedural invasiveness involved. This is borne

out by the study results.2le For example, 66% of HCPs and 68% of EMSp classified

mechanical ventilation, a highly invasive treatment, as extraordinary. rn confrast, 5% of

HCPs and l3 % of EMSP classified non-invasive diagnostic procedures as extraordinary.

Between 7 -19% (nean 10-12%) of HCPs stated that whether a rreatment is

ordinary or extraordinary depends on the consequences to the patient (Appendix E, Table

2). Of the EMSP group, a tnere 3% stated that two types of treatrnent, intubation and

mechanical ventilation, could be considered either ordinary or extraordinary depending

on the purpose for their use. They classified all other treatment modes as either ordinary

or extraordinary.

The "it depelds" response is the one that is in accordance with the legal position:

what is ordinary and extraordinary must bejudged not 'in itself'
but in the context of each case and, in particular, on the basis
of what is reasonable under the circumstances. ...The distinction
is not a medical one, made on objective criteria, but rather a
moral and social one, based on individual, subjective values and
beliefs.22o

"'See Appendix E, Tables 1 and 2.

22oFerguson, G. Ri-qht to Treatment: Re Stephen Dawsou 1985-6 Health Law in
Canada 55, at 60.
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As noted supra, tube feeding comprises a form of artificial hydration and nutrition.

whether or not tube feeding is a medical treatment or comfort care rreasure22thas been

the subject of debate.222 Due to the symbolic meaning associated with food and water

some people argue that it is not a medical treatment but rather, simply an alternative to

traditional rreals.223 However, the consensus, both rnedically and legally, is that tube

feeding is a medical treatment.??a

From a rnedical point of view, several health care professioual associations have

endorsed the position that artificial nutrition and hydration constitutes a medical

treaílent.2?5 Tube feeding is deemed to be a rnedical treatment for the following reasons.

The insertion of a feeding hrbe requires the skill of a trained health care professional, with

placement of some types of tubes necessitating surgical intervention. Misplaced or

incorrectly placed tubes can cause complications such as infection, aspiratiou pneumonia

and death. Other cornplications include congestive heart failure as well as fluid,

electrolyte and metabolic imbalances.?26

2"See discussion infra under Cornparative Qualitative Analysis.

'?2'zSteinbrook, R. and B. Lo. Artificial Feeding -- Solid Ground. Not a Slipper)¡
Slope 1988 318 N.E.J.M. 286, at288.

223Anderson, K.M. Medico-Legal Dilemma: When Can "lnaporopriate" Nutrition
and H)'dration Be Rernoved in Indiana? 1992 67 Indiata L.I - 479, at 490.

22aSteinbrook and Lo, supra note 222, at 288.

"5Meisel, supra ote 157 , at 345.

226Anderson, supra note 223, at 487 .
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From a legal viewpoint, tube feeding has been judicially recognized as a medical

treatment. This was first stated in the California case, Barber and Nejdl:

Medical procedures to provide nutritiolì and hydration are more similar
to other medical procedures than to typical hurnan ways of providing
nutrition and hydration.227

Subsequently, in the New Jersey case, In Re Conro)¡, the New Jersey Supreme

court asserted:

Once one enters the realm of complex, high+echnology medical
care, it is hard to shed the "emotional symbolisn-r " of food.
However, artificial feedings such as nasogastric tubes,
gastrostomies and intravenous infusions are significantly
dilferent frorn bottle feeding or spoonfeeding -- they are
medical procedures with inherent risks and possible side effects,
instituted by skilled health care providers to compensate for
impaired physical functioning. Analytically, artificiâl
feeding...can be seen as equivalent to artificial breathing by
means of a respirator. Both prolong life through rnechanical
means when the body is r.ro longer able to perform a vital bodily
functior.r on its owlr. "8

This position was reiterated in a series of American cases involving either a

competent patient's request (Bouvia)22e or, more often, a request made by the surrogate

decision¡rakers of an incompetent patient for removal of a feeding tube (for example --

"TBarber and Nejdl, supra note 216, at 490.

228In Re Conroy, supra note 21, at 1236.

':2eBouvia v. Superior Court 179 Cal. App. 3d 1127,255 Cal. Rptr.297 (Cal. App.
1986).
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Broohv,2:O In Re Jobes,231 In Re Guardianship of BrowninEi3, ), culminating in the U.S.

Supreme Court decision in Cruzan.233

Despite the judicial recognition of tube feeding as a medical treatment, many of the

early American living wills statL-rtes specifically excluded artificial hydration and nutrition

from the forms of treatment that a person could refuse by means of an advance

directive.?34 As noted supra, statutory amendments subsequent to Cruzan have changed

t¡l1s- -"

Opponents to this viewpoint argue that artificial hydration and nutritior.r corlstitutes

a basic comfort care ûteasure not a medical treatrrent.236 h realìty, as noted supra, tube

feeding is urequivocally a medical treatment, requiring the skill and care of health care

protèssionals to implement it. Nonetheless, it can also serve as a comtbrt care measure,

depending on the patient's conditiorì and the purpose for which it is used. Thus, it js

"oB¡qphy v. New England Sinai Hospital 398 Mass. 4I7, 497 N.E.2d 626 (Mass
1986).

'r lrr Re Jobes 108 N.J. 394.529 A2d 434 (1987).

232In Re Guardianship of Browninq 543 So. 2d 258 (Fla. D.C.A. 1989); 568 So.
2d 4 (Fla. Sup. Ct. 1990)

233 Cruzat, supra note 158.

2raFrancis, supra note 34, at33-34.

23sMeisel, supra note 157 , at 344-345 .

236Anderson, supra note 223, at 490.
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never solely a comfort care rneasure but rather, it is a rnedical treatment that can be used

to give comfort or supportive care to a patient in certain circumstances.

HCP respo'dents were asked whether tube feeding is a rnedical treatmert, comfort

care rreasure or both. while 10% snted that it is a cornfort care measure only and 3gTa

stated that it is a medical treatment only, the majority (49%) srated rhat it is both,

depending on the clinical circumstances.23t Tliese results indicate a good understanding

and comprehension of this form of medical therapy.

Seven of the rnajority respondents elaborated their reasoning for this position.

gìving clinical examples.?38 Four stated that it depends on the nature of the patient's

condition -- for example, in the case of an acute, treatable illness, tube feeding is a

medical treaûnent while in the case of a terminal illness, it is a comfort care measure. The

remaining three stated that tube feeding can be used as a cornfort measure for

psychological reasous -- to enl.m¡ce a patient's sense of self-worth, to allow a patient with

a bowel obstruction to enjoy the taste of food, and to provide comfort to family members

who may feel better if the patient is getting tube feedings despite patient discomfort.

"'See Appendix E, Table 3.

¿3'See Appendix F, Table 1.
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2 > Legal Sfatus of Advance Directives23e

A majority of respondents stared that advance directives are legally bindiug. Most

stated that written directives are legally binding with a minority stating that oral directives

and public statements of treatment choices are legally binding and should be honoured.

Much of the case law regarding treatment choices of non-autonomous patieltts,

including the House of Lords case, Bland,2a0 and the U.S. Supreme Court case, Cruzan,z*t

involves oral directives. In the New York case. Li Re Eichner, the N.Y.C.A. held that

public oral declarations made by a non-autonoÍtous patient prior to his incompetency

constituted a valid and legally binding expression of his treatment choices.?a2

The majority of respondents stated that patients should bear the onus for informing

health care providers of the existence ofa directive. This is the legal position in Canadian

jurisdictions with advance directives legislatiol.

The majority stated that they were aware of and are in favour of Manitoba's

advance directives legislation. The majority of HCPs became aware of the Act through

tlre rnedia, with only l8% learning of it from their professional organizations or their

'3eSee Appendix E, Table 4.

'noBland, supra note 2.

'n'CÍpzan, suplê note 158.

'?a':In Re Eichner 420 N.E. 2d 64 (1981 N.Y.C.A.), ar 68.
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employers while r¡ost EMSP leamed of it from their employers. Only I% of HCp a¡d

3% of EMSP respondenrs stated that they lud input into the drâfting of the Manitoba Act.

The rnajority stated they should have had input.

A majority of respondents indicated that they were aware of and understood the

rreaning of the term "living will. " Most respondents stated that they were familiar with

the terrrr "advauce health care directive. " Less than half stated that they understood the

term "durable power of attorney. " When asked to define the latter term, all but two

respondents defined a power of attorney lor fìnancial purposes.

One HCP referred to a patieut with an advance directive on his chart and stated that

the health care team were "doing everything cornpletely opposite to what the document

says. " The patient was competent and the HCP did not understand that an advance

directive becomes effective only when the patient becomes decisionally incompetent. He

staled that his uuderstanding was that an advance directive outlined treatment decisions in

anticipation of illness or hospitâlization * that it was a directive made in advance of actual

treatment -- but he did not understand that the directive takes effect only upon the patient

becoming decisionally incompetent. Discussion with other HCPs revealed that this seems

to be a fairly common nisconception. The medical literature supports this finding.

Dubler described ar acntal clinical case in which the treatment tearn followed a competent

patient's advance directive over his contemporaneously expressed wishes.2a3

'o3Dubler, supra note 63, at23-24.
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Both HCP a¡d EMSP respondents indicated that they had a good understanding and

cotnpreheusion of both civil aud crimìnal liability of health care professionals for failure

to follow a patient's advance directive. The majority stated that they believe that health

care team members could be found civilly liable for failure to follow directives.

Less than 50% of respondents stated that they believe that following a person,s

treatment refusal choices when treatment is likely to be completely successful is equivalent

to assisted suicide. A minority of respondents stated that they believe that health care

tean rnembers could be held crirninally liable for following such a directive.

Fewer than half of all respondents stated that the medical team has the authority

to administer treatment in an emergency situation despite an incornpetent patient's prior

expressed wishes. In accordance with the Malette case, Canadian HCPs are legally bound

to honour such treatment choices in an emergency situation if they are aware of them.2+

This finding indicates that HCPs have a good understanding of this position. However,

this area is fraught with difficulty for thern, as noted infra in the Autonomy discussion.

These results indicate that, while HCPs and EMSP have a good understanding and

comprehension of sotrie legal concepts regarding advance directives, they have a somewhat

limited understanding of other aspects. One area of limited understanding involves the

implementation of advance directives. As noted supra, many respondents do not

2aaMalette, supra, note 101.
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understand what a durable power of attorney for health care is, confusing the term with

the traditional power of attorney for financial purposes. Many HCps also indicated that

they do not understand that a patient's advance directive becomes effective only when he

or she becomes decisionally incompetent. These misconceptions could give rise to

potential problerns in the clinical setting wlìen HCps are called upon to implement such

directives.

3 > Institutional Policv Formulation2a5

While the rnajority of respondents stated that health care institutions sl.rould have formaL

policies rnandating that all persons be asked on admissior.r whether or not they have an

advance directive (as is the mandate of the Arnerican Patient Self-Determination Actzaó),

in reality, this is not rhe case. A survey of canadian public general hospitals revealecl that

while approxim alely 50% have Do-NorResuscitare (DNR) policies, a ntere 2.670 have

policies with respect to other life-sustaíning treatment or advance directives.'?aT of the

DNR policies, 89% are restricted to patients considered to be "terminally" or ',hopelessly"

ill and do not reflect the fact that all people have the legal right to forgo life-sustaining

treatment.2as

"'See Appendix E, Table 5.

'?a6Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990, supra note 159.

2a'Rasooly, I., J.V. lavery, S. Urowitz et al. Hospital Policies on Life-Sustaining
Treatnrents and Advance Direcrives in Canada 1994 150 C.M.A.J. 1265, ar. I26i.

"tIþ1!1.. ar.7269.
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4> Bioethical Concepts

A. Autonomy2ae

Dickens distinguishes value differences between health care professionals and

lawyers which stem from differences ili the educational orientation and practice modes of

these seetringly disparate professions. He states that health care professionals focus on

their patients' best interests aud are not patient autonomy based, whe¡eas lawyers focus

on persoual autonomy as the ultiÛrate value and clients' best interests do not enter into the

lawyer-client relationship. 250

An overwhelming rrajority of all respondents stated that they think people want to

exert greater control over health related decision-making, that this is desirable, and tliat

it is appropriate for patients to have control over aggressive treatment, cardio-pulmonary

resuscitation (CPR), and life-prolonging, non-aggressive nedical treatment.

It is noteworthy that fewer lawyers than HCPs and EMSp think rhat people should

have control over life-prolonging, non-aggressive treatment. Given the judicial

recognition of a patient's right to refuse this type of treahlent and the legal profession,s

2a'See Appendix

?5oDickens, B.M.
in Discord 1987 15 Law

E, Table 6.

Patients' Interests and Clients' Wishes: Ph]'sicians and Law)¡ers
, Medicine and Health Care 110, at 114.
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strorìg autonomy base, one would expect lawyers to favour patient control in this area

:lore strongly.

A minority of all respondents stated that nost people are sufficìently well informed

regarding medical technology to be able to rnake truly informed advance directives. Thus,

a significant proportion of all three professional groups think that most people lack

sufficient knowledge regarding complex medical technology to make such directives.

The majority of respondents stated that tltere are occasions when it is necessary and

appropriate to treat people against their will. While a majority of HCps and EMSp

support this position, the percentages are less than for the lawyer group. hr accordaDce

with Dickens' theory, one would expect that HCPs and EMSp would favour this position

rnore strongly than lawyers.

A minority of respondents stated that HCPs should have the discretion to override

advance health care directives if they think it necessary for the patient's best interests.

These results are in keeping with what one would expect, with the lawyer group showing

the leasr supporr for this position.

However, a r-najority of HCP and lawyer respondents and a rrinority of EMSp

stated that HCPs should have the discretion to override a living will if the professional

thinks the patient lacked sufhcient understanding of the proposed treatment at the time the

directive was made.
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The majority of all groups stâted that it rnay be appropriate for medical team

members to "take over" and make decisions when patients experience a high degree of

trauma and stress because these factors render individuals decisionally incompetent.

A minority of all respondeDts stated thât the expertise of HCps gives thern greater

authority than patients with regard to medical treatnelìt decisions. The rnajority stated

that HCPs' expertise gives thern greater knowledge but not greater authority.

As to who should decide what a patient's best interests are, the majority of HCp

ald lawyer respondents favour joint decision-making between the patient, the farnily and

the rredical team. The EMSP group were almost evenly divided between joint decision-

rraking and patient only decision-making. A minority of HCP and lawyer respondents

support patient only decision-making. On the basis of Dickens' theory, one would expect

lawyers to favour "patient only" decision-making more strongly.

One of the respondents who supported joint decision-making between the patient

and the rredical team onìy, excluding family mernbers from the process, stated: "I think

families should stay out of it unless the patient is ilrcompetent. " He related clinical

experiences where decisiou¡laking for competent patients either involved "everyone but

the patient" or the patient was the last person to be consulted, creating agoniziug conflicts

and dilemmas for health care professionals whose fìrst duty is to their patient, not to the

farrily or anyone else.
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Several respondents stated that the exclusion of patients from treatment choice

decisions is not an unusual occurrence in clinical practice, especially with elderly patients.

They stated that some clinicians find it difficult to discuss treatment issues -- especially

those related to life-sustaining treaûrent -- directly with patients and prefer discussion with

family rnembers. Zinberg uotes that it is not unusual for family mernbers to request

treaûnent that is contrary to a patient's preferences.25r When this happens, the health care

team may confuse patient needs with family needs.?52

Wrat this means in the context of non-autonomous patients is that a pâtient,s prior

expressed treatment choices rray be overridden in favour of conflicting choices voiced by

farnily rnembers. One HCP stated:

We always ignore living wills. We ask the family what they want and
we always do what the family walts regardless of what the patient
walted. If the patient is comatose or unable to communicate, it doesn't
really rnatter what that person would want. lf the patiert is in that
colrdition, there's nothing he can do iÎ you ignore his wishes. But if
you don't do what the faurily wants you can be sued. For this reason,
the family's wishes always come before the patient's.

The majority of all respondents stated that anyone should be able to execute an

advance directive and that this right should not be restricted to terminal patients. A

ninority stated that a person's age should be taken into consideration when deciding

whether or not to adhere to his or her living will.

'5lZinberg, supra note 36, at 481.

'?5'?Rushton, C.H. Critical Care Nurse as Patient Advocate 1994 14(6) Crit. Care
Nurse 102. at 105.
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A minority of all respondents stated that they would be reluctant to follow or draft

a person's living will il they disagreed with the person's treatment choices, thus indicating

â strong orientation towards respecting patient autonomy by all three groups.

These results indicate that all three professional groups have a very strong

oriertation towards maximizing the goal of patient autonomy and that, contrary to

Dickens' position, lawyers are not more strongly autonomy based that HCps and EMSp.

The results indicate that lawyers are concerned not only with fulfilling their clients' wishes

but also with doing what is in their client's best wishes. Of the three groups, the EMSp

appear to have the greatest orientation towards patient autonomy.

Futility and the Rieht to Demand Non-Beneficial Treatment2s3

A rninority of all respondents stâted that patient requests for futile treatment should

be followed. This is consistent with the medicolegal position that patients do not have

the right to demand non-beneficial treatment.2sa

's3This is a sub-issue of patient autonony. It is discussed separâtely due to the
depth and cornplexity ol rhe topic.

2s4Brett, A.S. and L.B. McCullough. When Patienrs Requesr Specific
Interventions: Defining the Lirnits of the Ph)'sician's Obliqaliql 1986 315 N.E.J.M.
t347, at 1350.
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Health care providers do not usually offer patients the choice of a therapeutic

versus a non-thorapeutic intervention. only treatrnent which is potentially beneficial is

offered. cardio-pulmonary resuscitatior.r (cPR) is an exception. The current policy in

most North American health care facilities is that all patients are to be resuscitated in the

event of a cardiac arrest unless consent is obtained for a Do-Not-Resuscitate order.?55

However, cPR has a 0-10% success rate in the presence of certain underlying medical

conditions, such as malignancy, neurologic disease, renal failure, respiratory disease, and

sepsis.ttu The canadian Medical Association has proposed a reversal of this policy and

practice.2s1 one HCP respondent strongly advocated endorsement of this proposal and

spoke at length regarding the issue of futile treatment.

Respect for patient autonomy does not include the right to demand inappropriate

nedical treatment.258 offering non-beneficial or futile treatment gives mixed messages to

patients aìd surrogates and asks them to make rnedical judgements they are not qualified

to make, thus undermining ratlìer than enhancing autonomous choice.2se

"tBnergency Cardiac Committee and Subcommittees, American Heart
Association. Guidelines for Cardiopulmonarv Resuscitation and Emergenc)¡ Cardiac Care
1992 268 J.A.M.A. 2111, at2284.

'uuMoss, A.H. Informing the Patient About Cardio-pultronaq¡ Resuscitation:
when the Risks Outweigh the Benefits 1989 4 J. Gen. Inrern. Med, 349, at 351.

"tCanadian Medical Association. Statement on Resuscitative Interventions 1994
151 C.M.A.J. 1176A.

"'Senn, J.S. Writing "No-CPR" Orders: Must Resuscitation Alwa)¡s be Offered?
1994 151 C.M.A.J. 1125, aI 1126.

2seTomlinson, T. and H. Brody. Futilitv and the Ethics of Resuscitation l9g0 264
J.A.M.A. 1276, at 1276-1278.
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Problens occur in defining futility. There is no universal consensus as to what

objective criteria constitute futile treatment.260 Youngner defines futility in terms of

treatnent goals and posits several neanings of futility, ranging frorn physiologic futility

to a remote chance of achieving treatment goals to the "absolute inability to postpone

death. "t61 Veatch ald Spicer distinguish two types of rnedically futile care: 1) care that

produces no demonstrable physiologic effect; and 2) care tha| produces a physiologic

effect but no net benefit.262

The deterrrination of what constitutes futility is complex, subjective and value-

laden. Patients may choose to risk irnprobable or transient treatment success in order to

obtain a few extra hours or days of life whereas caregivers' goals may be framed in terms

of physiological outcor¡es.r63 It is more than a medical judgment, ernbracing religious,

philosophical, moral and ethicål dimensions.2e Thus, the concept of futility includes rnuch

lrrore than statistical probabilities and has rnany layers of meaning for both patients and

caregivers, encompassing both quantitative and qualitative aspects.

260Truog, R.D., A.S. Brett and J. Frader. Problem with Futilitl¡ IggZ 326
N.E.J.M. 1360, at 1360.

261Youngner, S.J. Who Defìnes Futilit)¡? 1988 260 J.A.M.A. 2094, at2094.

262Y ealch, R.M. and C.M. Spicer. Medicall)¡ Futile Care: the Role of the
Ph),sician in Setting Lin-rits 1992 18 Am. J. Law & Medicine 15, at 15.

2 6rFaber-Langendoen, K. Resuscitation of Patients with Metastatic Cancer: Is
Transient Benefrt Still Futile? 1991 151 Arch. Intern. Med. 235, at23i.

2 6nSchneiderman, L.J., N.S. Jecker and A.R. Jonsen. Medical Futilitv: Its
Meaning and Ethical Implications 1990 112 Ann. Intern. Med.949, at95l.
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B. Decisional Com¡etency?65

Like the futility debate, the area of comperency is fraught with difficulties. Factors

such as stress, pain and enotional states may affect a patient's decision-making capacity.

For instance, a patient may be so emotionally impaired by fear that he or she is unable to

make informed tnedical treatment decisions266 and external stressors such as the clinical

setting itself may contribute to alterations in decision¡naking ability.r6T It is not

uncomrnon for people to experience shock, disbelief and denial upon the diagnosis of a

chronic, disabling, or incurable medical condition.268 Nonetheless, autonomy is not

necessarily diminished by the preseDce of stress, depression, fear or grief. HCps have a

legal duty to respect patients' treaunent choices, even though they are anxious, depressed.

afraid or grieving, and a concomitânt duty to ensure that suclì choices are truly

informed.26e

Many respondents expressed concerns about the effect of the aforementioned

factors on decisional competency. They stated that they \¡/ant to be absolutely certain that

their patients have full understanding and comprehension of the consequences of their

'?6sSee Appendix E, Table 7.

'uuBrock, D.W. and S.A. Wartn-ran. When Competent Patients Make Irrational
Choices 1990 322 N.E.J.M. 1595, at 1597 .

2srMendelson, supra note 186, at I27.

268Brock and Wartrnan, supra note 266, at 1597.

'6eKleiman, I. Right to Refuse Treatment: Ethical Considerations for the
Competent Patient l99I 144 C.M.A.J. 1219, at l22I-I222.
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decisions. Some equated depressior with decisional incapacity. But, as Lo states, not

every depressed patient has irnpaired decisional capacity, and an individual's right to

informed consent in r¡edical decision-making is not lost simply because the individual is

depressed.2To

Patients are entitled to have idiosyncratic value systems and beliefs that conflict

with accepted medical or popular wisdorn. The right to informed medical consent and

refusal would be meaningless if we did not respect these rights.2Tr The fact that a

treatment choice does not make sense to HCPs is not sufficient to establish decisional

incompetency and to justify overriding that choice.272 Health care providers' values are

irrelevant. Rationality depends not on what others conceive it to be but on consistelìcy

with an individual's own goals, values and premises:

No matter how crazy the starting point and no matter how crazy
the final decision, autonomy may still be present if the route
from one to the other is rational. The rationality involved
relates to the patient's ideas about what is rational and not
ours, ttt

270Lo, B. Assessing Decision-Making Capacitv 1990 18 Law, Medicine & Health
Care 193, at 198.

'z?1lbid., at 196.

2?2Brock and Wartman, supra note 266, at 1599.

"sMcKnight, C.J. Autonorn]¡ and the Akratic Patient 1993 19 J. Med. Ethics 206,
at20l .
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Nonetheless, HCPs do have au obligation to ensure that a patient,s seemingly

irrational treatment cl.roices are not based on misinformation.2Ta

some HCPs think that it is acceptable for them to override seemingly irrational

decisions made by competent patients on the basis that they may be thankful at some future

time. This viewpoint is not supported in the rnedical lilerature.rT5

While the majority of HCP and EMSP respondents stared that, in general, the

shock and trauma associated with severe, acute injuries causes decisional incompetency.

only 33% of lawyers agreed. The rnajoriry of HCPs and a trinority of EMSp and lawyers

stated that the severe pain and trauma associated with a specific clinical condition,

rnyocardial infarction,2T6 renders people decisionally inconpetent.

A minority of HCP respondents stated tliat they would be reluctant to follow a

patient's advance directive if there was an indicatio[ that the patient may have changed his

mind between execution of the document and the tirne of the treatment decision. Lawyer

respondents were asked whether HCPs ought to have the discretion not to follow a

patient's living will for this reason. Less than half answered yes.

"aKleiman, supra note 269, at 122I.

?7'Chouinard, A. Bioethics in the Critical Care Unit: "Damned if you Do. Damned
if You Don't" 1988 139 C.M.A.J. 1180. at 1180.

"6See Appendix A.
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This issue is illustrated in the New york case of In Re O,Connor.277 prior to

becorning non-autonÕmous, Mrs. o'connor voiced her objection to being kept alive by

artificial means if unable to care for herself, stating that it is "monstrous to keep someoDe

alive...by using 
'rachinery. 

.. if they [are] not going to get better,'??8 and that she "would

never want to lose [herl dignity or be a burden. "27e The court refused to allow treatmenr

to be discontinued on the basis that Mrs. o'connor may have changed her rnind ',so that

her past statetnents do not indicate her present wishes.,'280

This issue may come to the fore with respect to patients with chronic, disabling

illnesses. A person may execute an advance directive for treatment refusal in the evenr

of clinical deterioration that may not occur for many years. However, with progression

of the disease state, he or she may come to accep| a different level of disability than

initially thought, and cousequently a directive executed in the initial stages of the illness

may not truly reflect his or her current treatment choices.

This underscores the importance of encouraging the revisiou and updating of

advance directives. singer states that, at the time of execution, people should be advised

to revise and update their advance directives to reflect their current treatment choices aud

"'ln Re O'Connor 534 N.Y.S. 2d 886 (Cr. App. 1988) (also known as In Re
Westchester Countv Medical Center)

"u-lÞk!., ar 901-902.

':7'lbid.. at 901.

'?8olbid.. at 896.
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proxy decision-maker preferences in the event that these change over time.281 This

viewpoint was affirmed by several respondents who stated advance directives should be

updated regularly in order to be rneaningful and useful to HCps.

C, Resource Allocation2E?

The right of access to medical care is linited by the availability of medical

resources. while "health needs and desires are virtually limitless, "283 medical ¡esources

and supplies are not. This gives rise to the allocation of resources by neans of rationing

and triage.'8u Rationing involves limiting the types of resources available. one exarnple

involves the use of diagnostic procedures. Physicians will usually order the least costly

procedures available and will progress to more costly procedures only if the less costly

ones prove to be ìneffective. Triage involves priorizing who gets which treatments by

means of a system of objective criteria. For example, in determining which candidates

will receive expensive transplart procedures, criteria such as the likelihood of success, the

patient's general state of health and lifestyle factors may be considered.2s5

28'Singer, supra note 40, at I13.

"'See Appendix E, Table 8.

28'Beauchanp and Childress, supra note 18, at 364-

':ealbid., at 363.

':€5lbid., at 380.
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The majority of all respondents ståted that the right to extraordinary rnedical

treatment should be balanced against the availability of scarce resources.

5 ) Hy¡othetical Treatment Scenarios2s6

A. Vague v. Soecific Wording

The problems with respect to vague v. specific wording in advance directives are

discussed supra iD chapter 2, under Advantages and Disadvantages of Advance Directives.

While the rnajority of HCPs (51%) stated rhat rhey would feel comforrable

following instructìonal directives that simply state "no heroic measures, " a minority of

EMSP and lawyers agreed. Both HCPs and EMSP indicated a much greater comfort level

with following treaÍnent specific instructional directives.

B. Withholdins v. Withdrawing Treatment

Withdrawal and withholding of medical treatment are ethically the same.287

Nonedreless, HCPs may experience Írore or less difficulty following patients' directives

for either withholding or withdrawing medical treatment for a number of reasons. One

factor is niedicine's focus on aggressive treatment. Medicine's traditional orientation is

'?86See Appendix E, Table 9.

26tEmergency Cardiac Committee and Subcornmittees, American Heart
Association, supra note 255, at2286.
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to save life at all costs, viewing disease and death as enemies to be vanquished.2ss only

very recently have issues related to dying and comfort care as an alternative to intensive

medical care been addressed in the curricula of medical, nursing and other health care

educational prograrns.'8e Another factor is uncertainty of diagnosis and prognosis. It is

not always possible to predict the outcome of a particular illness for a particular patient,

and it is difficult to predict accurately l]ow one will react when actually faced with a

particular illness rather than dealing with it in the abstract.2e0 For these reasons, HCps

have difficulty with the concept that it may be best to clo less, rather than more.2et Tl.rus,

they rnay experience difficulty in honouring patient requests not to initiate treatmen!.

While just over half of EMSP and lawyer respondents stated that a living will to

withhold treatment should be followed in cases in which cornplete recovery is likely if the

treatment is administered, only 42% of HCP respondents agreed with this position. An

overwhelming rnajoriry of all respondents stâted that living wills for treatment withdrawal

should be followed. Thus, it is apparent that respondents in all groups are lnore

comfortable with advance directives directing treatnent withdrawal than for withholding

of treatmenl.

ze8Molloy, W. Vital Choices: Life. Death and tlie Health Care Crisis 1993
Toronto: Penguin, ar 256-257 .

t'nWaîzer, S.H., D.D. Fedennan, S.J. Adelstein et al. Phvsician's Responsibilitv
Toward Hopelessl)¡ lll Patients -- a Second Look 1989 320 N.E.J.M. 844, aT 844.

2eoMolloy, supra note 288, at 232-233.

7e'Wanzer. S.H.. Adelsrejn. S.J. and R.E. Cranford. Phvsician's Responsibiliry
Toward Hopelessl]¡ Ill Patients 1984 310 N.E.J.M. 955, ar 956.
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A rnajority of lawyers stated that they would feel comfortable drafting the

instructional directive of a 2O-year-old woman for the refusal of initiation of intubation and

mechanical ventilation following acute trauma such as a motor vehicle accident, but less

than half of HCPs stated úat they would feel comfortable implementing such a directive.

when the scenario is clunged such that the young woman would accept intubation

and mechanical ventilation but requests treatment withdrawal if there is no clinical

improvement after one week, most HCps stated they would feel comfortable following this

directive. This increase in positive responses appears to indicate that HCps have more

difficulty following a directive to withhold treatnent altogether than one directing

treatment withdrawal.

C. High Technology v.Low Technology

wrile most lawyers stated that they would feel co'rfortable drafting the

instructional directive of a 2O-year-old woman for the refusal of initiation of intravenous

therapy and tube feedings following acute trauma such as a motor vehicle accident, only

38% on HCPs agreed. These results are consistent with those for withholdi'g a higli

technology treatrnent (mechanical ventilation) noted supra and indicate no greater degree

of discomfort with following directives for withholding low technology procedures.

The majority of respondents stated that, in general, they would feel cor¡fortable

following or drafting an instructiorlal directive to withhold tube feeding. However, there
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is a significant decrease in their cor¡fort levels when asked the same question in the

context of a specific patient and clinjcal scenario.

D. Acr¡te v. Chronic lllness

The majority of all respondents stated that they would feel comfortable following

the directive of a young man with Huntington's Disease2ez who requests withholding of

intravenous therapy and tube feedings.

Thus, it appears that these professiorral groups are tllore cornfortable with

following or drafting instruction directives refusing low technology rnedical therapies for

a patient with a chronic, incurable illness than for a young and otherwise healthy person

with an acute, treatable illness.

E. rrlrrational" Treatment Choices

Wrile the majority of EMSP stated that rhey would feel comfortable following a

young, healthy patient's directive for the refusal of cardio-pulmonary resuscitation in the

event of a myocardial infarction,'?ei a minority of HCP ald lawyer respondents would feel

comfortable with this.

'?e':See Appendix A.

"'-lþid.
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A minority of all respondents stated that they would feel comfortable following

such a directive if it were oral rather than written. However, the majority of HCp

respondents would feel comfortable with it if they knew the patient had a terrninal illness.

Thus, most respondents stated that they are more cornfortable dealing with written

rather than oral directives, although some stated that they might be cornfortable with an

oral directive but not one expressed in an informal, casual setting.

A n-rajority of HCP and minority of EMSP and lawyer respondenrs stated thar they

would feel comfortable following a youug alcoholic man's written directive for blood

transfusion refusal even though he rnay hemorrhage to death without transfusion therapy.

The majority of HCP and EMSP respondents statod rhat they believe such a directive is

legally binding.

F. Psychiatric Treatment Issues

A minority of respondents stated tlÌat they would feel cornfortable either honouring

or drafting the directive of a psychiatric patient for psychotropic drug refusal. A minority

of respondents stated that they believe such directives are legally binding. As noted supra,

the Ontario Court of Appeal recognized such directives as legally binding in Fleminq.2el

2e'Flerning, suplA note 102.
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The majority of HCP respo'dents expressed coucerns about patient safety issues,

stating that there is a need to balance individual patielìt needs with those of others (patients

and staff) in the immediate environment. others stated that their disagreemelt with

following such directives was focused on the individual patient's needs, asserting that it

is counter-therapeutic not to medicate an agitated, potentially dangerous psychotic patient

and that "these drugs may be needed to give the patient a quality of life. "

G. Euthanasia

A rninority of all respondents stated that they would be comfortable impler-nenting

or drafting a patient's directive directing health care providers to do everything possible

to relieve pain and suffering even if it meant administering a lethal dose of medication.

Tlre majority of EMSP respondenrs (61%) stared that they believe such a direcrive is

legally binding.

In summary, the responses to hypothetical treatment scenarios correlate witli those

in the general knowledge base category. These results indicate that HCps and EMSp are

autonomy based. These groups exhibit great willingness to comply with patients' choices

but not until thorough, meticulous, and strenuous efforts have been made to ensure that

choices are truly reflective of their wishes. Surprisingly, lawyers showed a greater degree

of reluctance to comply with clients' idiosyncratic choices than anticipated. Like HCps,

lawyers want to m¿rilize client autonomy but it appears that they also want to ensure that

clients are making truly informed, knowledgeable choices.
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6 > Clinical and Personal Ex-nerience tvith Advance Directivesres

A minority ofall respondents stated that they either have clinical experience with

advance directives or, in the case of lawyers, have represented clients with advance

directives. The rnajority of HCPs and EMSP stated that they were comfortable honouring

the directives.

While a minority of all respondents stated that they had their own advance

directive, many HCPs and EMSP stated that they have considered executing their own

directive. The contents of respondents' actual and proposed advance directives are

discussed infra under Comparative Qualitative Analysis.

B) Comparative Qualitative Änalysis

1) Respondentsr Definitions of Relevant Terminology

Understanding of terminology relevant to advance directives is crucial if such

directives are to be honoured. Patients rnay be subjected to unwanted medical treatment

if HCPs do not clearly understand the meaning of certain terms, such as heroic measures,

extraordinary measures, aggressive medical treatment, comfort care, best interests of the

patient, competent, and persistent vegetative state (PVS). For this reason, a subset of

2e5The results are summarized in Appendix E, Table 10
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HCP respondents was surveyed to determine their understanding of the neauing of these

ternts.2e6

A. He.oi" M"asr."r. Erf.uo.dira.y Measr."r und Agg.essio" Medical r."ut-".t

Four respondents described "heroic measures" as cardio-pulmonary resuscitation

(cPR). one defined it as to the "usual code 992e7 situation. " Twelve respo'dents stated

that "heroic t¡easures" consisted of life-prolonging measures used in situations where the

patient has a poor prognosis and/or quality of life is compromised. six respondents used

similar definitions to describe "extraordinary measures" and 13 respondents defined

"aggressive medical treatment" this way.

Five respondents described all three terms as medical treatment to sustain or

prololg life. Four respondents stated that extraordinary and heroic measures were

equivalent, witlÌ two defining this to meat life-saving rnedical interventions and two

defining this to mean maximun medical interventions provided to patients with a poor

prognosis.

Five respondents defined "extraordilËry measures" as medical interventions nor

customarily used in patient care or outside staDdard patient management protocols. one

respondent gave the exarnple of experimental surgery.

'?e6The results are presented iu Appendix F, Table 2.

2e7See Appendix A.
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had never heard of the term "extraordinary

measures" as non¡nedical interventions and

The term "comfort care measures" appears in patient records, including doctors'

orders and progress notes; yet it is not found in medical dictionaries. euill describes

comfort care as a "humane alternative"2es to aggressive rnedical treatment, the goal of

which is to promote comfort and lessen suffering rather than to cure disease and prolong

life.2ee He defines cornfort care in terms of its focus and purpose rather than in terms of

specific measures:

Comfort care focuses its energy more on the patientts quality of
life, personal meaning, and syrnptom alleviation than on
prolonging life or treating disease.3m

Medical therapies involved in comfort care are "highly idiosyncratic -- depending

ol the disease, the iudividual, the farnily, and the social environment. ',301 pivotal to this

concept is a philosophy of ura,xirnizing patient control, dignity and interactio¡. euill voices

only one criticistrr of cornfort care measures:

"eQuill, T.E. Death and Dignitv: Making Choices and Taking Charge 1993 New
York: Norton, at 76.

'ntlbld.

'oo.Lbid.

'o'Iþid., at 51.
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Comfort care is offered to too few patients, often very late in
their illness, and only after all conceivable more aggressive
medical interventions have been repeatedly tried and failed. It
is usually presented as the last resort, with an apology that there
is nothing more to do, rather than as a positive, humane
alternative approach to the last phase of one's life.,ot

Murphy and Price st¿te that comfort care is often presented in a negative firanner,

with an ernphasis oD what will not be done -- "do not resuscitate, withhold treatment, no

heroics, and there's nothing ìore we can do. "303 They stâte that this negativity ',reduces

the patient to her disease. "3* They recornrnend franing cornfort care in positive terms,

telling patients that everything possible will be done to maximize their quality of life, and

emphasizing what measures will be taker to achieve this goal.3o5

Respondents' definitions correlate strongly with euill's, emphasizing patient

dignity, control and interaction with others. They stated that comfort care does not consist

of specific treatment nodalities but rather is tailored to individual pâtient needs and

involves total care, including physical, emotional and spiritual dimensiolrs, and that it is

not restricted to institutional settings but l1-ray be provided in patients' home. while one

respoDdent stated that comfoft care was "not aggressive treatment, " another stated that it

'o'Ibd., at 99.

3o'Murphy, P.A. and D.M. Price 'ACT': Taking a Positive Approactr to End-of-
Life Care 1995 95(3) A.J.N. 42. at 42.

'o'.1þ¡d.

'oulbrd.
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consists of "anything that provides confort for the patient, which can include aggressive

medical treatment. "

In keeping witli Murphy and Price's position, most respondents fra'red their

definitiols in positive terms, stating what can be done rather than framing comfort care

in terns of what treafinents will not be provided. one respondent stated that comfort care

consists of "lile support measures/monitors. " This is the antithesis of comfort care. Aside

from this response, HCPs demonstrated a good grasp of this concept which they describe

rneaningful Iy arrd efiecrively.

C. Best Interests of the Patient

There are two ìegal standards for surrogate decision-rnaking for non-autorÌomous

patients. The "substituted judgernent" standard requires surrogates to make the best

approximation of what the patient would have wanted. This staldard is usually applied

in cases where the patient had given some indication of his or her treatment preferences

prior to incompetency. Evidence taken into consideration includes statements made to

farnily and friends regarding treaûnent choices as well as the patient's value system, world

view and beliefs-3ft

306Marcus, B. Cruzan: No Right-to-Die for Those Without a Will to Live 1991
38 Wayne L. Rev.249, at257-258.
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The "best interests" standard is used in cases where there is inadequate evidence

to meet the "substituted judgernent" standard. The surrogate tries to deterrrine what

treatment would be in the patient's best interests. Factors to be considered in making this

determination include the relief of pain and suffering, the preservation and potential

restoration of function, and the quality of life to be gained or maintained.30T

A rich variety of meanings emerged for this term. One respondent accurately

stated that the rleaning of "best interests" is highly individualized, varying from one

patient to another and frorn one clinical situation to another. Most respondents gave

patient autonomy based definitions. Four respondents provided non autonomy based

definitions which put health care provider interests ahead of patient interests.

Seven respondents included the phrase "quality of life" in their defilitions. One

respondent stated that soûìetimes "best interests" means not preserving life at all costs but

providing as dignifìed a death as is possible. Two respondents referred to the mi¡i¡rizing

of suffering.

Eight respondents defined the "substituted judgrnent" rather than "best interests"

criteria. These results seem to indicate that HCPs may have some difficulty in

distinguishing between the "substituted judgement" and "best iDterests" decision-rnaking

standards.

3o7lbid., at 259.
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D. CompelLculL

This seerringly straightforward term poses difficulties because medicine and law

use different tests to measure cotrrpetence. Medically speaking, the test of competence is

global and "requires that a person is orientated in space and tine, has some degree of

rational thought a¡d a reaso'able understanding of issues involved. "308 Legally speaki.g,

the test of competence is tir-ne and task specific and "requires that a person understands

(perceives the rneaning ot) the nature and effect of what he or she is doing or signing. "30e

Five respondents gave accurate definitions of decisional competency. One

respondent correctly stated that a person can nake a seemingly irrational or idiosyncratic

decisions and still be competent.

One respondent labelled all people with substance abuse problerns and all

psychiatric patients as decisionally incompetent. Yet one is not rendered inconpetent

solely by virhre of sufferiug from a psychiatric illness or a proclivity to substance abuse;

it is iruppropriate to categorize such persons as decisionally incompetent in such a global

fashìon.

3oslanlranr and Woodford, supra note 203, at 664.

'onlþi_d.
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Thus, while sorne respondents indicated that they have a clear understanding of the

co cept of decisional cornpetency! ûrany do not. This underscores the more desirable

autonomous/non-autonomous terÌninology which conveys the concept of rnedical treatment

decision-making ability or inability in a clearer, rnore definitive manner.

E. Persistent Vegetative State:to

The persistent vegetative staten (PVS) is characterized by the presence of brain

wave activity and brah stem function controlling the homeostatic mechanisms of

circulation, respiration and digestion. PVS patients breathe spontaneously without

meclianical ventilatory assistance. wiile able to digest food, they nust be tube fed due

to inability to swallow. on the other hand, brain death is characterized by the absence of

brain wave activity and brain stem function with consequent inability to coutrol

homeostatic functiolts. Without assisted rrechanical ventìlation, respiratiolr and circulation

quickly cease.311

Not only have many landrnark legal cases on medical decision-rnaki'g involved

PVS patients, but this term occurs with frequency in advances di¡ectives, including those

of survey respondents.

31oSee Appendix A.

rllMulti-Society Task Force on PVS, supra note 6, at 1502
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Six respondents provided definitions indicating some understanding of the meaning

of this term. Many respondents equated pvS with brain death. one described it as a state

in which the patient is "unable to sustain his/her own life (respiratory and cardiac function)

without mechanical interventiou. " Several definitions are too brief to ascertain whether

the respondents have a clear understanding of lhe term. while the parameters described

âre part of \ /llat constitutes the PVS stâte, they are not definitive. None defined it as the

result of irreversible cerebral cortical damage with an int¿ct brain stem.

In sun, no respondents provided an accurate defrnition of pVS. The most common

misconceptior.r appears to be equating this state with brain death. This is not uncommon

as HCPs have difficulty distinguishing the two states.312

This wide-ranging variety of definitions indicates that while, for the most part,

HCPs have a good understanding of terminology relevant to advance directives, there are

areas of concem. For instance, definitions for the terms ',heroic measures,,'

"extraordinary measures, " and "aggressive medical treatment" differ somewhat. Most

HCPs have a limited understanding of what constitutes a persistent vegetative state (pvs)

and of the differentiation between the "substituted judgement" and "best interests"

decision-making standards. This underscores the importance of nraking advance directives

that either spell out specific treatment choices in detail or else clarify ambiguous terms.

Many respondents did exactly that in their own advance directives -- for example, by

3"Chabelewski, F. and M.K.G.
Organ Transplantation 1994 94(6) AJ.

Norris. Gift of Life: Talking to Families about
N. 28, at 29.
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stating, "no extraordinary measures" followed with, ,'by extraordinary measures, I

mean....".

2 ) ResrJQ¡I-dÊltSlAçtuaÌ and Pronosed Advance Directives

A. Actual Directives

Of the respondents who have their own adva'ce health care directives, only one

directive is written, stating "no extraordirury measures. " The remainder are oral

expressions of treatment choices to loved ones. Wrile some respondents stated specific

treatment choices in their oral directives, many suffer from terminological vagueness --

for example, phrases such as "no futile treatment" and" no heroic measures. " Others

suffer from lack of specilicity with respect to clinical conditions -- for example, "brain

damage - ) no treatment. " One HCP's directive states: "no heroic measures _ i.e.,

cardio-pu lmonary resuscitation, chemotherapy;" however, it does not delineate the

conditions under which he or she would decline these interventions. The pitfalls

associated with vague, non-specific directives are discussed supra under Advantages and

Disadvantages of Advance DirecLives.

The New York case of Evans v. Bellevue Hospital3l3 further illustrates problems

in interpreting aud implenenting directives using vague, ambiguous terminology. The

rttEvans, sunra note 88
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hospital defendant administered life-sustaining treatment to a patient despite awareness of

his advance directive stating:

. ..life-sustaiting procedures should be withheld o¡ withdrawn
if I have illness, disease or injury or experience extreme mental
deterioratior.r, such that there is no reasonable expectâtion of
recovering or regaining a meaningful quality of life.31a

The hospital refused to follow the directive because of arnbiguity and difficulty

interpreting the phrase, "neaningful quality of life. " This 
'''ay 

mean one thing to one

person and sotrething entirely different to another. If he had specified what "meaningful

quality of life" meant to hirn, leaving no question as to what level of disability he could

or could not live with, this patieut's advance directive would likely have been honoured.

B. Proposed Directives

The majority of respondents' proposed directives use condition and treaûlen1

specific tern-rinology. These directives are precise, detailed and often reflective of

respondents' clinical experiences. Many reflect respondelts' values orientation, such as

statements about independence and quality of life and what this means for the particular

respondent. These are ideal instructional directives because they paint a portrait of the

individual and liis or her values and preferences.

"nlþid.
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Two HCPs stated that they would use Dr. william Molloy's advance directive

form (Appendix B, Exa'rple 1). Four respondents (2 lawyers and 2 EMSps), indicated

that they would execute proxy directives. None specified treatment preferences.

There are two urusual directives, o'e specifying a dernand for treatment, and the

other an idiosyncratic directive specifying a treatment refusal based on fear of intubatio¡

and mechanical ventilation. Four HCP respondents had euthanasia requests in their

proposed adva nce direcrives.

The results of this study indicate that most HCPs strongly approve of and support

patient autonomy and this is reflected in their own actual or proposed advance directives.

Some respondents related the profound irnpact of clinical experiences, where the prior

expressed wishes of a non-autonomous patient were not clearly expressed and thus subject

to interpretation, resulting in the patient receiving inappropriate treatment. Thus, it is not

surprising that liealtli care professionals imbue their own existing or proposed directives

with deprh, clariry and precision.

8) Conch¡sions

Advance health care directives are a legal rnechanism allowing patients to be in

control of medical treatrnent decision-making in the event of future decisional

incompetency. Three hundred health care professionals were surveyed to determine their

knowledge and unde¡standing of advance health care directives. The study cohort was
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comprised of a variety of health care team members including physicians, nurses,

technologists, and pharmacists. The study consisted of both qualitative and quantitative

components. The quantitative component consisted of 57 questions requiring a simple yes-

no response. These questions were categorized to determine respondents' awareness and

knowledge level of advance directives, actual experience witli implernentâtion of such

directives, and comfort levels in implementing such directives in a variety of hypothetical

clinical scenarios involving adult patients in medical, surgical and psychiatric clinical

settings. The qualitative component cor]sisted of respondetts' definitions of relevant

terrninology and examples of their actual or proposed advance directives.

The study results suggest that an overwhehning number of health care providers

support patient autonomy and decision-rnaking by way of advance health care directives.

They demonstrate a good understanding of some aspects of the legal status of advance

directives but limited understanding of others. They rray have difficulty with the actual

implementation of advance directives, especially those involving so-called "irrational"

treatment choices and those involving the refusal of rnedical treaunent with a high

probability of success as well as those requesting withholding of medical treatment. Due

to lack of consensus with respect to terminology relevant to the area of advance directives

and lack of understanding of the concept of proportionality and the benefits-burdens test

health care providers may experience difficulty interpreting patients' directives.

As roted supra, Dickens states that health professionals and lawyers represent

diametrically opposite vìewpoints and approaches with respect to their clientele. His
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views are not borne out by this study. Health care professionals and energency medical

services personnel were found to value patient autonomy and lawyers express were fou[d

to express concerns regarding clients' best interests to a greater extent than anticipated.

All professional groups expressed a high degree of concern and meticulousness in ensuring

that patients' or clients' treatment choices reflect their true wishes.

Chapter 6 - Advance Directives: Future Directions

The area of advance health care directives constitutes an exciting, evolving

developtnent in the law. Many common law jurisdictions have enacted advance directives

legislation and it is tikely that others will soon follow suit. However, as the American

experience demonstrates, simply enacting statutory law is not sufficient. Fluidity and

flexibility are crucial so that legislation can be amended to reflect changing requirements

and keep pace with constantly changing developments in the rnedical sphere.

Manitoba's Health care Directives and consequential Arnendments Act came into

fo¡ce in 1993. while it is srill too early ro assess its inpact, the Act is significant to both

patients and health care providers as regards rnedical treatrnent decision-making auto¡o¡ry

ar.rd self-determination.

The Manitoba statute was drafted thoughtfully, carefully and with a view to

avoiding the pitfalls noted in other jurisdictions. The legislation confers naximum

empowerment to those who choose to exercise medical decision-making autonomy through
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execution of advance directives with no restrictive clauses such as terminal illness o¡

curreDt condition requirements, and no restrictions regarding medical treatment.

In the U.S., another level of advance directives legislation is emerging as a

response to changing needs. Keyserlingk describes such legislation, consisting of statutory

amendments as well as new statutes, as second-generation advance directives.3l5 A time

may come when Manitoba's statute will undergo a sirnilar metarnorphosis, perhaps in the

realm of emergency medical treatment. Manitoba's statu te has no provisions for pre-

hospital advalce directives. Emergency rnedical services personnel often find themselves

in difficult situations in which they are legally bound to provide aggressive rnedical

treaûnent even tl]ough inappropriate and unwanted. Enactment of preJrospital advance

directives legislation, by way of ameudments to the existing statute or creation of separate

legislation, could circumvent this dilemrna and, in the process, enhance patient autonomy

and alleviate EMSP stress. An example ofa preJrospital advance directive is presented

in Appendix G.

Ma¡litoba's Act provides the opportunity to make advance directives in a manner

that is as straightforward and uncomplicated as possible. However, a telling criticism of

advance directives legislation is that the average person lacks adequate medical knowledge

to make informed rnedical treatment choices such that a directive may not accurately

reflect the patient's wishes. The problern is exacerbated by the increasing cornplexity of

3l5Keyserlingk, E.W. , supra note 747, at 5'1 .
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medical technologies. one way to circumvent it is to require health care professional input

or counselling in advance directive execution.

Statutory amendments requiring or advising health care professional ilput or

counsellìng in advance directive execution could go a long way to alleviate these concerns.

consultation with health care providers could decrease the use of vague wording and

termi ology, thereby ensuring clear, precise, non-ambiguous documents. Ease of

interpretation enl.nnces the likelihood that a patient's advance directive will be honoured.

ultimately, decision-making belongs to parients, but guidance from health care

professionals could benefit and empower patients.

Mandatory updating requirements restrict patieÍìt autonomy, For instance, a person

could be subjected to undesired medical treatnent simply because he forgot to update his

advance directive in accordance with statutory requirements. However, absence of

updating requirements may result in advance directives that are outdated and not reflective

of current treatment choices. Statutorily imposed updating requirements are too restrictive

but the statute could be anended to incorporate recommendations to update at regular

intervals or on the occurrence of changes in a person's medical condition. This is another

area in which health care professional input and counselling could prove advantageous.
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As more Canadian jurisdictions consider a¡d enact adv¿¡ce health care directives

legislation, canada may need to implement legislarion similar to America's psDA,3r6

mandating inquiry by health care institutions during the admission process. This statute

also has a very clear educational mandate, directing health care faciliries to provide

educarion ro borh staff and parients.

A computerized Ca¡adian data base simila¡ to the America¡r electronic living wills

datâ base could enhance accessibiliry to patients' advance directives, ensuring that their

wishes are k¡own and respected by medical professionals. For a minimal fee, the u.s.

National Electronic Archive of Advance Directives provides 24-hour/day, 7-day/week

access to advance directives from any touch tone telephone any"where in the world, the

faxing of advance directive documents on demand to aly health care facility or person,

and a wallet card to inform health care providers and family members how to access

advance directives documents.3rT A similar canadian data base could be accessible to

medical and allied health care professionals, emergency medical services personnel and

Iaw enforcement agencies,

rl6Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990, supra note 159.

3lrNational Electronic Archive of Adva¡ce Directives PreoCard: Attorney
Registration Kit: Legal Choices to Assure that Your Clients' Wishes Will be Followed
r994
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western society has undergone an unpara ered technologicar and scientific

renaiss¿rce in the last 40 years. However, medicar reality is such that there are situations

where "uhe ability to prolong life may be a curse instead of a blessing.,,318 One respondent

staced that "we go too far with medicar technology and do things without considering the

consequences of the use of the technology.,, Another asserted:

Technology cannot advance at an uncontrolled and unthoueht
out means. At times we need to control the use, or limir the rise
of the technology we have, taking it out of the closet only when
most appropriate.

Emerging developments in advance hearth care directives law provide a way for

both patients and health care providers to avoid becoming "prisoners of technology"3re and

to realize the "delicately bala¡ced fusion of body, mind a¡d soul in humar life.',320 These

deveJopmenrs are cenain to exen a powerful impacr on heahh care professionals a¡d rheir

roles a¡d relationships with patients. Health care professionals will be faced with many

complex issues and challenges as advance directives attain increased legal recognition.

This study indicates that healttr care providers welcome such change and strongly support

pafient autonomy a¡d self-determination ând their expression by means of advance health

care directives.

rlsThomson, G.P. Appeal to Doctors 1969 II Lancet 1353, at 1353.

ileAngell, M. ß90 322N.E.J.M. 1226. at 1228.

3'.Jakobovits, I. Jewish Medical Ethics -- a Brief overview 19g3 9 J. Med. Etrrics
109, at ll2.
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Grant me strength, time and oppornrnity always to correct what
I have acquired, always to extend its domain; for knowledge is
immense and the spìrit of man can extend infinitely to enrich
itself daily with new requirements. Today he can discover his
errors of yesterday and tomorrow he may obøin a new light on
what he thinks hirnself sure of todav.:r1

Mairnonides wrore rhis eloquent passage in the twelfth century, yer the message

imparted is timeless and just as applicable in the hventieth century. As medical technology

advances at ar ever quickening pace, we are sure to discover our errors of yesterday and

shed new light on what we think sure of today. This is especially true with advance health

care directives. It is virtually impossible tbr the maker of a directive to anticipate all

possible twists and turns of fate and thus all possible clinical scenarios and treatrnent

decisions. There is an infinite number of possibilities and with it, infinite challenges.

"lMaimonides, M. "Prayer of Maimonides" (circa 12th. century) In Reich, w.T.
(Editor in Chiet) Encyclopedia of Bioethics 1978 New York: Free Press, at l73j-l'/38.
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Acquired Immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS): AIDS is a universaìly fatal disease
caused by a virus (HIV o¡ human immunodeficiency virus) and transmitted through inti-
mate contact and the exchange of bodily fluids.r

Advanced cardiac Life support (ACLS): This consists of procedures used to maintain
breathing and circulation in a person who has had a cardiac or respiratory arrest. It in-
volves procedures of a highly invasive nature, such as the insertion of breathing tubes for
mechanical ventilation (endotracheal intubation), the insefiion of tubes into the veins
a eries and heart chambers, arrd the application of electric cuüent to the heart.2

Alzheimer's Disease: This is a progressive neurological disorder charactelized by cere-
blal cortical atrophy_ causing irreversible dementia, intellectual deterioration a¡d pelson-
ality disintegration. 3

Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS): Also known as ALS or Lou Gehrig's or motor
neuron(e) disease, this is a rapid, steadily progressive, neurodegenerative disorder result-
ing in death within three years for over 80% of patients. It destroys spinal cor.d and
brain stelr cells, ultirnately resulting in total paralysis, but with no alteration in cognitive
awaLeress.a

Artificial Hydratiou and Nutrition: This is the provision of food and/or- fluids
enterally (by way of the gasÍointestinal tract) and/or parenterally (by way of the circula-
tory system through a vein). Methods of artificial feeding include nasogastric tubes in-

lHollander, H. and M.H. Katz. "HIV Infecrion" in Tierney, L.M. Jr., S.J.
McPhee and M.A. Papadakis (Eds.) current Medical Diagnosis and rreatment 1995
Norwalk, Conn.: Appleton, at 1106-1107.

2Emergency Cardiac Committee and Subcommittees, American Heart Associa-
tion. Guidelines for cardiopulmonarv Resuscitation and Emergency cardiac care 1992
268 J.A.M.A. 2171, at2I'77,2199.

tMilÌer-Keane Ency
lied Health 1992 Philadelphia: Saunders, at 57

aCranford, R.E. Neurolo_sic Svndromes and Prolonged Survival: When Can Arti-
ficial Nutrition and H)'dration Be Forgone? 1991 19 Law, Medicine & Health Care 13,
at 20.
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serted into the stomach via the nose and surgically implanted stomach (gastrostomy or G-
tube) or intesrinal (ejunosromy or J.rube) tubes.5

Blood rransfusions: This is the introduction of whole blood or blood products directly
into the bloodstrean to maintain or replace blood volume, to provide blood components,
or to improve cellular oxygen transport.6

Brain Death: Brain death is defined as loss of all brain function, i.e., of both the cere-
bral cortex (which regulates higher functions such as perception, cognition and commu-
nication) and the brain stem (which regulates physiological functions, such as breathing,
circulation and digestion). It is possible to maintain the physiological functions of respì-
ration and circulation by means of mechanical ventilation in a person who is br.ain deaã.7

cardiopulmonary Resuscitation (cPR): cPR is an emergency first-aid tecbnique used
to re-establish breathing and circulation in an individual who has experienced cessation
of these functions as the result of sudden cardiovascular collapse, elect¡ic shock, drown-
ing and other causes. The technique involves blowing air into the affected individual's
lungs and maintaining circulation by means of compressions applied to the individual's
sternum or breastbone.
This technique is performed until the initiation of ACLS (see supra).8

chemotherapy: This term refers generally to the use of chemicals to ûeat cancer or
other diseases.e However, it most often refers specifically to the use of cytotoxic drugs
in cancer treatment.lo

'Srryder, L. Artificial Feeding and the Right to Die: the Legal Issues 19gg 9 J.
Legal Med. 340, at 35I-352.

6Mi11er-Keane, 
Et¡pIa note 3, at 1518.

TCranford, supra note 4, at 74.

EEmergency Cardiac Committee and Subcommíttees, American Heart
Association, suÞra note 2. at 2177.

eMiller-Keane, supla note 3, at 286.

_10F1eming, I.D., L.W. Brady, G.B. Mieszkalski et al. "Basis for Major.Cur-
rent Therapies for Cancer" in Murphy, G.P., W. Lawrence Jr. and R.E. Lenhard
Jr. (Eds.) Textbook of Clinical Oncolog)¡ 1995 Atlanta: Amerícan Cancer Society,
at 110.
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code: when a hospitalized patient experiences a cardiac arrest, a code procedure is set
in motion. A code begins when a health care provider finds a patient in cardiopulmo-
nary arrest, calls for help and begins cardio-pulmonary resuscitation (cpR) (see supra).
The phrase "Code 99" or' "Code Blue" is paged over the hospital,s public address system
to summon a code team, consisting of physicians and intensive care nurses, who admin-
ister advanced cardiac life support (ACLS) measures (see supra).11
No Code: The terms "No Code," "No 99" or "DNR,, (Do Not Resuscitate) refer to phy_
sician orders not to perform resuscitation on patients experiencing cardiac or respiraìory
arrests. These orders are usually written for patients who are unlikely to benefit from
¡esuscitation.12

Dialysis: This is a method used in patients with defective kidney or ¡enal function to
remove waste products fi'om the bloodstream that are normally removed by the kidneys
and secreted in the urine.r3

Guillain-Barre syndrome: This is a neurological disorder of unknown cause involving
progressive paralysis which starts in the lowe¡ extremities and advances upwards, per-
sisting for days, weeks, months or years. Mechanical ventilation is necessary with reipi-
ratory muscle involvement. Individual outcome is unpredictable and there is no known
curative treatment.la

Hypodermoclysis: This is a technique of infusing fluids or analgesic medication into
subcutaneous tissue,15 often used in terminal cancer patients to provide continuous mor-
phine infusion when oral or intravenous routes are not appropriate or usable.l6

1tE1lstrom, K. ar"rd L.D. Bella. Understanding your Role During a Code
1990 20(5) Nursing 36, at 38.

l2Anthony, M.L. No Code: Helping the FamilJ¡ Understand What it
Means I 99.1 23 (2) Nu rsins 42. at 42.

13Mil1er-Keane, 
SUp_Iq note 3, at 478-419.

laAminoff, M.]. "Nervous System" in Tierney et a1., supra note I, at 872.

lsFainsínger, R.F. and E. Bruera. Management of Deh)¡dratíon in Tern-ri-
nall)¡ I11 Patients 7994 10 J. Palliative Care 55, at 57-58.

tóFulton, 
J.S. and G.B. Johnson. Using High-Dose Morphine to Relieve

Cancer Pain 1993 23(2) Nursing 35, at 39.
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Huntington's Disease: This is a hereditary neurological disease characterized by degen-
erative brain cell changes, causing mental deterioration, speech disturbances and chòrea
(rapid, jerþ, involuntary muscular movements). It is latent until the third or fourth de-
cade and causes progressive deÌerioration over a 15-20 year span, ultimately resulting in
total incapacitation and death.l?

Intravenous Therapy: This involves the administration of fluids irto a vein by means
of a steel needle or plastic cannula. It is used to maintain fluid and electrolyte balance,
to correct fluid volume deficits, to provide a route fot medication admìnist¡ation or nutri-
tional therapy.rs

Intubation: This is the insertion of a tube into a bodily orihce for various purposes.
Endotracheal intubation involves insertion of a tube though the mouth and into the tra-
chea to provide an airway. Gastro-intestinal irtubation involves insertion of a tube intc)
the stomach, duodenum or jejunum either to remove excess fluids, gas or blood or for
the purpose of feeding in patients who are unable to swallow.te

Invasive Procedures: These are medical or surgical procedures which involve entry
into body tissues, cavities, or organs by means of skin puncture, incisions or insertion of
instruments.20

Locked-In syndrome: This condition arises as a result of a focal brain stem lesion.
Affected individuals experience total paralysis and appear to be unconscious but, in real-
ity, they are fully conscious and totally aware of their surroundings but unable to com-
municate.2l

17Mi11er'-I(eane, 
åupIa note 3, at 706-70Z .

l1Ibid., at 790.

1eÍbid., at 792.

'Iþid.
zlMulti-Society Task Force o'PVS. Medical Aspects of the persistent vegetative

State (Parr D 1994 330 N.E.J.M. 7499, af 750L
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Mechanical ventilation: Mechanical ventilation is used for patients who are unable to
maintain adequate ventilation or oxygenation.22 It consists of maintaining a person,s
breathing by artificìal means with the use of a mechanical apparatus referred to aì a ven-
tilator or a respirator. The mechanical device is connected to the person via a tube in-
serted into the person's airway. Air is forced directly into the lungs from the machine
through the tubing.23

Morphine rntravenous Infusion Pump: An intravenous infusion pump is an electronic
device that delivers a constânt, accurate and pre-selected fluid rate and volume by means
of a pressule gradient. such devices are used for the infusion of fluids, medications, and
artificial lrydration and nutrition (see supra).24 Morphine infusion pumps are used to
provide constant, controlled analgesia to terminal cancer patients.2s

Myocardial Infarction (MI): This condition is commonly referred to as a ,,heart at-
tack" and arises when there is a blockage or thrombus obstructing the coronary arteries
supplying the heart muscle with blood. As a result, oxygen does not reach the areas of
blockage, causing necrosis or death of heart muscle cells. The necrotic area is referred
to as an area of infarction. Myocardial infarction can result in sudden death and must be
treated quickly. The preferred form of treatment consists of the administration of throm-
bolytic drugs (see infra).2ó

Non-Invasive Diagnostic Procedures: These are procedures which do not utilize inva-
sive techniques (see supra).27

2zBolton, P.J. and K.A. Kline. Understandins Modes of Mechanical Ventilation
1994 94(6) A.J.N. 36. at 36.

23Dupuis, Y.G.
Mosby, at 3-26.

Ventilators: Theory and Clinical Application 1991 St. Louis

2lsuddarth, D.S. (Ed.) Lippj!çg1l-lVlazualqlNursing Practice 1991 phitadelphia:
Lippincott, at 85.

25Hill Jr., C.S. "Effective Treatnent of pain in Cancer patients', in Murphy et
al. , suora note 70, at 677 .

26Miller-Keane, supra note 3, at 975-976.

21Þir!., at 1033
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Persistent vegetative state (PVS): Brain cells must have a constaüt supply of oxygen.
Even a short period (four ninutes) of anoxia or oxygen deprivation will cause irreparàble
danìage to the cortex. The brain stem is more resistant to oxygen deprivation and may,
therefore, continue to function after irreversible cortical destruction. A person who has
sustained irreversible cortical damage but has an intact, functioning brain stem is said to
be in a "persistent vegetative state" or PVS. The affected individual has no cognitive
function, is unable to feel emotion or pain, is incapable of voluntary movement, speech
or communication. He experiences sleep-wake cycles but shows no meaningful res-
ponses. Responses to external stimuli are purely reflex. He is able to breathe without the
assistance of mechanical ventilation. He is unable to chew or swallow food but is capable
of digesting food provided artificially.2s

Radiotherapy: This is the use of radiation and radioactive substances in the treatment
of cancer and other diseases.?o

Thrombolytic Drugs: These drugs act by dissolving blood clots. Two such agents are
streptokinase and tissue plasminogen activator (TPA) (see infra). Administered intrave-
nously in the early stages of an acute myocardial infarction (see supra), they induce vas-
cular re-perfusion, reducing mortality and molbidity associated with this condition.1230

Tissue Plasminogen Activator (TPA): TPA is a thrombolytic enzyme produced by re-
combinant DNA technology and it is the treaünent of choice for the treatment of myocar-
dial infarction (see supra).31

Total Parenteral Nutrition (TPN): TPN is a method of providing total nurrirional re-
quirements by the irtravenous l'oute thlough a catheter inseited surgically into one of the

2sMulti-Society Task Force on PVS, suÞra note 21, at 1499-1501.

2eMiller-Keane, 
lUpIê note 3 , at 7268.

30Thibault, G. and W. Daley. "Cardiovascular Diseases', i 30 n Ramsey, p.G.
and E.B. Larson (Eds.) Medical Theraneutics 1993 Philadelphia: Saunders, at 144.

3rlemmon, P.N., J. Kalman and K.Z. Sefcik. Tissue plasminoqen Activator
1994 14(12) Crit. Care Nurse 22. at 25.
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large veins feeding directly into the heart. TpN is used to provide nutrition to patients
with gastrointestinal pathology such as inflammation or obstruction.32

Tube Feeding: This is a form of artificial hydration and nutrition (see supra) provided
enterally by means of various types of tubes inserted into the gastro-intestinal tract.33

ventriculo-Peritoneal shunt: This is a tube inselted into the cerebral ventricles to
drain or shunt cerebrospinal fluid to the peritoneum or abdominal cavity3a in order to
prevent brain damage from hydrocephalus (excess fluid accumulation) due to trauma or
congenital structural brain abnormalities. 35

t'Albers, D.H., W.F. Stenson and D.M.
apeutics 1995 Boston: Little, Brown

33Miller-Keane, supra note 3, at 1535.

Bier (Eds.) Manual of Nutritional Ther-

'olþ!d., ar 1363-1364

35lbid., at 709.
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EXAMPLE 1

PERSONAL HEALTH CARE DIRECTIVtr
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PEIìSONAL HEAXTII CARE DIRECTTVE

I. INTRODUCTTON

In this Directjve I have-stated my rvishes for my o*.n health c:¡e should the
time ever comc whcn I am not able to commu¡icate because of illness or
injury This DirectiVe should never be used if I am able to decide lor myself.
It must never be substituted for my judgmcnt if I am compe tent to mal(e these
decisions.

If t-he time comes when I am unable to nake these decisions, I rvould like tlris
Di¡ective to be followcd and respected. In arr emergency, please contact my
advocate (s) or my family doctor, listed below. If these people are not a!z.il-
able, then pleasc do as I have rcqucsted in this Direcrivc. Thankyou.

I have thought.about a¡Ld discussed my decision tvith my family, friends and
my family doctor. I do not want to leave these decisions to my famil¡ my doc-
tor or str¿ngers who do not know me.

Dated thls dav of t9

SIGNED:
Signatulc Print Nar¡ìc

Health Insur¿nce Number

tr. ADVO C.{IE(S ) and FAMILY PHYSICIAN

Advocatc #l

Adùcss

Home Tel. S

Advocate #2

Office Tel. #

Addrcss

Home lfel. #

Physician

Olficc Tel- #

Add¡css

Homc Tel- # OfFrce 'I'cl, #
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III. PERSONAI HEAI;|I{ CARE CI{ÄRT

Thís chart is to be consuked only if I am no longcr ablc to nìake or communicate
my own decisions.

My choices are noted in the spaces provided bclorv each section.

TV. DEFINTTIONS OF TERMS USED IN THE DIRXCTIVE

Reversible Condition: C,onditìon that may bc cu¡cd withour a¡y remaining disability:
c.g., pneumonia, blecding ulcers.

lr¡.eversil¡le Condition: Condition that will leave lasring disabiliries; e.g_, rnulriplc
sclc¡osis, severe head injur1,, Alzhcimer's diseasc.

LIFDTHREATEI'IING TLTNESS FIIDING CARDTAC ARRF]ST

lf my condirion is:
REVERSIBLE IRREI¡ERSIBLtr

¡ +

tfmycondidon is:
REVEIì.SIBLE IRREVERSIIII-E

+ ¿

If mv condiriôn ;s:
REVERSIßLE IRREVF-RSIBIN

¿ ¿

Palliadve

Limircd

Surgic-âl

In¿ensñe

Palliarive

t-imircd

Su.gical

BÀsic

Supplemental

Tube

Bãsic

Supplemcnt2l

Tube

No CPR

CPR

No CPR

CPR

Da1¿: Põtíat: Advoø!¿ H I: A¿Øat¿ Ê2: pbs¡c;an

Th;s documen( should bc rclicwed oncè ayear, ãfler an ilLness, or ifùìerc is any changc i¡ hcalrlì

Ìbu cân usc úc space below ro sho$' ãny chmßcs in your Direcdve.

Dak: I,aúût: Adv@t¿Ët: Adúoc¿!¿ t2: ph)sì¿iat

D¿t¿: Pt¡¡ãt: A¿@!.eI: AdMt¿ 4x phlsi.;an:
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Palliative Care

. keep me warm, dry, and pain free

. do not tra-Ilsfer to hospital unless absolutely nccessary

. only give measures that cnha¡ce coInfort or minimize pain; e .g., morphinc
for pain

. inravenous line started only if it improves comforq e.g., for hydration

. no x-rays, blood tests or antibiotics unless thcy are given to improve comfor-t

t irnited Ca¡e (includes Palliative)

. may or may not û-ansfer to hospital

. intravenous thcrapy may bc appropriate

. antibiotícs shor-rld be used sparingly

. a trial of appropriate drugs may be used

. no inasive procedures; e.g., surgery

. do not tr'¿nsfer to Intensive C.ffe Unit

Lee - 120

Surgical Care (ircludes Limited)

. farlsfer tb acute care hospital (where patient may be erzluatcd)

. emergency surgery if necessary

. do Ilot admit to Intensive Care Unit

. do not ventilate (except during ald after surgery); i.e ., tubc down throat
and connected with machine

Intensive Ca¡e (includes Surgical)

. û-¿¡sfer to acute-care hospitz-l without hesitation

. adnit to Intensive C,are Unit if necessârn

. ventilate if necessary

. insert cenü-al line; i.e., main artcrics for fluids whcn othcr veins collapse

. provide surgery biopsies, all life+upport systenrs ând ozrtsplant surgery

. do ever''tli¡g possible to maintain lifc
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Basic [ccdinç Spoon fecd with regular die c Give all fluids by mouth that can lte
tolerated, but makc no attempt to fecd by special dics, intràvenous fluids or tubes.

Supplemental Feeding: Givc supplemcnts or special dies, lor cxamplc, high calo-
ric, fat or protcin supplcmcnLs.

Inhavenous Feedinç Give nutrients (water, salt, cartrohydnte, protein ald fat)
by inlravenous inÍìsions.

Tube Feeding: Use tube feeding. There a¡e rtvo main r)?cs;
1. Nasogastric Tube: a soft plastic ube passcd through the nosc or
mouth into the stomach.
2. Gastrostomy Tubc: a soft plastic tube passed directly into stom-
ach through thc skin over the abdomcn-

No CPk Male no artcmp{ ro resuscitatc.

CPR: Use cardiac massage with mouth-to-mouth breathing; may also includc
infaveûous lines, electric shocks to the heart (dcfibrillators), tubes in throat to
lungs (endotrachiaì tubes).

V. PersouaÌ Statement

I consider an irrevcrsible condition to be a¡v condirion

I agrce to tlLe following proccdures: (write Yes or No)

POST MORTF],M ßLOOD TRANSFI ISION

ORGAN DONAIION CRENIAIIO

(Molloy and Mepham)
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HEALTH SITUATIONS:

lo orderto anake ân lnstrucllon dlrectlve,
yoLl need lo imâgine youßelf becomi¡g

very ill or neádng death- lt is not eâsy to

ir¡agine these s tuatioñs or to decide

upon lreatr¡enls tor theñ. To help you

with lhis, we describe in detail some

health siluations in which â lÍving will

rnight be needed.

CURRÊNT HEALTH:
Ths describes lhe way Your health s

PERMANENT COMA]
This r¡eans you wôuld be permânently

unconsclous. Pefmâ¡entcoma is usually

câused by decreased blood fìow to lhe

braiñ, fo¡ exemPle, from lhe hearl
slopping- You would be unâble lo eat or

drink ând would need a feeding lube for

nounshrnenl. You would nol hâve bowel

orbladdercontrol. Youwould need 1o be

in bed ând You would ¡ever regêiñ

consciousness. You could live at home

wilh sorneo¡e caring for you ellday ând

n ghl: othe.wiseyou would probâbly need

STROKE:
This r¡eânsyolr \'vould have damag€ to the

brain c€usinq pen¡anentphysical disability

such as pârâlysis. You nlight âlso have

boubl€ cÐanmunicãìi¡4 bêcâuse of ìmpâired

speech. These probleñs stây the sañe
tor the rcsl ol your llfe. They do not get

wôrse with tlñe unless there is another

injury tô {he bÉin, súch as ânother slrcke.

Stroke cân be described âs

.MLd: You would have rì1ild paralysis on

onê side oithe body. You could walkwith
a cêne or walker. Yolr would be able to

have Íìeâningful conversatìons, but mighl

have trouble findrng words You could

carry out ñost ¡outiôe dâily activitles' such

âs work and household duliês, dressiñ9,

eating, balhing, and using the toilet. You

would have bowel and blâdder control

YoLr could live at home with soñeone
caring for you for a tew houß eêch day.

aModcratê: You would hãve moderate

pa.elysis on one side of lhe body Yol]

would be unablelowêlk andwould need a

wheelchair You could carry oLlt

conversâlìons, but you r¡ighl not álways

make sense. You would need help with

routine dally âclivilies. You may háve

bowel e¡d blâdder conlrol. You could live

ãt horne wilh someone câring fo¡ you

lhroughoul the dâylir¡e; olherwise you

would probably need lo live in â nursing

i1o be câred lorl¡ ã chronic câre hosp tâl

IERMINAL ILLNESS:
Thìs means you woLJld have aal illoess f or

whlch there s no known cure such as

some lypes ofcâncer. lt is likely thalyou
would die wilh n six monlhs even fyou

received lreâlmenl

aSêyerÐi Youwould havesevere paÉlysrs

on one side of the body. You would be

uneblelowalk, ând would need to be in a

chair or bed. You would not have
meaningful conversâtions. YoLJ wôuid be

unable lo cãrry out roùline daily actìvrlies.

You would noed a feeding lube for
noudshr¡ent. You would not heve bowel

or bladderconkol. You could live al home

with sorneono cânng for you áll day a¡d
ñlghli othelwise you would probably need

to bê cãred lor in a ôhronic ce.e hospilal

DÉMENTIA:
This means you would hâve a progressive

ând irreversible delerioration in brain
funclion. You would be âwake ând av/are

bulyouwould havekoublê thinking clearly,

recognizing people, and coñr¡unicaliñg
The most common c€use of demenlie is

Alzheirne/s disease. Dementìa grâdue ly

getsworse overr¡onths olyeers, Derneallia

cân be descdbed ¿s:

.Mild: Yo\J could have meaningful
coôversations. but would be forqetlul ând

have poor shod lerñ memory Youco!ld
c¿rry oul mosl aoutine dâily êctivilies such

¿s work and hoÌlsehold dulies, dressinq,

ealìng, belhing, ênd using lhe loilel You

would hâve bowel ând bladder conlrol
You could live al horne wilh sor¡eone
cariñg for you lor a few houas each day.

.Modêmte: You would not âlwâys
recognize fâmily and lriends. You could

cârry outconversalions butyou r¡i9ht nol

always mâke sense. You would need

help with routine dâily aclivllies. YoÌl

rnay håve bo el ând bladder contto{. You

could live at home with sôr¡eone
foryou lhroughoutthe dâyljr¡e;
yor, would probably need lo lìve ln

nußing home.

a Seve¡e, You would ñot recognize fâmily
ând f riends, and would be unable lo hâve

meeningful conversâtions. YcrJ\louldbe
unable to cârry out rouline dâily activìties.

You would need a feeding lube for
noudshment, You would nol have
ând(blâdder control. You could live

home with someone caaiñg forYou

ând night; oiherwise you would Pr
need lo be cared for in a chronrc
hosoilal.
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LI F E.S U S TÀINI N G TREATM E NTS :

ln each of the health situations
described above, you might need one
ormorc of the foJJowing life-sustaÍnìng
lreatmenls-

CARDIOPULMONARY
RESUSCIIATIoN (CPR) is used to
try to restad the heart if lt has stopped
beating. CPR involves apPlYing
pressure and electrical shocks to the
chest, assisted breathing with a

respirator(breathing machine) through
a tube inserted down the throat ând

into thelungs, and giving drugs through
a needle into a vein. lt Ís usuallY
followed by unconsciousness and

several days of treatment in an
inlensive care unil. Wthout CPR
irnmediate death is cerlain. On
average when hospitalized pâtients
are given CPR, it is successtul at

restarting the heart in about 41% of
patients (4'lpatients out of 100).
However, about 14% (14 patleñts out
of 100)will live to be discha¡ged trom
hospital Patients whose heads are

successfúlly restaTled but who do nol
survive to hospital discharge speod
severaldays in ên intensive câre un I

before death. Thechance thala pêrson

will live depends on the cause ol lhe
hearl slopping and the ser ousness of

lhe person s other illnesses

RESPIRATOR (breathinq machine) is

used when a peßon cannot breathe;
for example, because of emphysema
or a seriolrs pneumonia. A tube is put
down the person's throat intothe lungs.
The respiraloris neededas long as the
person's lungs are not wolkìng. \MLhoul
the respirator, a person with respiratory
faìlure will probably die wilhin minutes
tohours. Wth the respirator, thechance
that a peßon vr'ill live depends on the
cause ofthe respiratoryfailure, and the
seriousness of the petson's olher
illnesses

DIALYSIS (kidney machine) replaces
the noÍmal functions of the kidney.
Dialysis removes excess potassium,
water, ¿nd other waste products from
the blood Without dialysis, the
potassiurn in lhe blood would build up
and cause lhe hea.t lo stop. Dialysrsìs
needed as long as lhe person's kidneys
are not wol.king. W¡thoul dialysis, a
peßon with kidney failurewilldie within
7 to 14 days W'lth dia lysis, the chance
lhat a Þerson will lìve depends on lhe
cause of the kìdney failute and lhe
seriousness of lhe person's other
ilnesses.

LIFE-SAV¡NG SURGERY may involve
a wide range of procêdures, for example,
removal of an inflamed gall bladder or
appendix. VVìthout surgery, a person
wìth a serious illness may die within
hours to days. Wth surgery, the chance
that a person will live depends on why
the percon needed surgery and the
seriousness oflhe pelson's other injurjes
or illnesses.

BLOODTR NSFUSION refeßto blood
gjven through a needJe inseded in a
person'svein. Apeßon who is bleeding
very heavily from a car accident, a

stomach ulcer, orduring majorsurgery,
needs a blood transfusion. Wlhout a

blood trânstusion, a person who is

bleeding very heavily will probably die
within hours. Wth a blood transfusion,
the chãncethata ærsonwilìlivedepends
on the serioùsness of the ærson's oth et
injuries or illnesses.

LIFE-SAVING ANTIBIOTICS refers
to the drugs needed to lreat lìfe-
threatening infections; for example,
pneumonia ormeningitis. Thesedrugs
usually are given through a needle
inserled in a person's vein \Mthout
antibiotics, a person with a life-
threatening infection wìll likely die in

hours to days. Wth antibìotics, the
chance that a person will live depends
on the serigusness ofthe infection and
the seriousness of the person's
¡llnesses.

TUBE FEEDING involves putting
tube into â person's stomach (throug
the npse, or lhrough a small hole i

the êEdomen). A person who c¿nn(
eal (e.9., sorneone in a coma)
a feeding tube Tlbe feêdiñg
needed as long as the person ca

eat. Wthout tube feedrng, a person
who cânnol eat ordrinkwllldie withìn
dâys to weeks. With tube feeding, the
chance that a pelson will live depends
on the seriousness of the peason's

other injurìes or illnesses
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SECTION 1

A, WRITTEN LEGAL DOCUMENTS

Have you written any of the following
lcgal documenls?

lf so, please complete the requested
information.

Uv¡ng Wíf I

Date wr¡tten :

Document location
Commenls: (e
fequests, etc.)

q., any limitations, sPecial

Durable Power of Attorney
Date written
Document location:
Comments: (e.9., whom have you named
to be your decision maker?)

Durable Power of Attorney for Health
Care Decisions
Date wr¡tten:
Document locåtion:
Comments: (e.9., whom have you named
to be your decision makeÉ)

Organ Donat¡ons
Date wr¡tten:
Document locâtion:
Comments: (e-9., any limitations on which
organs you woufd like to donate?)
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A. WISHES CONCERN¡NG SPECIFIC
MEDICAL PFIOCEDURES

lf you have ever expressed Your
wishes, either written or orally,
concerning any o[ the following
medical procedures, pf ease complete
the requested information. lf you hav(
not prev¡ously indicated your wishes
on these Procedures and would l¡ke tc

do so now, Please compfete this
¡nformation.

Organ Donation
To whom expressed
lf oral, when?
lf written, when?
Document location:
Comments

127

Kidney Dialysis
To whom expressed
If oral, when?
lf written, when?
Document locâtìon:
Comments

Cardíopulmonary Resusc¡lation (CPR)
To whom elpressed:
lf oraf , when?
lf written, when?
Document locâtion: -_-
Commenls:



Respirators
To whom exPressed:
lf oral, when?
lf written. when?
tlocument locåtion:
Comments
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SECTION 2

A. YOUR OVERALL ATTITUDE
TOWARD YOUR HEALTH

'1. llow would you describe Your
cufrent health status? lf you currently have
any medical Problems, how would You
describe them?

Art¡ficial Nutr¡tion
To whom expressed:
lf oral, when?
lf wr¡tlen, when?
Document locâtion:
Comments

2. lf you have current medical
problems, in what ways, ¡f any, do they
aflect your abilily to function?

3. How do you feel about Your
currr nt heahh status? 

-

Art¡fic¡al hydrat¡on
To whom expressed:
lf oral, when?
lf wr¡tten, when?
Document location:
Comments:

4.
basic r
prepar
etc.?

Ho\r well are you able to meet the
necessities of life-eating, food
ation, sleepìng, personal hygiene,

C- GENERAL COMMENTS

Do you wish to make any general
commerits aboLJt the information you
provided in this section?

5. Do you wish 10 make any general
comments about your overall health? 

-

B. YOUR PERCEPTION OF THE ROLE
OF YOUR DOCTOR AND OTHER
HEALTH CAREGIVERS

1. Do yoü ll. )oùr doctors? 

-



2. Do you trusl your doctors? _

3. Do you th¡nk your doctors should
make the fìnal declsion concerninq any
lrealment you might nccd?

4. How do you relate to Vour
c¿regivers, includíng nurses, iherapists,
chaplains, sociaf workers, etc.? --

5. Do you wish to make
comments about your doctor
health caregivers?

any genefal
and other

C. YOUR THOUGHTS ABOUT
INDEPENDENCE AND CONTROL

1. How important is indepenoEace
and sell sufficiency in your life?
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D. YOUR PERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS

4_ What rofe do your friends and
family play in your f;fc?

. ..1, Do you expect that your friends,
famify and/or others will support vour
decisions regarding medical treatmenf you
may need now or in the future?

2. Have you made any arrangemenls
lor your fam¡ly or Ííiends to make medical
treatment dec¡sions on your behalf? lf so,
who has agreed to make decìsions for you
and in what cìrcumstances? --.-

3. What, if any, unflnished bus¡ness
Írom the past are you concerned about
(e.9.. personal and famity relatìonships,
business and legal maflers)?

2. lf you were to exper¡ence
decreased physic¿l aod mental abililies,
how would thdt affect your attitude toward
indepcndcnce and self-sufficiency? _

5- Do you wish to make anv oeneral
commenrs about the personal refalj-onships
in your lile?

3. Do you lv¡sh to make any general
comments about the vahie ôf
independence and control ¡n your life?

E. YOUR OVERALL ATTITUDE
TOWARD LIFE

. 
1. Whar acrivil;es do you enjoy (".g.,

iìobbics, warching IV, erc.)? 
- _-



2. Are yoLr haPPY lo be alivc2 

-3. Do you feel that life is worth living?

4. How satisfìed are you with what you

have achieved in Your life?

2. Where vrould You Prefer to die?

death?
What is your attitude toward

5. Whal makcs You laugh/cry? 

-'

4 How do vou feel about the use of

life-sustaining meãsures in the face of:

terminal illness?

permanent coma?

6, \ 4ìat do You fear most? What

frightcns or uPsets You?

7.
future?

what gôals do You have for the

B. Do vou wish to make any general

comments äbout your attitude toward life?

¡rreversible
disease)?

chronic ilfness (e-9., Alzheimer's

5. Do vou wish to make any general

cÐmments ábo.tt your attitude toward

illness, dying, and death?

G. YOUR RELIGIOUS BACKGROUND
AND BELIEFS

1. What is.Your religìous
background?

F. YOIJR ATTITUDE TOWARD ¡LLNESS'
DYING, AND DEATH

1. What will be imPortant to you when

vou are dyìng (e.9., physical comfort, no

þaìn, famiiy members present, etc.)? 

-

How do your religious beliefs affect

your e
¡llness

towãrd serious or terminal

3. Does Your attitude toward death

fnd support in Your religion?

2. Ho\
atlitude
rs? 

-



4. How does your faith community,
church or synagogue view the rofe of
prayer or religious sacfaments ¡n an
illness?

5. Do you wish to make any general
comments atlout your relig¡ous
background and beliefs? _
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2. Would you prefer to spend less
money on your care so that more money
cån be saved for the benefìt of your
refatives and/or friends?

3. Do you wish to make any general
comments concerning your finances and
the c-ost of health câre? _

H. YOUR LIV¡NG ENVIRONMENT

1. What has been your living situat¡on
over the last 10 years (e_g., l¡ved alone,
lived with others, etc.)?

2. How dimcult ¡s it for you to maintain
the k¡nd ot environment for ioursell that
you.lrnd comfotable? Does any íllness or
medrcat problem you have now mean that
it will be harder in the frJture?

J. YOUR WISHES CONCERNING
YOUR FUNERAL

l- What are your wishcs concern¡ng
your funerâf and buriaf or cremat¡on?

3. Do you wish to make any general
comments about your l¡ving envíronment?

2. Have you made your funeral
arrangements? lf so, wilh whom?

I. YOUR ATTITUDE CONCERNING
FINANCES

. f. Hovr' much do you worry êbut
nav.ng enough money to provide for your
care?

3. Do you wish to make any geoeral
comments.aboLrt how you woutd-lilie your
luneral and buriaf or crem¿tion to tre
arranged or conducted? 

-"-



OPTIONAL QUESTÍ ONS

1, How woufd you like your ob¡ituary
(announcement of your death) to read?

2. Write yourself a brief eu{ogy (a
statement about yourself to be read at your
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SUGGESTIONS FOR USE

After you have completed this form, you
may wish to provide copies to your doctors
and other health caregivers, your family,
your kiends, and your attorney. lf you
have a Uving Wjll or Durable Power of
Attorney for Health Care Decisions, you
may wish to attach a copy of thìs form to
those documents.

(Lanbert et al. )



Karen Lee

APPENDIX C

STI,IDY QT]ESTIONNAIRES
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IIEALTH CARE PROFESSIONALS

1. I think people wanr to have more control over decisions concerning their health.

2. It is desirable that people have nore control over such decisions.

3. Patients should have control over the following types of decisions:

(Ð aggressivetreatment
(ii) cardiopuìtnonaryresuscirarion
(iijt ÌiFe-prolonging. non-aggressiverreaunenr

4- (a) I arn in favour of people making hearth care directives or riving wills
indicating what medicar treatments they wourd accept and what treaìments
they would refuse in the eveut they should become incompetent.

(b) Such a directive is legally binding and must be followed by health care
professionals.

5. If a health care professional refused to follow a patient'is living will, there would
be legal consequences.

6. (a) I am aware of new legislation that will legalize living wills.
(b) I became aware of it through:

Health care professional organization
My employer
Media
Other (please specify)

(c) I had input into the drafting of this legislation.

(d) I think I should have had some input.

(e) I am in favour of this legislation.

'7. (a) I arn familiar with the following terms and what they mean:
(i) lìving wilt
(ii) advance health care directìve
(iii) durable power of atrorney

8. I think that rnost people are sufficiently well i'fo¡r¡ed with respect to medical
technology to be in a position to make informed advance health directives or lìving
wills.



10.
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There are occasions when it is necessary and appropriate to treat people against
their will.

Health care institutions should have formal policies with respect to living wills so
that all patients adrnitted ro the facilitv are asked whether or not they havè a living
will.

The onus should be on the patient to inform health care professionals as to whether
or not they have a living will.

who should decide wliether a treatmenr decision is in the patient's best interests:

(i) the patienr
( ii) the patienr's farnily
(iii) the rnedical tearn

I consider tube feeding to be:

(a) a medical treatment
(b) a comfort care tneasure

Written living wills are legally binding.

Oral, unwritten living wills are legally binding.

Anyone should be able to make a living will and it should be followed by health
care professionals. (lf no, answer Question 17. If yes, do not answer euestion
17.)

Living wills should be made only in specific circumstances, such as:

(i) terminally ill patients
(ir) patients with chronic but not terrrrinal illnesses such as multiple

sclerosis
(iiÐ patients with permanent disabilities due to trauma or illness (eg,

quadriplegics, ALS)
(iv) patients witlÌ genetic abnormalities which do not become apparenr

until adult life (eg, Huntington's disease)

A person has not drafted a formal living will but has made a public statement in
this regard. I think this is legally binding and should be followed.

I think a living will should be followed only iÎ the patient's condition is te¡r¡inal
and irreversible.

I think a patie't's liviug will to withhold trearment should be followed even where
cornplete recovery is likely if tlie treatment were given.

12.

13.

11.

17.

14.

15.

16.

18.

t9.

20.



24.

22

23

25

ll\.

27.
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I think that a patient's age should be taken into consideration whe' deciding
whether or not to follow a living will.

Living wills for treatment wìthdrawal should be followed.

Living wills instructing health care professionals to continue treatnent that is futile
sliould be followed.

Health care professionals should have the discretion to override advance health
care directives if they feel that this is in the best interests of the patient.

Discussion of livi'g wills would bring about more adversarial relationships
between patients and liealth care professionals.

I would feel comfort¿ble following a patient's living will that simply stated "No
heroic measures. "

2'7. I would leel cornfortable following a pâtient's living will that set out specific
treatment decisíous.

The shock and traurna associated with severe, acute injuries renders a person
mentally incompetent to make treatment decisions that are in their best interests.

The severe pain and trauma associated with a myocardial infarction ¡enders a
person nentally incompetent to make treatment decisions that are in their best
interests.

I would feel comfortable in following a patienr's living will to withhold tube
feeding.

I would be reluctant to follow a patient's living will to withhold treatmelìt because
the patient may have changed his r¡ind between the time of the making of the will
and the time of the treatment decision.

I would be reluctant to follow a patient's living will where i disagreed with the
patient's treatment decision.

A fit, healthy 45-year-old mal has a living will stating thar he wishes not to be
resuscitated in the event of a myocardial infarction. I would feel comfortable
following this.

28.

29.

30.

3I

32.

33



34.
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You are having coffee with a health care professio'al colleague when she tells you
emphatically that she would not wish to be resuscitated under any circumstances.
She is 30 years old and has no health problems. Two days later, she has a cardiac
arrest whìle at work. You are present when the cardiac arrest occurs.

(a) Would you feel comfortable following her directive not to resuscitate?

(b) Would your decision be different if you knew your colleague suffe¡ed from
a tenninal illness such as cancer?

A 45-year-old rnan widr Huntington's Disease has a living will stating that he does
not want tube feedings or lv therapy if his condition deteriorates and he is unable
to make that decision at that time. I would feel comfortable following this.

A 4O-year-old patient with a myocardial infarction has a living will directing the
refusal of drugs such as Streptoki'ase. I would feel confortable following ihis.

A 2O-year-old woman has a living will søting that in the event of an acute
traumatic event such as a motor vehicle accident that rendered her comatose, she
does not want to be i'tubated and maintained on mechanical ventilation. I would
leel colrforrable following rhis.

A 2O-year-old woman has a living will stating that in the event of an acute
traumatic event such as a motor vehicle accident that rendered her comatose, she
wishes to be intubated and maintained on mechanical ventilation but that if there
was no irnprovement in her condition after one week, she wishes to be taken off
the ventilator. I would feel comfortable following this.

A 20-year-old woman has a living will stating that in the event of an acute
traumatic event such as a motor vehicle accident that rendered her comatose, she
does not want tube feedings or IV therapy. I would feel comfortable following
this.

A health care professional should have the discretion to override a patieut's living
will if the professional thinks tlËt the patient lacked sufficient understanding of the
proposed treatment at tlle time the directive was made.

A psychìatric patient has a written directive (made at a time when he was mentally
competent and not psychotic) stating that specific psychotropic drugs are not to be
administered to hin under ary circumstances including an acute psychotic episode.

(a) I would feel comfortable following this.

(b) I think that this directive is legally binding.

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

41.



42
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A 35-year-old alcoholic with a history of duodenal ulcers has a living will (rnade
at a time when he was tnentâlly competent and sober) stating: ',Life is one big
party. lf I can't party, I don't wa¡t to live. I don't want to lay in any hospital bed
with a bunch of tubes in me and I don't want any blood transfusiolrs under any
circumstances even if I would die wìthout it." He has developed an acute upper
GI bleed as a result of a weekend binge. It is the r¡edical team's opinion that
transfusion therapy is necessary to save his life.

(a) I would feel comfortable following this.

(b) I think thìs document is legally binding.

(a) I think that following a patient's living will with a refusal of rreatrnenr that
is likely to be 100% successful is equivalent to assisting the person to
cornrnit suicide.

(b) I think that health care team members could be held criminallv liable for
lollowing such a directive.

(c) I think that health care team members could be successfully sued by the
person who executed the advance directive if the directive is not followed.

A patient has a living will stating: "l hereby instruct rny physicians to do whatever
is necessary to alleviate my pain and sufTering, even if this means givir.rg r¡e a dose
of medication that is so strong that I will not survive. "

(a) I would feel comfortable following this.

(b) I think this document is legally binding.

The expertise of health care professionals gives them greater authority than patients
with respecr to treaunent decisions.

The following treatments coDstitute "extraordinary measures" :

Agree Dìsagree
CPR
Mechanical ventilation
Intubation
IV therapy
Tube feeding (NG, gastrostomy)
Chemotherapy
Radiotherapy
Dialysis
VP shunts
Throtrbolytic therapy to treat MI

(Streptokinase, TPA)
Blood transfusions

43.

44.

45

46
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Analgesic adrrinistration by
IV infusion pump

TPN
Invasive diagnostic procedures

(eg, angiograns, endoscopies)
Non-invasive diagnosric

procedures (eg, ultrasound)

4'7 - In an emergency situation, the medical team has the authority to administer any
treatments they deern to be appropriate despite any prior expressed wishes of the
patient.

48. Sometimes patients are experienci'g so much trauma and stress that they are
unable to make rational decisiolrs with respect to their health care. lt is
appropriate for the medical team to "take over" and make the decisions for the
patient in these circumstaüces.

49. The right of a patient to extraordinary medical treatment should be balanced
against other factors, such as the likelihood of a successful treatment outcome and
the availability of scarce medical resources.

50. (a) I have cared for a patienr who had a living will.
(b) I felt con-rfortable following the patient's expressed wishes.

51. (a) Do you have a living will for yourselfl

(b) If yes, what provisions does it contain?

(c) 11 no, have you considered drafting such a document?

(d) If yes, what provisions would you include?

52. What is your area of practice?
M.D.
R.N.
Other (please specify)

Clinical area: (circle)

Medicine Surgery Emergency Intensive Care

Coronary Care Pediatrics Psychiatry Geriatrics

Other (please specify)
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EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES PERSONNEL

1. I think people want to have more control over decisions concerning their health.

2. It is desirable that people have rnore cont¡ol over such decisions.

3. People should have control over the following types of decisions:

(Ð aggressivetreatment
(ii) card io-pu ìlnonary resuscirarion
(¡ii) lìle.prolonging. non-aggressive trearrnent

4. (a) I arn in favour of people making hearth care directives or rivi'g wills
indicating what r¡edical treatments trrey would accept and what treatments
they would refuse in the event they should become incompetent.

(b) Such a directive is legally binding and must be followed by health care
professionals.

5. Ifa health care professional refused to follow a patient's living will, there would
be legal consequences.

6. (a) I am aware of new legislation rhat will legalize living wills.
(b) I became aware of it through:

Health care professional organization
My employer
Media
Other (please specify)

(c) I had input into the drafting of this legislation.

(d) I think I should have had soure input.

(e) I am i¡r favour of this legislation.

7. (a) I am familiar with the following terms and what they mean:

(i) Iiving witl
(ii) advance health care directive
(iii) durable power of atorney

8. I think that most people are sufficiently well informed with respect to medical
technology to be in a posìtior to make infonned advance health directives or living
wills.
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9. There are occasions when it is necessary and appropriate to treat people against
their will.

10. Health care instin-rtions should have forrnal policies with respect to living wills so
that all patients admitted to the facility are asked whether or not they have a living
will.

1 1. The onus should be on dre patient to inforn health care professionals as to whether
or not they have a living will.

12. Who should decide whether a treatment decision is in the patient's best interests:

(Ð the patient

(ii) the patient's family

(i ii) the medical team

13. I think it is appropriate for ernergency medical services to honour valid living wills
in rhe pre-hospinl sen ing.

14. Written living wills are legally binding.

15. Oral, unwritten living wills are legally binding.

16. Anyone should be able to nake a living will and it should be followed by health
care professionals. (lf no, aDswer Question 17. If yes, do not answer euestion
17.)

17. Living wills should be made only in specific circumstances, such as:

(¡) terminally ill parienrs

(ii) patients witlì chronic but not terminal illuesses such as multiple
sclerosis

(iìÐ patienrs with permanenr disabilities due to trauma or illness (eg,
quadriplegics, ALS)

(iv) patients with genetic abnormalities which do not become apparent
until adult life (eg, I-Iuntington's disease)

18. A person has not drafted a formal living will but has made a public statement in
this regard. I think this is legally binding and should be followed.

19. I think a living will should be followed only if the patienr's condition ìs terminal
and irreversible.



20

21.

22

23

24.

25

26.

21
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I think a patient's living witl to withhold treatment should be followed even where
complete recovery is likely if the treatrnent were given.

I think that a patient's age should be take' into consideration when deciding
whether or not to follow a living will.

Living wills for treatlnent withdrawal should be followed.

Living wills instructing health care professionals to colltinue treatmeDt that is futile
should be followed.

Health care professionals should have the discretion to override advance health
care directives if they feel that thìs is ir.r the best interests of the patient.

Emergency rledical services must take patient prefere'ces into account before
implementing resuscitative efforts.

I would feel comfortable following a patient's living will that simply stated ,'No

heroic neasures ".

I would feel cornfortable following a patient's living will thar set our specific
treatment decisions.

The shock and traurna associated with severe, acute injuries renders a person
mentally incompetent to make treatment decisions that are in their best interests.

The severe pain and trauma associated with a myocardial infarction renders a
person mentally incornpetent to make treatment decisions that are in thei¡ best
interests.

Discussior.r of living wills would bring about more adversarial relationships
between patients and health care professionals.

I would be reluctant to follow a patient's living will to withhold treatment because
the patient may have changed his rrind between the tine of the lnakilg of the will
and the time of the treatrnent decision.

I would be reluctant to follow a patiert's living will where I disagreed with the
patient's treatment decision.

A fit, healthy 45-year-old man has a living will stating that he wishes not to be
resuscitated in the event of a rnyocardial infarction. He collapses at work and you
are the first responder. You find hirn unconscious. His living will is presented to
you before you have begun CPR. Would you feel comfortable following this?

L

3r.

29.

30.

32.

1J-



34.
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You are ha'ing coffee with a health care professional colleague when she tells you
emphatically that she would lìot wislÌ to be resuscitated under any circumstances.
She is 30 years old and has no health problerns. Two days later, she has a cardiac
arrest while at work. You are present when the cardiac arresr occurs.

(a) Would you feel cornfortable following her directive not to resuscitate?

(b) Would your decision be different ifyou knew your colleague suffered frorr
a terminal illness such as cancer?

A 45-year-old man with Huntington's Djsease has a living will srating that he does
not wish to be resuscitated under any circumstances. He is in the early stages of
Huntington's and still working and funcrioning fairly independently whèn he
collapses at work. You are the first responder. you find hirn unconscious. His
living will is presented to you before you have begun CpR. Would you feel
comfortable following this?

A 4O-year-old patienr with a myocardial infarctiou has a living will directing the
refusal of drugs such as Streptokinase. He collapses at a shopping centre and is
unconscious when you arrive at the scene as first responde¡. His wife tells you
thatjust before he collapsed, he said: "Don't even bother taking me to a hospital
because I don't want auy drugs or tubes. If it's rny time, just let me go
peacefully. " Would you feel comfortable following this?

A 20-year-old woman has a living will stating that in the event of an acute
traumatic event such as a motor vehicle accident that rendered her conatose, she
does not want to be intubated and maintained on mechanical ventilation and, in
fact, does not wisl'r any resuscitative efforts whatsoever. She is involved in an
MVA and appears to have sustained a C-spine fracture. you arrive at the scene
as first responder. Would you feel comfortable following this?

A l9-year-old woman l.ns a living will stâting "no intubation". She has had severe
asthma since childhood. She has a severe asthmatic attack while out shopping and
911 is called. You are the first responder. When you arrive at the scene, she is
still able to talk and she tells you that she does not want to go to hospital and gives
you her living will. She then loses consciousness. Would you feel con-rfortable
following this?

Emergency medical services should have explicit protocols for advance directives
or living wills.

A health care professional should have the discretion to override a patient's living
will if the professional thinks that the patient lacked sufficient understanding of the
proposed treatment at the time the directive was made.

35

36.

31

38.

39.

40.
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A psychiatric patient has a directive (made at a time when he was mentally
competent and not psychotic) staring that specirlc psychotropic drugs are lÌot to be
administered to hirn under any circunstances including an acute psychotic episode
and he does not wish to be transported to a hospital where such drugs would be
administered.

(a) I would feel comfortable following this.

(b) I think that this directive is legally binding.

A 35-year-old alcoholic with a history of duodenal ulcers has a living will (nade
at a time when he was mentally competent and sober) stating: ,'Life is one big
party. If I can't party, I don't want to live. Idon'twantto lay in any hospital bed
with a bunch of tubes in me and I don't want any blood transfusions under any
circumstances even if I would die without it. Don't even take me to a hospital.ì'
He has an acute upper GI bleed while in the local bar on a weekend binge. He
collapses and the bartender calls 911. You are the first responder.

(a) I would feel comfortable f'ollowing this.

(b) I think this document is legally binding.

(a) I think that following a patient's living will with a refusal of rreatmenr rlÌat
is likely to be 100% successful is equivalent to assisting the person to
commit suicide.

(b) I think that health care team members could be held crirninallv liable for
lollowing such a direcLive.

(c) I think that health care team members could be successfully sued by the
person who executed the advance directive if the directive is not followed.

A patient has a living will satilg: "l hereby instruct my physicians to do whatever
is necessary to alleviate my pain and suffering, even if this means giving me a dose
of medication that is so strong that I will not survive. "

(a) I would feel comfortable following this.

(b) I think this document is legally binding.

The expertise of healrh care professionals gives then-r greater authority than patients
with respect to lreaunenr decisions.

The following treatmeuts constitute "extraordinary measu¡es,' :

CPR
Mechanical ventilation
l.rtubation
IV therapy

/1-l

43.

44.

45

46.

Agree Disagree
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Tube feeding (NG, gastrostomy)
Cherrotherapy
Radiotherapy
Dialysis
VP shunts
Thrornbolytic rherapy ro treat MI

(Streptokinase, TPA)
Blood transfusions
Analgesic adrrinistration by

IV infusion purnp
TPN
lnvasive diagnostic procedures

(eg, angiograrrs, endoscopies)
Noir-invasive diagnosric

procedures (eg, ultrasound)

41 . In an emergency situation, the medical team has the authority to administer any
treatments they deem to be appropriate despite any prior expressed wishes of the
patient.

48. sometimes patients are experiencing so much trauma and stress that they are
unable to make rational decisions with respect to their health care. It is
appropriate for the medical team to "take over,' and make the decisions for the
patient in these circunstances.

49. The right of a patient to extraordinary medical treatn-rent should be balanced
against other factors, such as the likelihood of a successful treatment outcome and
the availability of scarce medical resources.

50. (a) I have cared for a patienr who had a living will.
(b) I felt comfortable followirg the parient's expressed wishes.

51. (a) Do you have a living will for yourselfl

(b) If yes, what provisiolrs does it contain?

(c) If no, have you considered drafting such a document?

(d) lf yes, what provisions would you include?
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LAWYERS

1. I think people want to have more control over decisions concerning their health.

2. It is desirable that people have rnore control over such decisions.

3. People should have control over the following types of decisions:
(i) aggressivetreatment
(ii) cardio-pulrnonary resu sc irarion
(iiir Ìiie-prolonging. non-aggressive rreari.nenr

4. I am in favour ofpeople making health care directives or living wills indicating
what rnedical treatments they would accept and what treatments they would refuse
in the event they should become inconpetent.

5. I think that most people are sufficiently well informed with respect to nedical
technology to be in a position to make informed advance health directives or livi¡g
wills.

6. There are occasions when it is necessary and appropriate to treat people agairst
their will.

1. Health care institutions should have forn-ral policies with respect to living wills so
that all patients admitted to the facility are asked whether or not they have a living
will.

8. who should decide whether a treatment decision is in the patient's best interests:

(Ð the patienr

(iÐ the patient's family

(iiÐ the medical team

9. Anyone should be able to make a living will and it should be followed by health
care professiouals. (lf no, answer Questiorl 10. If yes, do not answer euestion
10.)

I0. Living wills should be made only in specific circunstances, such as:

(i) terminally ill patients

(ii) patients with chronic but not terminal illnesses such as n-rultiple
sclerosis

(iiÐ patients with permanent disabilities due to trauma or illness (eg,
quadriplegics, ALS)
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(iv) patients with genetic abnormalities which do not becone apparenr
until adult life (eg, Huntington's disease)

The onus should be on the patient to inform health care professionals as to whether
or not they have a living will.

I think a living will should be followed only if the patient's condition is terminal
and irreversible.

I think a patie.t's living will to witl lold treatment should be followed even where
complete recovery is likely if the treaunent were given.

I think tltat a patient's age should be taken into consideration when deciding
whether or not to follow a living will.

Living wills instructing health care professionals to conrinue treatment that is futile
should be followed.

Living wills for rreatment witlidrawal should be followed.

Health care professionals should have the discretion to override advance health
care directives if they feel that this is in the best interests of the patient.

A person has not drafted a formal living will but has rnade a public statement in
this regard. I think this is legally binding and should be followed.

Discussion of living wills would bring about more adversarial relationships
between patients and health care professionals.

The shock and trauma associated with severe, acute injuries renders a person
mentally incompetent to make treatmetÌt decisions that are in their best interests.

The severe pain and trauma associated with a heart attack renders a person
mentally incompetent to make treatment decisions that are in their best interests.

Health care professionals ought to have the discretion not to follow a patient's
living will to withhold treatment because they believe that the patient may have
changed his rrild between the time of tlie rnaking of the will and the tirne of the
treaünent decision.

A person's living will to withhold tube feeding should be followed by health care
professionals.

Health care professionals ought to have the discretion not to follow a patient's
living will where they disagree with the patient's treatment choice.

13

14.

t2.

15

t6.

1.7.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.
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A 2O-year-old woman asks you to draft a livi'g will stating that in the event of an
acute traumatic event such as a motor vehicle accident that rendered her comatose.
she does not wish to receive nou-aggressive, life-prolonging therapies such as
artificial hydration and nutrition (intravenous therapy and tube feeding). would
you feel cornforrable drafting this will?

A 20-year-old woman asks you to draft a living will stating thât in the event of an
acute traumatic event such as a notor vehicle accident that rendered her comatose,
she does not wish to receive aggressive medical interve'tion (for example, she
does not want to be put on a respirator). would you feel cornfortable drafiing this
will?

A fit, healthy 45-year-old man asks you to draft a living will stati'g that he
wishes not to be resuscitated iÎ he has a heart attack. would you feel comfortable
drafting this will?

A 45-year-old rnan with Hu'tington's Disease (a genetic disorder that does not
become apparent until middle age and causes severe neurological damage) asks you
to draft a living will stating that he does'ot want tube feedings or intravenous
therapy if his condition deteriorates and he is unable to rnake that decision at that
time. Would you feel comforrable drafting this will?

A healthy, jìt 40-year-old man asks you to draft a living will srating thar he does
not want to receive a drug called Streptokinase. This drug is routinely given for
the treatmenr of heart attacks ard usually has a very high success rate. Wõuld you
feel cornfortable drafting this will?

A health care professional ought to l]ave the discretion to override a patient's living
will if the professional thinks thar the parient lacked sufficient understanding of thé
proposed treatment at the time the directive was made.

A psychiatric patie t asks you to draft a health care directive stating that specific
anti-psychotic drugs are not to be administered to him under any circumstances
including an acute psychotic episode. He is rnentally competent when he asks you
to draft the directive. Would you leel comfortable drafting this directive?

A 35-year-old alcoholic asks you to draft a living will stating: ,'Life is one big
party. If I can't party, I don't want to live. I don't want to lay in any hospital bed
with a bunch of tubes in me and I don't want any blood transfusions under any
circumstances even if I would die without it. " He has a history of bleeding
stomach ulcers (due to his alcoholisrr) which can be fatal but which can be
successfully treated by blood transfusions. would you feel cor¡rfo¡table drafting
this will?

27

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.
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(a) I think rhat following a patienr's living will with a refusal of rreatment thar
is likely to l¿e 100% successful is equivalent to assisting the person to
conmit suicide-

(b) I think that health care team members could be held criminallv liable for
lollowing such a d irecrive.

(c) I think that health care teaÛr members could be successfully sued by the
person who executed the advance directive if the directive is not followed.

A person asks you to draft a living will stating: "I hereby instruct my physicians
to do whatever is necessary to alleviate my pain and suffering, even if this means
giving me a dose of rnedication that is so strong that I will not survive.,' Would
you feel comfortable drafting this will?

ïre expertise of health care professionals gives thern greater authority than patients
wirh respecr ro rrealrnenr decisions.

In an emergency situation, the rnedical team has the authority to administer any
treatmerts they deem to be appropriate despite any prior expressed wishes of the
patient.

Sometimes patients are experiencing so much trauma and stress that they are
unable to rnake rational decisions with respect to their health care. It is
appropriate for the r¡edical team to "take over" and make the decisions for the
patient in these circurnstances.

The right of a patient to extraordinary medical treatment should be balanced
against other factors, such as the likelihood of a successful treatment outcome and
the availability of scarce rnedical resources.

Have you ever represented a client who had an advance liealth care directive and
the issue arose as to whether this directive should be followed or not?

You are having coffee with a colleague when she tells you errphatically that she
would not wish to be resuscitated under any circumstances. She is 30 years old
and has no health problerns. Two days later, she has collapses while at work.
You are present when this occurs.

a) Would you advise the emergency medical services of your colleague's
wish?

(b) Would your decision be different if you knew she suffered from a terminal
illness such as cancer?

A client asks you to draft a living will that simply states "No heroic measures"?
Would you feel cornfortable drafting this will?

34

35.

36.

J/.

38.

39

40.

47.
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,11 (a) Do you have a living will for yourselfl

(b) 11 yes, what provisions does it contain?

(c) If uo, have you considered drafting such a document?

(d) If yes, what provisions would you ìnclude?
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H : Health Care Professionals Qûantitative euestionnaire
E : Emergeucy Medical Services Personnel euestionnaire
L : Lawyels Questionnaire

Medical Technology
H: 73,46

Legal Status of Advance Directives
H: 4b, 5-7,10, 14, 15, 18, 41
E: 4t:, 5-7, 10, 14, 15, 18,25, 39, 43, 4i
L: 11, 18, 33,36

Institutional Policy Formulation
H: 11

E: 11

Relevant Bioethical Concepts

A. Autonomy
H: 1,2,3, 4a, 8,9, 12, 16, t7, 19-25,32, 40, 45, 4i_49
E: 1,2,3, 4a,8,9, 12, 16, t7, t9-24,30,32, 40, 45, 48, 49
L: 1,2,3,5, 6, 8-10, 12-17, 19,24,30, i5, 37, i8

Futility and the Right to Demand Non-Beneficial Treatment
H:23
E:23
L: 15

B, DecisionalCompetency
H: 28, 39, 31
E:28,29,31
L:20,2t,22

C. Resource Allocation
H:49
E:49
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Hypothetical Treatment Scenarios

a. Vague v. Specific Wording
H: 26,27
E:26,27
L: 41

b. Withholding v. Withdrawing Treatment
H: 20,22
E:20,22
L: 73,16

c. High Technology v. Low Technology
H: 30,37, 38, 39
L:23,25,26

d. Acute v. Chronic Illness
H: 35
E: 35
L:28

e. "Irrational" Treatment Choices
H: 33,34,36,37. 42
E:33-38,42
L: 27,29,32, 40

f. Psychiatric Treatment Issues
H:41
L: 3l

g, Euthanasia
H:44
E: 44
L:34

Clinical and Personal Experiences
H: 50-52
E: 50, 51

L: 39.42
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TABLE 1

Extraordinary Treatment
(% of "yes" responses)

H : Health Care Professionals
E : Emergency Medical Services Personnel

(See Appendix A for definition of above terms)

TREATMENT H E

Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation (CPR) 61 61

Mechanical Ventilation 66 68

Intubation 6l 48

Intravenous Therapy 60 26

Tube Feedhg 14 55

Chemotherapy /1n 65

Radiotherapy 41 65

Dialvsis 47 68

Ventriculo-Peritoneal Shunts 46 55

Tissue Plasrninogen Activator (TPA) 1,1 52

Blood Transfusions 23 45

Morphine Int¡avenous Infusion Therapy 15 19

Total Parenteral Nutrition (TPN) JÕ 35

Invasive Diagnostic Procedures 27 JL

Non-Invasive Diagnostic Procedures 5 l-)
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TABLE 2
Extraordinary Treatment
(% of "It depends" responses)

(Health Care Professionals Only)

(See Appendix A for definitior of above terms)

TREATMENT /a

Caldiopulmonary Resuscitation (CPR) 8

Mechanical Ventilation 10

Intubation 10

Intravenous Therapy t0

Tube Feeding 12

Chemotherapy 12

Radiotherapy 12

Dialysis 10

Ventriculo-Pe¡itoneal Shunts 9

Tissue Plasminogen Acrivator (TpA) 8

Blood Transfusions 10

Morphine Intravenous Infusion Therapy 7

Total Parenteral Nurrition (TPN) l0

Invasive Diagnostic Procedures IO

Non-Invasive Diagnostic Procedures 19
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TABLE 3

Tube-Feeding - Medical Treatment or Comfort Care Measure
(% oT "yes" responses)

(Health Care Professionals Only)

Medical treatment only 38

Comfort care measure only 10

Both, depending on ci¡cumstances 49
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TABLE 4
Legal Status of Advance Directives
(% of " yes" r'esponses)

H : Health Care Professionals
E : Emergency Medical Services Personnel

H E

Advance directives are legally binding 76 94

IICPs are subject to legal consequences for failule to follow
advance directives 69 77

Aware of Manitoba legislation 60 77

Source of knowledge:
Professional organization/employer
Media
Other

18

63
16

79
42

1

Had input into legislarion I 3

Should have had input 63 65

Favour legislation 82 90

Faniliality with terminology:
i) Living will
ii) Advalce health care directive
iii) Durable power of attorney

89
51

35

97
65
45

Patients sliould bear the onus for informing HCps re:
advalce directives 54 8t

Wlitten living wills are legally binding 65 84

Oral living wills are legally binding 15

Public statement of treatnent choices is legally binding 39

Liability Issues:

Treatment refusal choice is equivalent to assistilig suicide if
treatrnent success probable 41 19

Crirninal liability fol failure to follow such a directive 33 3

Civil liability for failure ro follow advance directive 64 52

HCPs have authority to treat in emergencies despite prior
expressed wishes 44 l9
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TABLE 5
Institutional Policy Formulation
(% of "yes" responses)

H : Health Care Professionals
E : Ernergency Medical Services Personnel

H E

Health care institutions should have formal policies
mandating inquiry re: advance directives 90 94
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Bioethical Concepts - Autonomy
(% of "yes" responses)

H : HeaÌth Care Professionals
E : Emergency Medical Services Personnel
L: Lawyers
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H E I,

People walit more control le: health care decision-
making 97 100 95

Greater control is desirable 93 t00 100

Types of Decisions:

i) aggressive treatment
iÐ CPR

iii) non-aggressive, life-prolonging treatment

93
91
96

100
100
94

95
81
90

Most people have sufficient knowledge of medical
technology 27 29 33

It is appropriate for the health care tean to ,,take over.',
wlien a patient is experiencing a high degree of trauma
arld stress

76 81 90

Who decides patient's best interesis:

i) patient only
ii) faliily only
iii) medical team only
iv) patient and family
v) patient and medical team

iv) patient, farnily and medical team together

16

0
5
4
19

52

32
0
3

19

16

25

l4
0
0
4
l4
52

Anyone should be able to make a living will 74 6l 86

Advance directives only for teulinal, irreversible
patients 32 34 43

Patient's age should be considered when deciding
whether to follow living will 36 t6 29

There are occasions when it is appropriate to tleat
patients against tlieir will 76 81 90

Table 6 Continued on Next Pase
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TABLE 6 (Continued)
Bioethical Concepts - Autonomy
(% of "yes" r'esponses)

H : Health Care Professionals
E : Emergency Medical Services Personnel
L : Lawyers

H E t.

HCPs should have discretion to override advance
directives in patient's best intelests 43 29 29

HCPs should be able to override living will if they thínk
patient lacked understanding 65 42 57

it is appropriate for the health care team to "take over,,
decision-making wlìen patient experiencing difficulry due
to stfess/trauma

79 65 66

HCPs'expertise confers greater authorìty than patients
in decision-making 33 19

Reluctânt to follow living will if disagree with parienr's
choices 43 6

Patient requests for futile treatnent should be followed 35 35 29
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TABLE 7
Bioethical Concepts - Decisional Competency
(% of "yes" responses)

H : Health Care Professionals
E : Emergency Medical Services Person¡el
L: Lawye¡s

H E L

In general, the shock and trauma of acute injuries
causes decisional incompetency 6l 58 .lJ

The pain and trauma of a myocardial infarction
causes decisional incompetency 53 32 24

Reluctant to follow advance directive because
patient may have changed mind 35 43
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TABLE 8
Resource Allocation
(% of "yes" responses)

H : Health Care Professionals
E : Emergency Medical Services Personnel
L : Lawyers

H E I-

The right to extraordilary medical treatment should
be balanced against the availability of scarce
medical resources

70 55 8l
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Hypothetical Treâtment Scenarios
(% of "yes" responses)

H : Health Care Professionals
E : Emergency Medical Services Personnel
L : Lawyers
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Table 9 Continued on Next Pase

H E L

a) Vague v. Specific Wolding:

Comfortable with vaguely worded advance directives

Comfortable with treatnent-specific advance
directives

51

89

29

94

z4

b) High Technology v. Low Technology:

Withholding of mechanical ventilation

Withdrawal of mechanical ventilation

Withholding of tube feeding (abstr.acr)

Withholding of tube feeding, IV rherapy
(Actual patient with acute illness)

48

65

81

38

66

8i

52

c) Witholding v. Withdlawing Tleatnent:

Treatment withholding directives should be followed

Treatment withdlawal directives should be followed

42

89

52

98

52

95

d) Acute v. Chlonic Illness

Withliolding of tube feeding and IV in patienr with
chronic illness

85 81 81
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TABLE 9 (Continued)
Hypothetical Treatrnent Scenarios
(% of "yes" responses)

H : Health Care Professionals
E : Emergency Medical Services Personnel
L : Lawyers

H E L

e) Irrational Treatnent Choices:

Refusal of CPR in youÐg, healrhy person (writter
directive)

Refusal of CPR in youlg, healrhy person (oral
dilective)

Refusal of CPR in terminally ill young person (olal
dilective)

Refusal of tlirombolytic drugs for Ml

Refusal of blood transfusion

Legally binding?

24

65

44

49

55

35

10

1.9

35

61

68 39

29

JJ

39

19

f.¡ Psychiatric Treatment Issues:

Refusal of anti-psychotic dlugs

Legally binding?

23

37

32 39

g) Euthanasia

Comfoltable with advance directive

Legally binding?

4'7

49

35

61.

29
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TABLE 10
Clinical and Personal Experience with Advance Directives
(% of "yes" responses)

H : Health Care Professionals
E : Emergency Medical Services Personnel
L : Lawyers

H E I,

Has cared for person with livilg will or represented
clienr wirh living will

Cotlrforrable with following it

18

80

23

100

5

Has own advance dilective 3 5

Has considered executing own advance directive frJ 70 33
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TÄ.BLE 1 - TI'BE FEEDING AS BOTH A MEDICAL TREATMENT
AND COMFORT CARE MEASIJRE

r) Some people might require tube feeding for a short period of time
only (e.g. while awaiting surgery) (curative). Others may require
it as a comfort tneasure --- to keep up strength to help deal with
pain (e.9., calÌcer patients) while awaiting death.

In sor¡e cases, such as acute care, it is a medical treatment (e.g.,
patient on respirator needs to be nutritionally built up to be
weaned). In a terminally ill dying patient, I would classify it as a
cornfort care treasure.

If the patient has a curable or t¡eatable condition that can be dealt
with or overcome, nutrition/hydration is medical treatment. If the
patient is terminal, it is more likely to be a comfort care rneasure.

It depends wlìat stage in the illness -- acute stage (medical
treatment) or end stage (cornfort care).

With respect to when it is a comfort care measure -- patients
realize they need food to live. If you hold it back, their self-worth
is diminished.

Can be a comfort measure only in rare cases, such as in the case of
Mrs. X, a very independent lady with a terminal condition. Because
ofher gastric outlet obstrucrion, she could not keep any food down.
Mrs. X. just loved to eat and so the doctor decided if this is what
she wants then she can eat all she likes, which she did pretty well
up to the day she died. She ate and thoroughly enjoyed her pureed
diet but it just came back up rhe nasogastric (NG) tube as fast as it
went to her stomach. It was comforting to the family to see her sit
up and comment how good it was to taste food again.

Mostly this is a medical treatlnent. A nasogastric (NG) tube is rnost
uncomfortable to the patient but the family rray feel better if the
patient is getting tube feedings.

s)

2)

3)

4)

6)

1)
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TABLE 2 - RESPONDENTS' DEFINITIONS OF RELEVANT TERMINOLOGY

A) Heroic Measures

1) Any nedical treatment used in a life or death situation.

2) Any measures that would sustain or prolong life.

3) Aggressive medical intervention for the purpose of
prolonging/su staining life.

4 Invasive,aggressiverrealrÌtent.

5) Excessivetreatment, "overkill.',

6) Prolonging life at all costs.

7) Aggressive cardio-pulmonary resuscitation (CpR)t -- literally doing
everything possible to save life.

8) Aggressive, life-savilg measures such as cardio-pulmonary
resuscitation (CPR).

9) Cardio-puhnonaryresuscitation(CpR).

10) Cardio-pulmonary resuscitation (CpR), defibrillation, artificial
ventilation.

il) The usual "Code 99"'? situation - everything possible to keep rhe
patient alive (intubation, ventilation, drugs, cardio_pulmonary
resuscitation (CPR), intravenous lines (IV's)).

13) Maxinum medical intervention to preserve a patient,s life when it
is highly unlikely that the patienr will survive or if helshe does will
have poor quality of life.

14) Measures that are invasive, decrease quality of life, and do not
usually change outcome.

15) Measures with little chance of success.

lSee Appendix A.

'?tbid.
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16)

17)

Those means enployed when the chance of survival is minimal.

Treatments/procedures that are performed even though the chance
of success is extrernely srnail.

18) Doing absolutely everyrhing possible, even if prognosis is poor.

19) Unnecessary lneasures taken when death is imminent.

20) Saving someone's life when it,s questionable if the life should be
saved.

Measures taken to prolong life for a terminal patient. (Respondenl
gave the same definition for extraordinary measures.)

Cardio-pulmonary resuscitation (CpR) on a 90-year-old with
cancer.

Code 99 call on a tenninal patient. Numerous blood transfusions for
a terminal patient.

For example, doing "99" on a cancer patient.

Risking your own life to save another.

Anything being done to a person that would rot be done if the
person dropped in a field 20 miles from nowhere.

Non-medical act of heroism. (Emphasis included in response.)

Extraordin arv Measures

1) Those rneans employed which are proven to be of benefit, are
invasive in nature and maintain life - i.e., support life (as opposed
to treating a given situation) for extended periods of time, when
failure to use these means would result in death.

2) Doing whatever possible ro sustain (prolong) life.

3) Exceptionallyintrusivemedicaltreatment.

4) Aggressive rìeasures taken -- e.g., intubation, respirator.

21)

,,\

23)

24)

t5\

26)

21)

B)



5)

6)

7)
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Tube feeds, intravenous lines (lV's), total parenteral nutrition
(TPN)3 for prolonged periods; hypodermoclysist for rehydration vs.
admiristration of analgesia.

Anything beyond a peripheral inrravenous (IV) line and oxygen
with spontaneous respirations-

Same as heroic measures -- i.e. the usual ,'99,' situation __

everything possible to keep the patienr alive (intubation, ventilarion,
drugs, cardio-pulnonary resuscitation (CpR), intravenous lines
(rv'Ð).

Same as heroic measures, but perhaps not quite as aggressive.
(Respondent defined heroic measures as: Maxinum medical
intervention to preserve a patient's life when it is highly unlikely
tlËt the patient will survive or if helshe does will have poor quality
of life. )

8)

9) Sarne as heroic measures. (Respondent defined heroic lneasures as:
prolonging life at all costs.)

10) Same as heroic rìeasures -- i.e. measures taken to prolong life in a
terminal patient.

1 1) Aggressive treatment in the face of overwhelming odds.

12) Keeping people on ventilators, etc. with poor prognosìs.

13) Failing to realize tlËt ary further medical treatment is unnecessary.

14) Continue to resuscitate even though the patieDt has no chance of
regaining quality ol Ìife.

15) Measures to prolong life when it is obvious patient has metastatic
cancer.

3)

Treaffirents/procedures that do not fall within the standard trearment
protocols currently in use.

Treatment not normally used in a given situation.

t6)

'Ibid.

oIþid.
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18) Any rnedical treatment used as a life_prolonging, treatment that is
not necessarily a medically recognized tÍeatment.

19) Medical interve'tions that lie outside of the standard plan for patient
management.

20) Measures that are not customarily used in patient care.

21) Going above and beyond rhe prorocol.

22) Surgical ìnterventions such as heart transplants and experimental
surgery.

23) I'r¡ not far¡iliar with this terrn.

C) Ageressive Medical Treatment

1) All available medical treatrnent.

2) Doing everything possible for a person.

3) All possible medical procedures considered in attempt to prolong
rhe patien r's life.

4) Treating patient with every available medical treatment; sparing
nothing.

5) All measures and treatrnents taken to save life.

6) Treatrnent that is out of the ordinary.

7) Treattnent intervention that involves a high cost:benefit ratio.

8) Treatment that is not without risk, and which is intensive and
monitored.

9) Trearment which hits the medical condition head on. Not
necessarily a bad thing, just intensive and thorough but requiring
careful rnoniroring.

10) Look for a cause, treat a symptom as it crops up, treat a disease.

11) Pursuing viable treatrnent options.



r4)

1s)

16)

12)

13)

17)

18)

21)

?.)ì

t?ì

)L\
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I.e., emergency room treatments.

When treatnent consists of expeDsive treatments and procedures
that are not uecessary to manage the patient.

Same as heroic measures. (Respondent defined heroic measures as:
the usual "99" situation -- everything possible to keep the patient
alive).

Treatment tliat is intended to improve a patient's condition but
which rnay prolong a terminal patient's life.

Resuscitation, artificial ventilation, intravenous lines (IV's), tube
feeds, total parenteral nutritiolr (TPN), hypoderrnoclysis, invasive
procedures,s procedures/tests that will not affect outcome.

Keeping a patient alive who has no hope of recovery.

Treatment involving surgical and medical intervention in an attempt
to cure a patient when this is clearly futile and causes only grief and
false hope for the patient and farnily membe¡s.

Although the patient has a poor diagnosis, the health tea1n continues to trear
with interventions such as Intensive Care Unit (lCU) admission,
resuscitation, etc.

Cardio-puhnonary resuscitation (CPR), lifelines, chemotherapy aud
radiation in the case of cancer.

Doing cardio-pulnonary resuscitation (CpR) on a terminal patient.

Treaünent that goes against the wishes of the patient, treatment that
prolongs a life where there is no quality.

Continue witlì treatment when no quality of life could possibly be
present.

Invasive treatnent resulting in decreased quality tife for any period
of time.

19)

20)

'Ibid.
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26)

21)
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Having 99 calls, cardio-pulmouary resuscitation (CpR), intubation,
intravenous lines (IV's), in the case of the person who wishes to die
with dignity.

The opposite of palliative care.

CT scans, lab work, etc. on demented 97-year-olds.

D) Comfoft Care

2)

3)

4)

l)

6) Not aggressive treatment, ollly trying to keep the patient
comfortable.

Non-life-sustaining measures that provide pain relief or the prevention of
painful complications -- e.g., suctioning, turning, range of motion
exercises, spoon feeding or other assistance with oral intake (excluding
syringe/force feeding), lV's for analgesia, hygiene measures).

lnnocuous, risk-free care such as analgesia, Íìouth care, skin care.

Measures that would make a person as comfortable as possible in
his or her situation -- e.g., turning, analgesia.

Where all possible rnedical procedures to prolong life have been
exhausted with little results, all that nay be left is to attempt to give
the patient a sense of self-dignity in the remaining time left.

To provide the best care nursing-wise to allow the patient to have control
(some) over hisiher care; to make the patient very comfortable.

Measures to relieve the patient's pain and keep him/her as cornfortable as
possible (at home or in hospital) while allowing them to prepare for death
with family a¡d friends.

Total care of physical, emotional, spiritual needs such as
positioning in bed, air mattress, urinary catheter if incontinent,
pastor to visit and listen to, 24Jrr. visiting if desired, IV TKO
(intravenous line at a slow drip rate sufficient to keep the vein
open); meet food choice wishes if able to eat.

Anything which provides comfort for a patient, which can include
aggressive medical treatnent.

5)

7)

8)

e)
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10) Any measures, medical or otherwise, that provide comfort for a
patient.

11) Analgesia as needed, as in terminal cancer; being kept cleaü, fed
and dry; having pleasant cornpany in pleasant surroundings to spend
your last days in.

12) Pain control.

13) Analgesics to keep a patient comfortable.

14) Keeping a person comfortable, e.g. decrease pain.

15) Treatrnent given for patienr comfort but not to prolong life.

16) Doing things to make a patient as confortable as possible without
prolonging life.

17) Supportphysically/rnentally by sedation/nursing care.

18) Tube feeds, intravenous therapy (IV's), analgesics_

19) End stage - do the best you can, relief of pain, nutrition and
support.

20) Measures performed to keep the patient comfortable, pain free.

21) Making sure a patienr confortable during his/her last days.

22) Palliative treatment - no real medical treatment but support to keep the
patieut comfortable.

23) Palliative care.

24) Measures that are designed to alleviate patient discomfort without
addressing the underlying disease process.

25) Treatment which alleviates pain and suffering to some extent but
does nothing to fight the disease.

26) Lifesupportmeasures/uronitors.
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Best Interests of the Patient

1) [This] is an individual definition. Ir is rhe continued abitity to
partake in the life's events that provide meaning, pleasure and
fulfilment to rhe individual -- i.e., quality of life áccõrding to the
individual's own definition. Decisions to discontinue, nor to
pursue, or commence treatments should be rnade based on the
patient's continued ability to participate in the aforementioned
events (i.e., his "best interests,').

2) After weighing all of the pros and cons, what would be the most
beneficial to the patient. (,,Most beneficial,' also implies ',least
suffering. ")

3) Giving consideration to patient,s quality of life with o¡ without
treatment.

Fulfilling patients' wishes either to enable them to recover or to die
as pain free as possible and with dignity.

Those measures taken which would cause the least amount of
suffering, the best quality of life, and which are most acceptable to
the patient.

Any options considered to be acceptable to the wishes of the patienr
should he or she become incompetent.

Those interests that the patient, the patient's family or advocate and
the treatment team have thoroughly reviewed and decided upon.

Making a decision you think the patient would like to live with.

Listen to the patient and do what helshe wishes or look at the
patient as a 'whole' and do what you think is best.

The treatnent course or goal which provides the patient what he/she
wishes with the least amount of discomfort.

What they want for themselves.

[Tliatl which provides comfort, quality of life and meets patient desires.

Any action which benefits the patient's mental and/or physical
health andlor quality of life.

4)

5)

6)

7)

8)

9)

10)

11)

t2)

t3)
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14) Measures to sustain and irnprove tlie patient's quality of life.

15) Actively listening to and evaluating the parienr's wishes, lifestyle
and quality of tife.

16) Thar which will resrore quality life.

17) Maintaining quality of life ro the lasr instance.

18) That which promores rhe parient's well being (i.e., quality of life).

19) To irnprove a person,s life - quality and length, emorionally, physically
and spiritually.

Treatment which is best for the patient's health.

Doing what is possible to enable patienrs to lead healthy and
productive lives.

22) In the best interests of the patient's "rnedicar health.,' This includes
offeri'g emotional herp wher the patient or fam y does not agree with the
medical decisions.

What the family and patient want medically speaking.

What the doctor feels is necessary -- not necessarily what the
patient feels is necessary.

Medical intervention done with no input frorn the patient.

Something done for the patient that he rnay not want to help hirn _
intravenous (IV) therapy or analgesic by intrarnuscular injection
(IV), erc.

20)

21)

t?\

24)

7{ì

26)

F) Comoetent

1) 1> individual who is alert, oriented a¡d who disprays insight (can evaruate
both pros and cons) with basic level of knowledge and comprehension
when given optionÐ; 2 ) niaintains decision over time; 3 > competence is
task specilic and must be evaruated on the basìs of the decision àt hand.
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2) Being of sound mind and able to receive information, process it,
and rnake a decision regarding the course of treatment.

3) The ability to understand and comprehend the effect of one's decisions.

4) Able to make an informed decision.

5) Soutd rnind, rational; could be uneducated - or educated. Can be
cornperenr bur srupid.

6) Able to determine/make decisions that are within the knowledge and
intelligence of the average person.

7) Ability to comprehend and react appropriately to a given sìtuation.

8) The ability to arrive at conclusioDs generally accepted by one,s
peers.

9) Capable and informed.

10) Wren an individual is of the nind and intelligence and age to make
a decision.

11) Conscious - aware of surroundings.

12) Of sound nind and body.

13) Someone who is able ro complete basic life skills.

14) Responding.

i5) When the person is oriented to place, person, time, farnily and his 
'edicalproblerns.

16) Mentally stable.

11) Mentally capable.

18) Anyone who can manage their own affairs without harm to themselves or
others.

19) Oriented to person, tirne and place, and able to appropriately comprehend
and act in their surroundings.
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20) Able to understand and communicates his understanding of what is being
communicated to him.

21) Oriented to person, tine and place, and demonstrate the ability to
understand the cause and effect of their actions.

22) Alert, oriented - no psychiarric/alcohol/drug problems.

23) Persons aware, knowledgeable.

G) Persistent Vegetative State

1) An unconscious, non-respo'sive state that is mai'tai'ed for a long period
of tir¡re.

2) A patient who is unaware of his/her surroundings, i.e., comatose, with no
hope of regaining consciousness or being able to comprehend or
communicate.

3) State in which the patient has no ability to comprehend and react to
an immediate situation.

4) Inability to understand and communicate in any way; plus inability
to perform even the sinplest tasks required for daily living for ã
period of at least 30 days.

5) A person unable to respond either me tally or physically and who has no
hope of irnproving.

6) When the patient has no mental activity and no hope of recovery.

'7) Unable to respond in any physical or mental way.

8) Non-responding for prolonged time period.

9) Unrespolrsive to any stimuli.

10) Non-responsive.

11) Responds only to painful stimuli.

12) Irreversible brain damage.

13) No brain function.
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14) Brain waves on electroencephalograrr (EEG) _ brain dead, never regain
consciousness again.

15) When there are no signs of brain activity -- e.g. no response to any
stimulus. Brain scan, etc. shows that person is "brain dead.',

1ó) When an individual does not respond to treatnent successfully _-

e.g., "brain dead. "

fT No brain waves, no motor skills.

18) No brain waves, unlikely to develop brain waves in future.

19) No normal brain responses/activity.

20) A state of brain activity beyond hope of recovery.

2I) Patient unable to susrain hisiher own life (respiratory and cardiac
lunction) witl.rout mecha¡ical intervention.

22) No quality of life.

23) State requiring care for all physical needs.

24) Unable to function on theìr own outside hospital.
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TABLE 3 - RESPONDENTS'PROPOSED ADVANCE DIRECTIVES

r) Unable to commelìt on specific clauses but I would focus on need
to clearly convey which procedures and at what point I would
request that treatment be withdrawn.

No treatment if rendered quadriplegic and cornatose.

No life support measures when vegetative state is reached.

Comfort measures only if cornatose or terminally ill.

If comatose for extended period of time and physician feels that not
likely to regain consciousness to level of normal functioning, do not
maintain lnechanical life support.

No long term life support procedures, treatment only until such
time as the prognosis was grim and there became no hope for
unassisted life support or quality of futu re existence would be less
than prior to treatment.

In the event of accidental or irreversible illness or injury, I do not
want to be kept alive by artificial rneans.

If I were in an accident and could not live without life support, I
would not wish to be placed on it for longer than one week.

If I had a terminal disease, I'd rather just go peacefully than being
in more pain than necessary. Not to have any treatmeut if it would
mean I would be a "vegetable" and not be able to recognize rny
family.

If i had terminal cancer, I don't want surgery that will not benefit
me. This is equivalent to mutilation. I would want pain medication
and palliative care.

lf I were to have an irreversible condition. I would ¡efuse all
treatrnent other than comfort measures -- analgesic, turning,
suctioning, etc. As age advances, I would add clauses to the effect
of artificial prolongation of life versus quality of life -- dignity,
independence, presence of friends/family, etc. I may decline
cardio-pulmonary resuscitation (CPR), intravenous (IV) therapy,
surgery, clinical investigations, total parenteral nutrition (TpN),
tube feeds, chemotherapy.

r1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

8)

e)

10)
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13)
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If comatose or vegetative state, I do not want to be kept alive by
mechanical means,

I don't feel comfortable wirh IV's that would keep me alive if I
choose not to eat.

I do not want to be kept alive by artihcial hydration and nutrition.
I've cared for many, rnany people being tube fed for years, being
kept alive by tube feeds, and I find this disgusting and inhumane.

No resuscitation efforts in case of severe central nervous system
damage (e.g., severe head traurna) including no cardio-pulnonary
resuscitation (CPR), intubation or prolonged mechanical ventilation
beyond the initial assessment period (24-48 hours).

If I had ALS,6 I would not want a permanent ventilator.

If no longer competent or have Alzheirner's disease,T no
resuscitation; if in an accident and comatose, no ventilator; if
unable to care for n-ryself or I have terminal cancer, no resuscitation
and lots of pain medication.

lf I have Alzheimer's disease or severe mental problems, no
resuscitation, comfort measures only.

Provisions for no resuscitation or aggressive treattnent such as
ventilation, tube feeding, intravenous (lV) antibiotics. If in an
accident and had irreparable brain damage or developed
Alzheirner's or was in a vegetative state due to an accident or
illness. Also Do resuscitâtion if over 65.

lf I had caucer, rnultiple sclerosis or ALS, treat me with comfort
ûìeasures only and allow me to die with dignity. I define comfort
measures as: analgesics, antibiotics, hygiene and turning,
psychosocial care (it is irnportant for care givers to talk to and
interact with patients).

If I have a stroke and there's no hope of recovery and I'rn not able
to function with sorne degree of independence, don't keep me alive
indefinitely by tube feedings.

16)

17)

t8)

1e)

20)

21)

6See Appendix A.

tlb!d.
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23)

24)
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To be healthy and independent; if not, leave me be.

No resuscitation, no life support - if unable to function in a manner
that would constitute some "quality of life, ,' then don,t bother.

I'm a very independent person. I could not handle being totally
dependent with respect to bodily functions, couldn't handìe being
quadriplegic, would rarher nor live rhan live like that (i.e., totally
depender.rt on others for r¡ost basic physical needs.

I want no extraordinary measures (now existing or future
inventions) to be used if I was suffering from any progressive,
incurable or chronic illness or if I was incapacitated by a traulnatic
event such as a motor vehicle accident, cerebrovascular accident or
myocardial infarction, which left rne incapable of functioning
physically, mentally or emotionally. I would consider
extraordinary measures lto be] anything that prolonged life iD an
undignified and unnecessary way and didn't add to my health and
comfort. I rnay specify particular treatments but also name one or
two trusted friends or family rnembers to make decisions on my
behalf.

If unable to function physically andior rnentally, I would want to be
gone. I don't want to be trapped in rny body. I would like to be
euthanatized in that situation -- it's so humane.

Send me Dr. Kevorkian. I would rather be dead than suffer the
way I have seen many patients suffer. It's not humane.,'

If I'm in severe paiu with a terninal illness, let me go. I would
want a visir frorn Dr. Kevorkian.

l. The living will should only be used if I arn unable to act on
rry own behalf, e.g., comatose, significant or severe brain
damage.

I would only want it to deal with situations that are:
a) terminal in nature and there is extreme pain and

su ffering;
b) irreversible and likely to leave me comatose

or severely brain darnaged for the rest of my
life.

t5\

26)

)'7\

28)

29)

2.
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I would not want it to be used for situations where despite
pain and suffering or a comatose state, there was a good
possibiliry of 1007a recovery.
I would want to review the living will on a regular basis (every 5
years) and update it if necessary for one of several reasons:
a) advances in medical technology
b) changes to ny health status - e.g., perhaps,

I am now a para- or quadriplegic. I rnay
vr'ish to alter conditions of the will

c) I may wish to add/change names of
individuals who are instructed to act on my
behalf.

30)

31)

All and every technique available to sustain reasonable quality of
life, including availability of scarce medical supplies.

Refusal of intubation and mechanical ventilation no matter what the
medical indications, duration of therapy, and expected outcome. I
have a profound fear of being intubated.
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uodersland ONR m€aßs th¡t tf my h€årt dops bcating or I I lop breådino. no m.d¡cal
rocedure to festart breathiflO or h€art fundicfl vri( ö€ ¡f]s{iftÁed_

g*siyjlt SY v,rff qfl prwoflr m€ fro{n ob(8¿rrng drer eñeroç{rcy Ír€d¡c€l care bypre+osp{ar care provilers and/of m€dkal car€ direded b,y I ptr¡æidan prior io my d€sft.

I undergsnd I may rÊvokô úús d¡{rdlt/ô d eny t¡mo.

¡ give pefmtssr-oo for tftb anforrnat¡ofl to b€ givcn to thô p(!-tþsfits{ car€ p{ûviJcrs. dodors,
rrufs€s. of other heåtth pôrsonn€l 8s nscssssry to imp{emerü this direcüve.

I hereby sgreê lo thc 'Oo Not Resuscitato- (Dt{R) o(úer-

REVOCATION PROV¡SION

I herEþy r€vok6 th€ sbove dedaral¡on-

S¡Onå(ur€

reqr¡esl €miled Gmcrg€rÌ{y m€dícsl ca¡e rs horein descriòod.

Oc6

Oe{ê

O€i6

| 

^FFIRÀI 
rHls orREcrwE rs ï'€ ÐçREss€D wrsH or rt€ pAT¡EñTrpATr€¡rrs

c{r^Ror¿Af{ rs M€DrCAr.ryAppRopRrATE- A!{D S OàðtrræxËò Ë{ rr€ PATIENT:S
f¡€OfCALRECORD.

tt¡c cvcrd. o{ Ír ¡q,(€ caftf¡{rc of csffîsto{y ü¡!3t no c¡fifopidrnofl.f/ rcsllsdtÊt¡on vdfi bc

Sþnâtur€ O¡tc

Addflss Ftcility o{ ¡qcflcy ¡{sfiì€

llqsFORllWIIHOT ÁCC€PTEO F fT T{AS EEEî¡ AITER€D F¡ ¡I¡Y WAY.

Prehospital DNR request form:
an advance directive to limit the
scope of emergency medicàI cäre(sosna et al. )
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